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DEDICATION 

To all those locked into the prison and circumstances of mental-enslavement.  Freedom is not hard to 
accomplish—only the facing of the lies is difficult, along with the consequences of knowing that which 
surrounds reality.  May each of you who have been brave enough to unlock those prison doors realize 
God’s truth and loving LIFE.  God blesses the physician who will walk with his patient through whatever 
maze is necessary to offer the tools of healing unto those who know not. 
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INTRODUCTION 

REC  #2    HATONN 

SAT., MAR. 11, 1995    10:44 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 207 

SAT.,  MAR. 11,  1995 

UNFAIR  ADVANTAGE 

Until you think about it, this may well seem to be a “hit below the belt”.  It is not intended to be delivered 
in that manner and neither is there any “unfair advantage” here.  I ask that this be used as an Introduction 
for it is worthy of reading and rereading. 

What I am going to share is an offering to Congress in the form of a “bill” from various Congressmen 
regarding the changing or dissolution of some established resolutions, etc.  In this instance it is the request 
for repeal of the War Powers Resolution. 

This all sounds fine and good because its repealing would cause consultation with Congress regarding any 
placement of domestic troops anywhere.  But it ACTUALLY HAS NO MEANING AT ALL.  AS LONG 
AS YOU ARE UNDER STATE OF EMERGENCY REGULATIONS—THE CONSTITUTION 
STANDS “SET-ASIDE” AND YOU ARE UNDER CONTINUING STATE OF EMERGENCY 
STATUS—SINCE 1932-33!  Do you see that you cannot put a Bandaid on a finger capillary bleeder 
while the Cardiac Aorta is spewing wide open? 

When George Bush retorted in anger to reporters nagging about his “Constitutional Powers”, “I KNOW 
WHAT MY POWERS ARE!” he meant it and he knew and you had better KNOW that he is well within 
his “Constitutional Power” to do what he is doing, what Clinton and advisors are doing, and right down the 
line—UNDER CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS IN A DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY! 
There may well not be “brainwashing” involved and the only non-deception may well be when they read 
off the State of Emergency regulations—but they CAN do what they are doing—LEGALLY. 

You send Congressmen to Congress and they have not the vaguest notion of what is in THE CONSTITU-
TION.  They are POLITICIANS ON THE TAKE.  Further, if you don’t know the laws and Constitutional 
rights, how do you expect those YOU elect to know?  Worse than that—there are no “FREE ELEC-
TIONS” AND YOU FAIL TO RECOGNIZE THAT EITHER. 

I am going to bother to write out all of this document (Bill) so that you have full access.  The copy is so poor 
that we can’t simply copy it to layout so we will tip-toe through it to the best of Dharma’s ability to see the 
letters which are only “half” printed.  The sender did not have better copy.  Please know that if there are 
typographical errors they will only be in grammar errors—NOT CONTENT. 

Why do I bother?  Because you must see that there is a SEQUENCE of action which brings results and 
not just a bunch of Congressmen playing at “Look how hard we tried!”.  It is KNOWN by this committee 
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of presenters that you CANNOT HAVE THIS BILL PASSED LAWFULLY AS LONG AS THERE IS 
A STATE OF EMERGENCY DECLARED AND CLINTON IS IN THE PROCESS NOW OF EX-
TENDING IT ANOTHER YEAR—AS HAS BECOME THE ANNUAL RITUAL. 

Executive Orders not stopped by congressional action within 30 days—BECOME LAW!—automati-
cally. 

[QUOTING:] [To the best of our ability to decipher.] 

FULL  TEXT  OF  BILLS 

104TH CONGRESS: 1ST SESSION 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

AS INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE 

SYNOPSIS: 1995 S.5; 104 S.B. 

A  BILL 

To clarify the war powers of Congress and the President in the post-Cold War period. 

DATE OF INTRODUCTION: JANUARY 4, 1995 
DATE OF VERSION: JANUARY 8, 1995  —VERSION 1 

SPONSOR(S) 
Mr. DOLE (for himself, Mr. HELMS, Mr. THURMOND, Mr. COHEN, Mr. WARNER, Mrs. 
HUTCHINSON, Mr. MCCAIN, Mr. LOTT, Mr. NICKLES, and Mr. MACK) introduced the following 
bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.  [H: SAY WHAT?? TO 
THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS? (???) EVERYBODY WITH ME SO FAR 
AS TO POSSIBILITIES OF NOT EVER WANTING ANY HONORING OF SUCH A RESO-
LUTION OR BILL PASSED?  THIS WAS SENT TO A COMMITTEE TOTALLY A FUNC-
TIONING ARM OF THE ONE WORLD ORDER GOVERNING THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA BY AND THROUGH THE ONE WORLD ORDER AND UNITED NATIONS 
CHARTER!  ALL OF THE ABOVE PARTIES NAMED ARE MEMBERS OF CFR!!  FOXY? 
CFR IS NO MORE A FEDERAL AGENCY OR HOUSE THAN IS THE FEDERAL RESERVE, 
IRS OR THE RUSSIAN ARMY.  Well, strike “the Russian Army”, it IS a U.S. Federal Agency 
and operation—NOW!]] 

TEXT: 
*  Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled. 

SECTION 1.  SHORT TITLE: 
This Act may be cited as the “PEACE POWERS ACT OF 1995”. 
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SEC. 2.  REPEAL OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION: 
(a) WAR POWERS RESOLUTION.- The War Powers Resolution (Public Law U.S. 148: 50 U.S.C. 

1541 et seq.) [H: Sorry, someone with a better copy will have to recheck these numbers.  We will 
do the best we can but with “numbers” there is no way to judge a fudge factor.] 

(b) CONFORMING REPEAL. - Section 1013 of The Department of State Authorization Acct, 
Fiscal Years 1984 AND 1985 150 U.S.C. 1540a) is hereby repealed. 

SEC. 3.  CONSULTATION: 
The President in every possible instance shall consult with Congress before introducing United States 

Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated 
by the circumstances, and after every such introduction shall consult regularly with the Congress until 
United States Armed Forces are no longer engaged in hostilities or have been removed from such situa-
tions.  [H: Can you see that this SAYS NOTHING?  Keyword: “possible”.  The President, as 
now, is the one who decides “possible” and so on.] 

SEC. 4.  REPORTING: 
(A)  INITIAL REPORTS—in the absence of a declaration of war, in any case in which United States 

Armed Forces are introduced: 

(1) into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by 
the circumstances; 

(2) into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign nation while equipped for combat, except for 
deployments which relate to supply, replacement, repair, or training of such forces: or 

(3) in numbers which substantially enlarge United States Armed Forces equipped for combat 
already located in a foreign nation; the President shall submit within 48 hours to the Speaker of the House 
of Representatives and to the President pro tempore of the Senate a report, in writing, setting forth: 

(A) the circumstances necessitating the introductions of United States Armed Forces; 
(B) the constitutional and legislative authority under which such introduction took place; and 
(C) the estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or involvement. 

[H: Please note that the sloppy and all but unintelligible structure of the outline format is not 
us—it’s “them”.  Dharma has gotten quite sensitive to the careless and ignorant talents of 
government and “educated” persons.] 

(b) ADDITIONAL INFORMATION—The President shall provide such other information as the 
Congress may request in the fulfillment of its constitutional responsibilities with respect to committing the 
Nation to War and the use of United States Armed Forces abroad. 

(c) PERIODIC REPORTS—Whenever United States Armed Forces are introduced into hostilities or 
into any situation described in subsection (a) of this section, the President shall, so long as such armed 
forces continue to be engaged in such hostilities or situation, report to the Congress periodically on the 
status of such hostilities or situation as well as on the scope and duration of such hostilities or situation, but 
in no event shall he report to the Congress less often than once every 6 months. 
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[H: OK, Dharma, unless we can obtain a better print-out of this Bill we will have to stop.  I don’t 
want to have to dictate it to you and I believe we can get the point.  NOWHERE through the end 
of the document does it even suggest that the President can not send troops or go to undeclared 
WAR or anything.  The only stipulation is that he make reports.  Can you see the sly way in 
which the evil perpetuation and protection of the already UNCONSTITUTIONAL ACTIONS 
are continued?  Let us just focus on the Air Force, for instance.  The Air Force, which was once 
the U.S. Air Force, is now a FORCE UNDER THE UNITED NATIONS.  Oh, and by the way, if 
we could read further, it basically leaves all reporting up for discretion under “National Secu-
rity”.  In other words, readers, it does nothing, says nothing and to insure that there be no 
MISUNDERSTANDING has not been sent to CONGRESS—but to a Committee on Foreign 
Relations which has nothing except “private club membership” STATUS IN ANY WAY WHAT-
SOEVER.  SO YOU HAVE “NOTHING”—going NOWHERE.] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

If you still can’t see how really stupid is the above, allow me: 

“(iv) the United States Armed Forces subordinating to the command of foreign nationals will at all times 
remain under United States ADMINISTRATIVE COMMAND for such purposes as discipline and 
evaluation.  [H: Are you kidding me that you DON’T UNDERSTAND?]” 

What does the above “(iv)” say?  I thought so! 

This may well seem to have nothing to do with the contents of this journal for after all there will be lots of 
MK-ULTRA and mind-assault, etc.  IT DOES!! 

This is EXACTLY the point of all the subjects—YOU HAVE BEEN TOTALLY DECEIVED BY THE 
INTENTIONAL AND DELIBERATE ILLUSION OF CHANGE WHEN THERE IS ACTUALLY A 
CONTINUING BARRAGE OF MORE AND MORE DECEIT—WEARING A DISGUISE. 

DOLE is simply one more dangerous member of the New World Order Elite out to gain the same pur-
poses as the Democratic New World Order Elite—NO DIFFERENCE WHATSOEVER!  Not even in 
the most tiny detail is he different.  He sold you out less than two weeks after the “Republican” election. 
Anyone still thinking you can SIMPLY CHANGE THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON—must 
wash the soap out of your brains. 

I think it wise to remind you of prior presentations, in this case the fully intentional destruction of minds. 
This comes from BRAIN-WASHING, A Synthesis of a Russian Textbook on Psychopolitics (Mind- 
Control).  I only want to ask you to remember, I do not intend to offer the entire writing here.  When you 
read, REMEMBER, “Communism” is a Khazarian Mishpucka Zionist PARTY (NOT RUSSIAN).  Com-
munism is only a political PARTY which is not communistic in form—it is totalitarian satanic fascistic- 
socialism.  (State Control through Massive Force.) 

The course in “Psychopolitics” as offered here in the opening lecture, takes place in classrooms, and in 
this instance, IN RUSSIA with selected American students.  It is only exemplification of ongoing projects 
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of total global MIND-CONTROL. 

The original copy of this book bears NO identification because it is not available for daily reading. 

[QUOTING:] 

AN  ADDRESS  BY  LAVENTIA  BERIA 
(Given to hand-picked American students 

who were sent to Moscow for indoctrination) 

American students at the Lenin University, I welcome your attendance at these classes on Psychopolitics. 

Psychopolitics is an important if less known division of Geo-politics.  It is less known because it must 
necessarily deal with highly educated personnel, the very top strata of “mental healing”. 

By psychopolitics our chief goals are effectively carried forward.  To produce a maximum of chaos in 
the culture of the enemy is our first most important step.  Our fruits are grown in chaos, distrust, economic 
depression and scientific turmoil.  At last a weary populace can seek peace only in our offered Communist 
State, at last only Communism can resolve the problems of the masses. 

A psychopolitician must work hard to produce the maximum chaos in the fields of “mental healing”. 
He must recruit and use all the agencies and facilities of “mental healing”.  He must labor to increase the 
personnel and facilities of “mental healing” until at last the entire field of mental science is entirely dominated 
by Communist principles and desires.  [H: In other words, until all psychiatrists and hospitals are 
totally goal-oriented and in action to accomplish total breakdown of individuals into total mind- 
controlled submission in chaos.  You are THERE, people—YOU ARE THERE!  What, for in-
stance, in the case of John Schroepfer, happened?  Well, Eleanor and Rod (her son) made sure 
John had an “accident”.  It was not intended that he survive but he did.  So what next?  He was 
hospitalized, a doctor was found who worked with an Alzheimer center and who stated John was 
suffering from confusion and dementia of some kind.  However, he was taken to AN ALZHEIMER 
INSTITUTION where he was locked away and controlled more closely than a prisoner in a 
prison.  He was not allowed visitors which forced his only companions to be patients who were 
also imprisoned both in spirit and body.  Even the perpetrators didn’t visit.  They signed him in as 
a total pauper to get around government regulations while they sidetracked his pension and 
income.  Then they tried every known trick in the book to steal all his assets (which they had 
already sworn under oath that there were none).  The facility was paid almost $3,000 a month for 
“no care” and John was expected to simply die.  Can you see how simple it becomes when the 
system is working WITH YOU?  Now comes the aftermath: After moving and hiding John, he 
runs away when he got a chance and now the entire of his income is going to attorneys and 
conservators demanded by the court. 

If you think, because you SEEM to somehow be “free”, that you have no problems in this 
new world of ORDER(??) you are already partially dead from the attackers.] 

To achieve the goals the psychopolitician must crush every “home-grown” variety of mental healing in 
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America.  Actual teachings of James, Eddy and Pentacostal Bible faith-healers amongst your misguided 
people must be swept aside.  They must be discredited, defamed, arrested, stamped upon even by their 
own government until there is no credit in them and only Communist-oriented “healing” remains.  You must 
work until every teacher of psychology unknowingly or knowingly teaches only Communist doctrine under 
the guise of “psychology”.  You must labor until every doctor and psychiatrist is either a psycho- 
politician or an unwitting assistant to our aims. 

You must labor until we have dominion over the minds and bodies of every important person in your 
nation.  You must achieve such disrepute for the state of insanity and such authority over its pronouncement 
that not one statesman so labeled could again be given credence by his people.  You must work until 
suicide arising from mental imbalance is common and calls forth no general investigation or remark. 

With the institutions for the insane you have in your country prisons which can hold a million 
persons and can hold them without civil rights or hope of freedom.  And upon these people can be 
practiced shock and surgery so that never again will they draw a sane breath.  You must make 
these treatments common and accepted.  And you must sweep aside any treatment or any group 
of persons seeking to treat by effective means. 

You must dominate as respected men the fields of psychiatry and psychology.  You must dominate the 
hospitals and universities.  You must carry forward the myth that only a European doctor is competent in 
the field of insanity and thus excuse amongst you the high incidence of foreign birth and training.  If and 
when we seize Vienna you shall have then a common ground of meeting and can come and take your 
instructions as worshippers of Freud along with other psychiatrists.  [H: Freud, of course, being one of 
the sickest and most putrid of any persons running around on your planet.] 

Psychopolitics is a solemn charge.  With it you can erase our enemies as insects.  You can cripple the 
efficiency of leaders by striking insanity into their families through the use of drugs.  You can wipe them 
away with testimony as to their insanity.  By our technologies you can even bring about insanity itself when 
they seem too resistive. 

You can change their loyalties by psychopolitics.  Given a short time with a psychopolitician you can 
alter forever the loyalty of a soldier in our hands or a statesman or a leader in his own country, or you can 
destroy his mind. 

However, you labor under certain dangers.  It may happen that remedies for our “treatments” may be 
discovered.  It may occur that a public hue and cry may arise against “mental healing”.  It may thus occur 
that all mental healing might be placed in the hands of ministers and be taken out of the hands of our 
psychologists and psychiatrists.  But the Capitalistic thirst for control, Capitalistic inhumanity and a general 
public terror of insanity can be brought to guard against these things.  But should they occur, should 
independent researchers actually discover means to undo psycholopolitical procedures, you must not rest, 
you must not eat or sleep, you must not stint one tiniest bit of available money to campaign against it, 
discredit it, strike it down and render it void.  For by an effective means all our actions and researchers 
could be undone. 

In a Capitalistic state you are aided on all sides by the corruption of the philosophy of man and the 
times.  You will discover that everything will aid you in your campaign to seize, control and use all “mental 
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healing” to spread our doctrine and rid us of our enemies within their own borders. 

Use the courts, use the judges, use the Constitution of the country, use its medical societies and its laws 
to further our ends.  Do not stint in your labor in this direction.  And when you have succeeded you will 
discover that you can now effect your own legislation at will and you can, by careful organization of healing 
societies, by constant campaign about the terrors of society, by pretense as to your effectiveness make 
your Capitalist, himself, by his own appropriations, finance a large portion of the quiet Communist con-
quest of the nation. 

By psychopolitics create chaos.  Leave a nation leaderless.  Kill our enemies.  And bring to Earth, 
through Communism, the greatest peace Man has ever known. 

Thank you. 

Note: In the Aesopian language of Communism, “Peace” means all cessation of hostility against Commu-
nism, which in English means against the evil that calls itself Communism but is not. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Please refer to this “introduction” as you read of the plight of individuals in the hands of these master 
manipulators.  In Cathy O’Brien’s case it was purely for the base greed of men for drug muling, prostitution 
and such but proves the presence of Satanists IN YOUR GOVERNMENT AT TOP, HIGHEST LEV-
ELS OF CONTROL—of you. 

You are all now coming under mass control by the hypnosis and training of the MEDIAS.  You can’t make 
up your minds how you feel about, say, GOD CREATOR, so every day you lose more and more shielding 
against the bombardment against you—until finally you succumb to the blasts and can no longer think or 
feel for self.  I suggest you not hesitate to read Orwell’s 1984 BECAUSE THEY ARE GOING TO HAVE 
A PUSH IN THE VERY, VERY NEAR FUTURE TO GET A COMPUTER INTO EVERY HOME. 
They will go first into a blanket placing into the habitats of the WELFARE and Social Security PERSONS 
FOR THEIR CONVENIENCE OF RECEIVING THEIR WELFARE AND PENSION CHECKS 
WHICH WILL BE CARDS OPERATIVE THROUGH COMPUTER SYSTEMS.  With the elec-
tronic screens in the home it will become a communications requirement that they are left “on” at all times 
and at all times YOU WILL BE UNDER TOTAL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE VISUALLY AND 
PHONETICALLY.  This was ALL perfected long before 1984 so if you think 1984 didn’t happen, look 
again.  The technology is around but the method of introducing the program is what requires time— 
THROUGH MIND CONTROL!  Ultimately there will not even be an “off” switch on the machinery. 

Next, if you think the “mentality” for acceptance of this is not present in your masses, I suggest you 
consider watching the Ricki Lake or Jenny Jones for about a week running.  THOSE are your “masses”. 

I can only suggest in closing that you UNLOCK YOUR MIND AND BE FREE!  THE KEY IS IN 
YOUR HEAD. 
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CHAPTER  1 

REC  #1    HATONN 

FRI., FEB. 24, 1995    7:37 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 19 

FRI.,  FEB. 24,  1995 

WE  GET  LETTERS! 

In response to some letters that seem not only interesting but DO affect each and all, if nothing more than 
in interest, I will attempt to excerpt a few that I can handle quickly.  However, readers, you have to know 
right up front here that Dharma is putting out a journal A WEEK of over 200 pages each along with all of 
the other necessities of life.  I realize that she is like all, she can not accept one more task—but like you, she 
wants to “know” and her limitations, of necessity, seem to become MINE. 

Most of the daily news coming in and flowing through is sufficiently covered already to allow for others to 
update.  I am pleased to see that Phyllis is taking on one load, of trying to offer some of her, and re-
searched, topics relating to Spiritual values.  This is hard because she can see coming—what all of you see 
coming, and knows that to be quoting from books NOW PROVEN to be tampered and twisted from the 
truth of the tale is touchy if not downright impossible.  Each will do according to the limits of one’s vision 
and perception—and KNOWLEDGE.  Remember, please, that of the billions of people bringing mystic 
and garbled messages—only a mere handful are actually telling you the truth of those myths and tales. 

Some of you get a long way ahead as we unfold truth and do your research and are finding that such as the 
I AM movement was actually started by those who used the foundation of the “belief” from the five 
volumes of LIFE & TEACHINGS of the Masters of the Far East, by Baird T. Spalding.  The Ballards 
in Mt. Shasta, California used that work as a basis of the I AM Godfrey Ray King books—that, along with 
myriads of perceived channelings.  Was there a St. Germain?  Of course.  However, most of you would 
NOT LIKE THE PERSON WHO WAS COMTE (Fr.)  ST. GERMAIN!  You WOULD like the one 
who spoke at the Constitution Hall regarding United States Freedom.  You would NOT like the one who 
stirred and held much of the responsibility of the French Revolution which was in turn financed and orches-
trated by the Elite One World Anti-Christ. 

These men of history who seem to be one way and are yet quite another—are YOUR fabrication.  Germain 
learned TRUTH and in trying to offer TRUTH you took him and, for goodness sakes, MADE “HIM” 
YOUR RELIGION.  You are a people of mysticism—I guess it must be because you can’t accept Truth? 

I now come with a letter which finally “demands” an answer.  His name is “George” and he is a loyal and 
faithful seeker of TRUTH.  He has spent a long lifetime of researching—that research needs and must be 
SHARED—but how do we as such a small, poverty-restricted handful of persons, get ALL THE GEN-
ERATIONS OF TRUTH OUT TO YOU?  “I” have to sort and resort, study at what level we will reach 
the most with that which THEY CAN SWALLOW AND DIGEST.  We could write 24 hours a day and 
STILL NOT TOUCH all you need to make wise choices in a SPIRITUAL direction.  You have THOU-
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SANDS of religions and actually the count is BILLIONS for EACH INDIVIDUAL HAS HIS/HER 
OWN!!  Each has VALID foundation for its coming of attention—good or bad.  Validity is a term which 
indicates there is “good reason” upon which to base a thought or thing (“thing”, itself, only being the 
product of “thought”).  Now, YOU tell me—ARE YOU READY FOR ME TO TELL YOU GOD 
DOESN’T EXIST?  ARE YOU READY TO BELIEVE THERE WAS NO “JESUS”?  ARE YOU 
READY TO REALIZE THERE WAS NO “MOSES”, NO BULLRUSHES, NO MANNA FROM 
HEAVEN?  ARE YOU READY?????  Yes?  How many of you? 

Why do I list these particular items and topics?  Because they are the basis upon which mankind bases, pro 
or con, his life direction, purpose and journey! 

MOSES 

Let us look at the subject of “Moses”.  Even the NAME means something as does “Solomon”.  There was 
NO SOLOMON as a PERSON!!  Sol means “sun” which became accepted as “son”; om is simply a 
Hindu or otherwise groupie chant to “whatever god” and is representative of “male/female” sex activities, 
and “on” was a CITY.  So you basically have something which you worship as King Solomon which is 
nothing more in TRUTH than a city of the sun. 

This is a good time to say how NEGATIVE is “WORSHIP”.  Worship demands ignorance!  Respect and 
reverence demand appreciation and no foolishness. 

You will not find a shred of evidence in “THAT WILDERNESS” that Moses trotted across with the 
people when “Pharaoh” let them go.  Which Pharaoh, off the top of your brain, was that?  What percent-
age of you know the name without looking?  So be it.  The people were not “LET GO” and there wasn’t 
any trek across the wilderness seeking God.  The people who were driven out of Egypt—were exactly 
that—driven out of Egypt.  Why?  Because as bad as were the Egyptians, the ones they tossed out of 
Egypt were considered worse and were the idol worshippers (REMEMBER THE GOLDEN CALF?) 
and, worse for the government in power—they didn’t WORSHIP Pharaoh, they worshipped gold and 
idols. 

Oh, there is always a “goodly messenger and leader” and thus there would have been a “goodly” person or 
two—but by and large the rogues simply moved their operations and lied all the way across other people’s 
lands, killing and enslaving all the way—IN THE NAME OF GOD!  Stories don’t ever REALLY change 
do they? 

THE STORY NOW FITS THE NEEDS OF THE WOULD-BE SLAVE-MASTERS.  THERE IS 
NOTHING SACRED AND CERTAINLY NOTHING HOLY ABOUT ANY OF IT!!  YOU GOT 
SUCKERED IN AND DEMAND TO REMAIN VICTIMS OF THE LIE. 

Now, you who just want the bottom line—how do you want it?  Straight out?  No you don’t.  How do I 
know?  Because you still want to accept that “maybe there was no Moses—BUT—there is manna from 
heaven?”  NO.  “Manna” as originated is simply the “cell bearer of life”.  Is that a grain, a potion, a rock, 
a hard place, goo, slime, drops, granular, bread, fish...(????).  None of the above.  In your context of 
recognition the closest I can come to YOUR LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING IS TO TELL YOU IT IS 
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THE DNA CARRIER OF “LIFE”—AND THE CLOSEST YOU CAN GET TO IT IS IN THE FORM 
OF MONO-ATOMIC GOLD WHICH “TESTS” AS NOTHING, ZIP, ZERO, “0”.  Alone it is truly 
“nothing” for it has to combine with the living CELL of “life” which presents itself as a “Dria” (unrecognized 
in any of your scientific anythings).  You prove over and over again that you are not truly READY for 
TRUTH—you WANT AND DEMAND THE MYSTICISM WHICH IS UNREASONABLE, TO-
TALLY WITHOUT BASIS BUT ABSOLVES YOU OF “RESPONSIBILITY”.  Ah, but it does not 
absolve you of anything.  It simply allows the COMPOUNDING OF THE LIES. 

Now, your biggest question is “Well, was there a Jesus, then?”  NO!  NOT AS PRESENTED TO YOU. 
Even the story of “Jesus” was not written until some three CENTURIES after the passing on of THE 
MAN you labeled “Jesus”.  That man’s NAME WAS NOT JESUS!  The MAN IN POINT came to your 
place in the midst of the corruption you experience today—his name was NOT Jesus.  The biggest enemy 
of “Christ” (meaning a “state of being” in consciousness) was one they later referred to as Paul—a Jew 
Satanist who WROTE THE MAJOR PORTIONS OF YOUR BOOKS OF RELIGION.  I said “reli-
gion”, NOT “spiritual truth”.  Now, all you good scholars, HOW DO I EXPLAIN ALL THIS IN THIRTY 
SECONDS OR LESS WITHOUT BACKGROUND AND CAUSING YOU TO LOOK AT YOUR 
CIRCUMSTANCES THIS DAY.  Ones’ LAWS of man allow the burying and destruction of history and 
write it “their way”; you have nothing of truth LEFT.  Worse, you don’t want to THINK, you want to do 
other things while your very SPIRITUAL LIFE (SOUL) IS TOTALLY DESTROYED. 

So, why don’t I just come out and write personal notes to ones who DO understand?  BECAUSE IF 
YOU DO UNDERSTAND—YOU DON’T NEED ME TO TELL YOU ANYTHING!  HISTORY IS 
THERE IN TRUTH IF YOU GO DIG IT OUT INSTEAD OF AWAITING SOMEBODY ELSE TO 
DO IT FOR YOU.  BUT AREN’T YOU LUCKY? THERE ARE OTHERS DOING THAT FOR 
YOU—AND PROVING IT. 

I have waited for the right ones to HEAR ME.  I have to wait patiently until a “call” is HEARD.  Then, 
when the students are ready for the kindergarten lessons—the TEACHERS come forth.  To suggest that 
there is ONLY ONE is ludicrous but ONE is all you need, isn’t it? 

As to the Spiritual Truths, one Jordan Maxwell is bringing you a compilation of researched fact and truth— 
and has the pictures and symbology of the historical practices TO PROVE THESE THINGS TO BE 
ONGOING “TRADITION” OF THE ANTI-CHRIST—NOT CHRIST.  ALL IS RELATED TO THE 
WORSHIP, LITERALLY, OF THE MALE PENIS WHEN IT BOILS RIGHT DOWN TO THE 
DREARY VULGAR FACTS OF THE MATTER.  Your “Christian” religion has nothing really to do with 
“CHRIST”.  For goodness sakes, readers, “Christos” means OIL.  The “Palma Christi” means “castor oil” 
and if you can’t deal with such a dreary symbol of the truth of my statement—try Crisco (Reg. Trade-
mark).  Anointing meant the putting of oil on the head, which in turn meant, in symbology, the head of the 
penis of the male of the species.  In the “royal” crowning ceremony the crown represents the rising sun, the 
anointing makes the new King the head (top) penis.  Don’t believe me?  YOU WILL.  MAN MANAGES 
TO VULGARIZE AND PORNOGRAPH EVERY THING HE TOUCHES.  NOW, READERS, YOU 
TELL ME HOW I CAN TELL YOU TRUTH WITHOUT BUILDING FOUNDATION AND 
BACKGROUND? 

How do I tell you that the Crown Prince-to-be King-of England is nothing but a large penis as represen-
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tative to the ROYALTY and One World Order.  WHY do you think the big projects such as mind control, 
etc., use the MIND OF MAN to enslave and the SEXUAL ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL MAN TO 
DESTROY YOU? 

So, George (of Ariz.), read between these lines, please, and then try to understand our problem.  All those 
nice people you wrote to inquire—yes, know, but how can THEY tell you that of which they are unsure? 
Can you possibly imagine the flack we get already without any such discussions?  Can you possibly 
imagine the misery we are dealt by the ADL and Zionists already?  The One Worlders have never lost sight 
of their vile and evil prize and they don’t like the truth oozing out, much less pouring out.  They have to 
depend on people never seeing what we bring unto you—NEVER.  Can you imagine what respect but 
misery is dealt to a Jordan Maxwell, a Nora Boyles—truthbringers? 

It is NOT anyone’s desire to ignore or fail to respond but we do not intend to be “put off” or drive away 
awakening seekers by such blatant confrontation.  Zillions of people are waiting for a “rapture” (not even 
remotely mentioned in your original bibles) and a second coming of the Son.   What mean they?  The sun 
(SON) “RISES” AND “RETURNS” (ON THE CLOUDS IN THE SKY) EVERY DAY! 

Don’t believe these things?  Go forth and look at a good religious PICTURE DEPICTING SOLOMON’S 
TEMPLE.  IT IS FRONTED BY TWO TOWERING PENISES WITH....  OH WELL, GO LOOK. 
Don’t know where to look?  WE JUST MADE HOURS OF VIDEO TAPE OF PICTURES AND 
LECTURE STRUCTURED BY JORDAN MAXWELL LAST SUNDAY.  Those tapes should be avail-
able soon.  But, there are dozens of others already made—THIS IS NOT NEWS!  THIS IS AS OLD AS 
HUMANITY ON YOUR PLANET. 

What “Jesus” do you “see” when you think about him?  Raphael’s version, Michaelangelo’s, how about 
the most “recognized ones” which are specifically placed in Hospital chapels, Prison chapels and in Schools? 
Get an overlay, friends, and you will find that the artists have built in “horns” and whole bunches of other 
Satanic symbols—RIGHT WITHIN THE PICTURES OF THE CHRIST REPRESENTATION.  DIS-
APPOINTING?  AT THE LEAST!  A PRISONER WHO IS ALREADY IN TROUBLE AND IS 
NOW BEING BOMBARDED WITH ACTUAL MIND-DESTROYING PULSE WAVES, ELEC-
TRONICALLY—ALSO GO PRAY TO A PICTURE OF SO-CALLED GOD—WEARING SATANIC 
SYMBOLS ALL OVER IT FOR THE MIND (SOUL) TO SECRETLY SEE. 

Indeed this is a BIG SUBJECT and is my task to unfold.  However, I don’t see more than a couple of 
thousand people even beginning to see the TRUTH or be ready for same.  The ones who DO KNOW 
THE TRUTH—are the very LIARS who bury it.  THEY KNOW AND YOU HAD BETTER GO RE- 
READ THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION BY THE ELDERS OF ZION.  THAT IS NOT THE OLDEST 
DOCUMENT TO STATE THE “PLAN” BUT IT IS ONE YOU CAN RECOGNIZE AS RELATIVE 
TO YOUR PLIGHT!  YOU HAVE COME TO ACCEPT EVIL AS GODLY AND UNTIL YOU CAN 
UNDERSTAND YOUR CIRCUMSTANCE, HOW CAN YOU BRING CHANGE IN ANYTHING? 
IF YOU SIMPLY BASE YOUR CHANGES ON A FOUNDATION OF OTHER LIES—YOU RE-
MAIN CAUGHT IN THE TRAP JUST AS INTENDED. 

Readers, we simply can’t “humanly” get it all done.  Please understand that as we effort to write 
of these things Dharma is bombarded with such as “why doesn’t ‘common’ spelta bread-mix rise 
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as much as VitaSpelt?”  BECAUSE IT NEEDS ATTENTION—AND NO, DHARMA MADE HUN-
DREDS OF LOAVES OF BREAD TO TEST THE SPELT-FLOUR.  SHE IS NOT GOING TO MAKE 
HUNDREDS MORE—USE THE ORIGINAL FLOUR OR SOMEBODY ELSE MAKE BREAD. 
YOU CAN ADD A LITTLE MORE GLUTEN AND A TAD MORE WATER TO THE “COMMON” 
FLOUR MIX—BUT I AM INTERESTED IN THE FOOD OF LIFE—NOT THE SPELT MIX. 

Doris is told to “just don’t worry about the finances”.  HOWEVER, the minute the money is used up—she 
is informed of the negative possibilities.  Why?  To get to me of course.  Well, we’ll see.  Eventually we shall 
see how many ACTUALLY WANT TRUTH AND FREEDOM.  You turn to every “guru” you can 
manufacture and, worse, send off your resources to that party without notation of validity or honor. 

In that mode of attention I am going to share something with you that may cause a “few” of you readers to 
moan a bit.  Are these things not anywhere available to “find out”?  No, you just do not go seek insight or 
reason.  “Commander said help, say, Gunther Russbacher, he is unfairly incarcerated.”  He was—he was 
unconstitutionally incarcerated and yet on his way to bring such interesting further “games” upon you as to 
blow your minds.  He was going to get out at the end of his term, anyway, and I need him to help us.  I 
believe, at this time, he is incapable of anything of truth and so are his “handlers” and “followers”. 

Let me share a letter that came yesterday: 

[QUOTING:] 

Feb. 7, 1995 

Sir/Madam: 

This memo to you is for informational use.  In the Jan. ’94 edition of your paper which I have just read 
you talk about Nugan-Hand Bank in an informative fashion.  However, you also talk about a GUNTHER 
RUSSBACHER AND IT IS SURPRISING THAT SAID MAN DID NOT TELL YOU ABOUT HIS 
CONNECTIONS TO NUGAN-HAND BANK VIA GRANITE CITY STEEL AND NATIONAL 
STEEL (companies).  [H: This writer does not handle the English language so forgive if we set 
into some form of understandable language where we can do so without doing more than correct-
ing spelling and typographical misprints.] 

Mr. Russbacher was represented by my own former attorney, at no charge, to have him released from 
jail in St. Louis, Mo. and Mr. Russbacher was to give testimony and documents to the said attorney in 
my behalf [H: In a very valid and ongoing CASE before the courts.  Well, I may overspeak about 
the “ongoing” because the absence of witness, Russbacher, did-in the party in focus.]; of course 
Mr. Russbacher did neither but rather, took off for Austria. 

Mr. Russbacher operated a company in St. Louis, Mo. known as National Brokerage Company of 
which this writer still has stationary from.  Mr. Russbacher was THE MAN that was a go-between for 
STOLEN STEEL FROM THE THIEVES TO EXPORTING SAID STEEL.  Mr. Russbacher can tell 
you about Mr. R.D. McBride, former vice-president of National Steel and President of Granite City Steel 
who served under General Black in ASIA, and how the General was also the President of LTV Steel for 
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ASIA while also being same for Nugan-Hand.  See the picture? 

Mr. Russbacher was also involved with a T. Brimberry of St. Louis, Mo. in a stock company called 
Sticks (Styx, Stix) in which Mr. Brimberry went to prison over as he and Mr. Russbacher TRIED TO 
DUPLICATE GERMAN GOLD BEARER BONDS FROM THE DAWES AND YOUNG PLANS 
OF 1924-1933.  Among the customers of the Stix Co. of Brimberry were GERALD BULL, Adnan 
Khashoggi, and Sorkis Webbe Sr. (Syrian Godfather of St. Louis).  The company was then purchased 
by a Mr. H.G. Walker who had been on the Board of Granite City Steel and owned oil companies in 
Oklahoma as well as finance companies there as well as having a very famous relative named BUSH as a 
first cousin. 

Enclosed is a copy [H: Of a witness list.] with the name Russbacher appearing on the witness list to 
be presented to the Court in Law Suit 92-638-WLB in the Southern District of Illinois in East St. Louis, Ill. 
Also the name and phone of the attorney, William Shirley, who represented the writer and acted in 
Russbacher’s behalf to obtain his release. 

If further need of credibility, in a recent issue of your paper, Jan. ’95, is an article by Mike Maholy, 
student in my GED class at the MCFP (Federal Prison) in Springfield, MO.  Further, Mr. Rodney Stich 
has tons of information on and about me.  This letter is just to let you know that there is more to the story 
than you have been led to believe.  If interested contact the writer and the rest of the story will be told. 
The biggest concern now is the GERMAN GOLD BEARER BONDS worth billions (of dollars) to 
these people. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I wouldn’t at this time place this man in jeopardy by even so much as offering his initials.  However, he 
speaks TRUTH, good friends.  My intent all along, as with the Nugan-Hand bank writings—IS TO 
MAKE ABSOLUTELY CLEAR AND POSITIVE THAT “I”, AS DO OTHERS, KNOW EX-
ACTLY WHAT HAS BEEN, AND IS, GOING ON.  FURTHER, I CERTAINLY DO HOPE 
THAT YOU LIVE LONG ENOUGH, AS WITH RUSSBACHER, TO MAKE YOUR CON-
TRACT WITH GOD—RIGHT.  “GERMAN GOLD BEARER BONDS” worth billions ($$$). 
Yes indeed, I certainly DO WANT INFORMATION—and, keeping of contractual agreements! 
GOD IS NOT SITTING IN HIS HEAVEN OF MILK, HONEY-STICKY STREETS AND 
PEARLS—HE IS RIGHT HERE TO INSURE THAT HONOR IS BROUGHT TO FULL AT-
TENTION.  IT IS NOT NICE TO TRY AND “FOOL MOTHER NATURE”, GOOD BUD-
DIES.  YOU HAVEN’T FOOLED ANYBODY EXCEPT THE ONES WHO LOVED AND 
HELPED YOU.  SATAN IS MY ENEMY AND YOU WHO SERVE HIM ARE GOING TO 
FEEL THE STING OF MY ANNOYANCE ANY MOMENT NOW. 

Are there “bad guys” within the circle?  OF COURSE, DO YOU THINK SATAN IS SUDDENLY 
STUPID?  So be it—may you have ears to HEAR and eyes to SEE!  And, will my helpers make SURE 
there is copy of this sent to the myriads of “enemy mouthers”, Rayelan, Ede Koenig etc.  Please sharpen 
up, readers. 

Let us take a rest-break while this is removed from the computer.  Thank you. 
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CHAPTER  2 

REC  #2    HATONN 

FRI., FEB. 24, 1995    12:03 P.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 19 

FRI.,  FEB. 24,  1995 

PLEASE  STOP 

By the time we get the writings out of the printer and passed or faxed to a few people to whom I have 
responded—BACK COME THE PAGES AND PAGES OF MORE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TINY 
SUBJECT JUST COVERED.  NO; we have a plan and a schedule which needs attending.  We are not 
answer machines nor machines of ANY TYPE.  If I have flawed thinking about you precious friends at all, 
it is that I overestimate the ability of you to wait, desist in asking MORE about that which I didn’t want to 
share in this sequence under any circumstance—and that you will see the need for OTHER pertinent 
background and finishing of topics under way.  You still seek miracles and instant knowledge.  Well, you 
have taken millions of years to get to this level of disinformation—how do you expect us to offer each tiny 
rebuttal to the lie—in 30 seconds or LESS?  I even have our worthy Motion Picture Producer—trying to 
get some integration of Ronn Jackson’s material—asking me for input regarding the most lied about, 
incredibly deceptive material of the universe so he can come into for comfort.  Well, my advice is either to 
WAIT or to set aside Mr. Jackson’s material. 

It is not that Jackson’s material is not valid or timely—it is that if discomfort is present—I AM NOT THE 
ONE WITH WHOM TO PURSUE THE MATTER.  THERE ARE A LOT OF MISSING PIECES 
STILL, IN JUST THE DEATH OF KENNEDY—AND FRANKLY, IT INTERESTS ME NOT— 
FOR YOU ARE ON THE BRINK OF TOTAL ANNIHILATION.  I UNDERSTAND the intentioned 
integration possibilities to bring several THINGS into relevance—however, to take my time at “that” is not 
possible.  You are going to try to compare deception and treason (betrayal) of “Jesus” with betrayals of a 
nation and President.  Good.  However, more so than with Kennedy—you DON’T KNOW THE FACTS— 
in the betrayal of a “teacher messenger” called Jmmanuel (Emmanuel) of 2000 years ago.  There is almost 
nothing in your bibles or history texts that reflect the TRUTH OF EITHER EVENT.  And, furthermore, 
Jackson works without all the facts about a few short years back while you are working with magnificent 
LIES in total, about 2000 years ago and things that NEVER HAPPENED AT ALL.  Obviously there was 
“A MAN” who “TRIED” OR THERE WOULD BE NO NECESSITY TO BURY THE FACTS IN 
LIES, TO BRING TRUTH INTO A VERY TROUBLED AND TOTALLY EVIL WORLD OF PHYSI-
CAL MANIFESTATION.  SATAN (LUCIFER) SET OUT TO TOTALLY CORRUPT AND TAKE 
OVER THE PHYSICAL DOMAIN OF MANKIND—BEFORE ANY OF YOU EVER WERE A 
THOUGHT AS PRESENTED THIS DAY. 

When you are trying to tell the “Greatest Story Ever Told”—you will find, right through today as relates to 
any Biblical mythology—that is EXACTLY WHAT IT IS—THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD! 
THAT IS, UNTIL WE BRING FORTH TRUTH! 
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Anyone who so much as READS the stories as presented, from a fish swallowing a man and later spitting 
him out, to all the other nonsense presented, you will find lies, distortions and outright magic and mysticism. 
Both are tools of Satan.  Mysteries are simply those things NOT YET REVEALED FOR WHEN RE-
VEALED THERE IS NO LONGER A “MYSTERY”. 

2000 YEARS FROM NOW THERE WILL BE LITTLE RECORD OF ONE, DHARMA, AND NO 
ONE WILL KNOW, AT ALL, WHO THAT MIGHT BE.  THERE WILL BE RECORDS OF “ME” 
UNTIL THE END OF ALL TIME!  I REPRESENT THE GOD OF LIGHT AND HOLY/SACRED 
SOURCE OF ALL.  YOU MAY DENY, TEACH AGAINST ME AND DO ANYTHING THAT YE 
SHALL DO—IT WILL CHANGE NOT ONE IOTA OF THE TRUTH OF IT.  I AM SENT AS A 
MESSENGER AND I AM NOT “GOING” ANYWHERE REGARDLESS OF WHAT YOU MIGHT 
BELIEVE OR THINK. 

To make my “point”, I suggest you look at the Governments of your nations and great eras of history—all 
the way back to the Pharaohs of Egypt.  All that has endured historians is that which  was intended by the 
WORLD controllers.  Truth has nothing to do with them—conquest has everything to do with “them”. 
Now, look at the United States of America GOVERNMENT.  You may well laugh as is usually the trend 
when one mentions politicians and “goodness and truth”.  A black man got up YESTERDAY and gave his 
opinion in “fact” about slavery and this new budget cutback of the Republicans to give “blocks” of money 
back to the States to run a school lunch program and Women and Infant’s assistance program.  As with the 
myriad of other “Democrats” this man joined in with the “starving of women and children throughout 
America” by a 4% cutback in personnel services.  But that wasn’t enough for this “brilliant” patriot of 
welfare.  He said that “they always come up with disaster aid such as for Earthquakes, Tornados, Fires, 
Floods, etc., but now you are going to sentence to DEATH the inner-city ex-SLAVES to demise.”  He 
went on to compare the slave trade with the Holocaust (BOTH OF WHICH WERE HANDLED BY 
THE SO-CALLED JEWS).  He said that in the slave days 200 MILLION BLACK PEOPLE were 
killed, thrown overboard from ships and fed to the sharks.  He says that the sharks STILL SWIM THAT 
CORRIDOR FOR THE MEAT.  My, I believe he just outdid the so-called Holocaust.  I wonder how 
many Jews will be able to counter his statements as being a bit exaggerated?  Two hundred million is a lot 
more than 6 million.  Now, if you can discern that there is something wrong with this, then perhaps you 
can consider just how it might be that some “tiny little errors” may have SLIPPED INTO YOUR MY-
THOLOGY INSTRUCTION BOOKS?  No?  Well, let’s clear something up right now: the term “Jew” 
was not even invented until the latter part of the 1700s.  But, you will find that word, that term, included in 
translations of even the King James (which was already distorted to suit King James and I have never 
found a “King” I could trust) version of the “Bible”.  How can that be accuracy in translation—or could it 
be INTENTIONAL?  All I can see in your mythology is war, bloodshed, sacrifice (yours for them) and 
other most heinous deeds and practices all done under the SYMBOL OF THE SERPENT—THE VERY 
SYMBOL OF EVIL.  WORSE, GENERATIONS OF MANKIND DO NOT EVEN QUESTION 
THE LIES BUT, RATHER, DEMAND MORE.  There are more people under enslavement under 
your WELFARE system than were ever under bondage to old-time slave-owners.  I have really bad news 
for a lot of you people who think yourselves “Godly”. 

As for doing our work and motion picture making in SECRECY—no thank you.  Enough stuff has been 
done in secrecy to last me into eternity.  We will write and serve TRUTH and if the Elite shut us down—so 
be it, for in the very act of shutting out truth—so shall it burn more brightly.  If you can’t get to filming this 
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year—then perhaps next.  We are flexible and the enemy of God is thrashing about in all directions as we 
have come to bring truth and light.  If we don’t make the “old” story—will not this one be even GREATER? 
The Elite children of Satan are pretty sure it will be the SO-CALLED CHRISTIANS WHO WILL SHUT 
DOWN TRUTH!  How can you be a bag of oil??  Perhaps it should indicate the slippery content of the 
Luciferian projections which make you children of the old Egyptian and modern Illuminati stranglehold on 
your very beings.  You further demand that I cover subjects which entice you, guide YOU and all out of 
sequence as everything I speak is taken, twisted, published and/or buried if out of proper sequence and 
content.  Even scriptures which I may well have utilized are not proper in presentation on their own merit 
out of context.  You have built a house of cards on a foundation of those first scripted LIES.  The whole pile 
of worthless cards will fall IF the foundation is corrected and rebuilt on the correct information.  Even the 
images of the CARDS THEMSELVES hold massive amounts of ancient symbology—PROVING THE 
LIES.  TO KNOW GOD IS TO SEE BEYOND THOSE LIES.  BUT YOU WILL NEVER SEE IF 
YOU DO NOT LOOK! 

Wally Gentleman has said it best: “I am not anxious to poo-poo religion for it is all we have on which 
to remonstrate with evil-doers.  Thou shalt not kill is as valid today as it ever was but who pays 
any intention to the edict...just maintain that something or some one is evil and that is a prime 
candidate for elimination—not correction.” 

Ah, brother, you see the dilemma which faces us all as truth bringers.  Where do you start?  How do you 
begin?  You must integrate slowly so that others are not turned away as Satan trains them to do!  You make 
POSSIBILITIES that people can come to SEE and, in that possibility of seeing—can come another and 
another and another step into understanding.  The minds have now been TRAINED to utilize no THOUGHT, 
especially CREATIVE (OF GOD) THOUGHT!  If a man can “think in reason” he cannot be brainwashed 
nor overwhelmed by the truth out of the lies—for he KNOWS.  I don’t like to be trite but I think all of you 
who take everything so seriously might be missing the point.  I would hope that you would take time to 
seek out and watch the Monty Python players do some of their work.  One deals with the life of Bryan 
(Brien?? Brian??) (you see, nobody knows who or what that is or how to spell it—very “telling”) and then 
go find the one on the search for the Holy Grail by the same team of players.  THAT is what the lies are 
about—foolishness to suit the needs of the bullies and royalty AGAINST YOU-THE-PEOPLE.  LOOK 
CLOSELY AT THE MANY SEARCHES FOR THE ARK OF THE COVENANT.  THAT IS A BIG 
NOTHING CONJURED TO TERRIFY, INTIMIDATE AND IS A SYMBOL OF NOTHING MORE 
THAN EVIL!  I GET ILL WHEN YOU ONES EVEN USE THE TERM “COVENANT” FOR IT 
STINKS OF EVIL BETRAYAL AND SECRET BINDINGS.  COVENANT WITH GOD?  NO, READ-
ERS, THE LAST THING YOU REALLY WANT IS TO KEEP YOUR COVENANT WITH GOD! 

You may well hear from Sananda with fact, not platitudes—BUT HOW DID YOU EXPECT TO HEAR 
FROM HIM?  YOU ARE HEARING FROM HIM EVERY DAY IN EVERY WAY!!  TRUTH IS AND 
YOU HAVE TO GO OUT OF YOUR WAY—TO MISS IT.  THIS IS NOT TO OFFEND ANY-
ONE—IT IS SO “BEFORE YOU” THAT YOU CANNOT SEE IT AND DHARMA CANNOT PHYSI-
CALLY “WRITE IT ALL”. 

As with Wally as mentioned above in his search for perfection in the art and truth of motion pictures, he 
HAS IT yet does not wish to tread of “possibilities” of being incorrect.  No, Wally, you are NOT incorrect 
and you are hearing VERY WELL INDEED!  But do we have time?  Ah, the ever-agonizing limitations of 
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“time”.  Of course you have TIME—there is no such thing.  What you ask is “is there time while ‘I’ reside 
in this form on this place?”  Who knows—and who cares?  If you cannot finish your perceived work on the 
place—then don’t go.  But I remind you of something: the greatest WORK is done NOT on that place of 
limitations! 

I also like Wally’s question as stated: “...for example, I cannot accept a miraculous conception.  Granted 
an omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent God can do everything, but why would he ‘purify’ the miracle of 
birth by making it devoid of ‘original sin’?”  He didn’t and he wouldn’t.  This is one of the more obvious 
and blatant of the mystical lies thrust upon you to keep you from knowing truth of the bastard thieves and 
evil-monger controllers.  Your further observation about fallacy is absolutely ON TARGET—but “being 
on target” means a LOT OF FLAK.  Are we up to taking on all the flak?  YES.  And furthermore, as you 
are able to uncover the current conspiracies and lies—all the easier it will become for people to SEE THE 
OLD-TYME BIG ONES!  The more the politicians in power dink and fiddle and lie, cheat and steal—it 
becomes more and more difficult to hide it in the falling nation and controlled media.  When people can see 
THIS lie ongoing—it becomes very easy to realize how long it has been ongoing. 

It is not nice or pleasant to realize you have been fooled by such a “nice guy” as a Flag-Waving Reagan— 
but when you can equate that to the horrendous tale of Ford giving a flag to Cathy O’Brien that he had just 
caused her to have shoved up her rectum to wave “for him” just minutes before—it indeed does require a 
second look and a second thought.  Nice?  EVIL IS NOT NICE!  AND, IF YOU THINK IT NOT 
“NICE” OF GOD TO TELL YOU TRUTH AS IT IS—YOU ARE NOT READY FOR ANYTHING 
EXCEPT THE DESTINY OF SATAN UPON YOU.   INDEED I AM GOING TO JUST KEEP GIV-
ING YOU ALL THE PORNOGRAPHY CREATED BY THESE EVIL MEN AND WOMEN—UN-
TIL YOU GET THE PICTURE—THE WHOLE UGLY AND TERRIBLE PICTURE. 

Along the lines of sharing and uncovering the most insipid of these mad-men, let us get at least one writing 
from Cathy O’Brien and Mark Phillips done today, please.  These people of whom Cathy speaks are still 
making big-time decisions about your nation and its demise—just as FAST AS THEY CAN MOVE. 

You are going to have to understand that we have offered some of these topics prior to now.  Please bear 
with us as we are making every possible effort to get protection and memory sequence in order for Cathy. 
She is still awakening and it is enough to terrify the daylight out of the angels, much the less one who knows 
the evil parasites are out to “get her”.  If we repeat, please understand, and also realize that you will see it 
again before we finish—WITH UPDATES.  YOU CAN HAVE NO IDEA HOW BIG IS THIS TER-
RIBLE THING, THIS “BRAINSTORM” TAKEOVER OF YOUR VERY THOUGHTS, SOUL AND 
BEINGS, NOR HOW TOTALLY EVIL AND VILE ARE THE PLAYERS AND CONTROLLERS. 

MK-ULTRA 
MONARCH  PROJECT,  PART  25 

by Cathy O’Brien 

[QUOTING:] 
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EX-PENNSYLVANIA  “GOVERNOR”  THORNBURGH 
A.K.A.:  ATTORNEY  GENERAL 
RICHARD  L.  THORNBURGH 

[H: You can catch a bit of old Thornburgh with his “expert” status on the O.J. Simpson trial— 
almost every night on Larry King Live.  Will the lies and evil never cease?  NO—NOT UNTIL 
YOU PULL THESE EVIL-MONGERS DOWN!] 

I first met “governor” Thornburgh in 1981 at the Meadville, Pennsylvania fair grounds.  Near Conneaut 
Lake, the Meadville fairs, as well as the Clearfield and Bloomsburg fairs, became annual events as part of 
Alex Houston’s Country Music Industry cocaine circuit within Political Set. 

Mr. Rose of the Meadville Fair Board and owner of Rose’s DanDee Farms Dairy and Maple Syrup 
near Erie, introduced me to his friend Governor Thornburgh late one night after the shows had ended and 
the crowds dispersed.  At this first meeting, held in a dark backstage trailer, Governor Thornburgh was 
already aware of my Monarch programming for cocaine muling and prostitution as he was/is a friend of 
Senator Byrds and a strong member of Political Set.  [H: Remember, and don’t let it leave your mind 
that “SET” IS A SATANIC CHURCH—AS TOTALLY EVIL AS YOU CAN GET!] 

Cocaine business was discussed, cocaine was used, and I performed oral sex on Thornburgh in front 
of four other men (which included Mr. Rose and Alex Houston). 

My “Youngstown Charm School” programming had just begun and Mr. Rose’s daughter-in-law (mar-
ried to son, Greg) Vonnie became my close friend and “Big Sister” in Political Set.  Vonnie had been 
through Charm School, tattooed with a blue Monarch (butterfly) and had been prostituted to Thornburgh 
for some time.  Both of us Multiple Personality Disordered, our personalities were switched to coincide so 
that Vonnie could “train” me in a few “finer details” of “Political prostitution”, which included our conver-
sations pertaining to Thornburgh. 

Vonnie is still MPDed, past the Political Set age limit of 30 and is amnesic of her past.  Still a victim, 
Vonnie could be deprogrammed. 

I had a personality that was an encyclopedia of baseball facts, and I was an avid follower of baseball 
according to program.  Governor Thornburgh’s enthusiasm for baseball precipitated my programming 
whereby I could discuss baseball with him at length. 

In 1986 Alex Houston and I were booked on the NCL ships for a “routine” cocaine run which in-
cluded three days aboard the Norway with Thornburgh, his good friend “Cub Scout” Jim Zerilla, baseball 
scout for the Chicago Cubs, and women who I believe were their wives. 

[H: I hope as you move along here you can reconsider what you might have “thought” about this 
“Baseball strike” ongoing.  WHAT do you REALLY think, now, that it might be about and money 
and status which is at stake.  Sports have become THE BIG EXCHANGE RACKET FOR 
MONEY AND DRUGS.] 
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I was instructed to not speak until spoken to and that his presence on board was “secret”.  However, 
I did overhear passengers whispering his identity.  And I did on several occasions meet with him on deck, 
including during the skeet shoot where my excellent shooting abilities, due to improved visual acuity as a 
result of MPD, impressed and frightened him. 

Thornburgh and Zerilla share many common baseball interests, including those perpetuated on the 
1986 NCL Caribbean Cruise we took together to find new slave “prodigies” and cocaine avenues. 

The key teams to watch closely: LA Dodgers, St. Louis Cardinals, Detroit Tigers, Chicago Cubs, 
New York Mets, and Atlanta Braves. 

THORNBURGH’S  GREAT  AMERICAN  SPORT, 
MIND  CONTROL  AND  COCAINE  IN 

BASEBALL 

When I was switched to Houston’s control in 1980, it was primarily for the purposes of programming 
by Aquino and being kept for Senator Byrd.  When my exposure to (Governor) Thornburgh escalated in 
1982, I became a computer of baseball facts in addition to a sex slave and drug mule, which precipitated 
“working”  at least the month of August and into early September in Pennsylvania “traveling the Country 
Music Circuit” (i.e., Political Set’s cocaine circuit).  Because of Thornburgh, Houston often said my “intrin-
sic value increased” and disgustingly referred to me as his “Bonus Baby”. 

Fernando Valenzuela, Dodger baseball pitcher phenomena who became enslaved in Political Set as 
one of the “new” mind-controlled programmed athletes, was of great interest to Dick Thornburgh, Tommy 
LaSorda, and other members of Set.  My controller, Alex Houston, was discussing with Thornburgh 
Valenzuela’s “slump” and problems with the programming that were overextending physical capabilities 
resulting in injury.  Efforts to control Valenzuela’s arm pain in the mid-’80s were closely monitored by 
Houston.  I recall watching several games where Valenzuela actually pitched no-hitters and/or no-RBIs 
despite his physical incapability.  The results were ultimately physically devastating and the Valenzuela 
“sensation” was lost to a new wave of programmed pitchers while his overextended arm caused his career 
to fizzle. 

During a conversation between Thornburgh, Houston and me, I expressed concern for Valenzuela 
being pushed too hard for too long by his owners and Houston quickly justified it by reminding me than “he 
was far better off now that where he came from”.  (I was told he originated from the Dominican Re-
public—a place I associate with extreme trauma.) 

The whole game of baseball underwent change in the ’80s, with cocaine usage being the main focus of 
controversy.  As Political Set enslaved these “million dollar babies”, not only did it create phenomenal 
players but it opened new avenues of cocaine importation and distribution, and allowed a major element of 
“control” for betting on the “Set” games.  By programming the best hitters and pitchers to suddenly “slump”, 
the games became regulated to a large degree, with gambling profits rising high among “those-who-knew”. 

I was privy to many conversations pertaining to betting on “Set” games and the concerns over the 
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dilemmas caused by programmed players such as Valenzuela who eventually lost some of their predictabil-
ity (value) when Thornburgh’s, Sparky Anderson’s, Tommy LaSorda’s and other conspirators’ “toys” 
broke from extensive overuse and abuse. 

I often gave lectures on Handwriting Analysis while on board the ships and Thornburgh and Zerilla 
attended my Norway demonstration.  Later Zerilla offered me a “job” with major league baseball to 
review potential “million dollar babies’ “ writing before contracts were offered.  He was very enthusiastic 
and “hyper” from coke.  We agreed to discuss it further later in Thornburgh’s room. 

Thornburgh had the large upper suite with windows on two sides, and champagne, fruit and flowers in 
abundance.  A woman who I believe was Thornburgh’s wife was sitting on the couch in a bathing suit 
drinking champagne which Zerilla was refilling as she prepared to leave upon Alex Houston’s and my 
arrival. 

I sat on the bed near the door while Thornburgh made exhibitionist jokes to me, and Zerilla told Alex 
Houston how “serious” he was about giving me a job.  As Thornburgh’s wife left, Zerilla offered cham-
pagne which Alex Houston refused for me.  Thornburgh said, “You’ll like this better,” and put a gold spoon 
of coke under my nose and then did some more himself. 

The men briefly discussed cocaine business and their upcoming meeting in St. Thomas.  Then Alex 
Houston asked Zerilla if he knew what a “Butterfly Kiss” was while Thornburgh proceeded to activate my 
Monarch sex programming and explained “she’s trained”.  I then, upon “cue”, performed oral sex on 
Thornburgh and Zerilla while Alex Houston watched. 

We concluded the “business” meeting, prepared for the meeting in St. Thomas. 

The downtown St. Thomas bar was crowded to standing room only, but Jeff Merrit (Political Set’s St. 
Thomas co-conspirator [not in attendance at the meeting]) had made special arrangements for us to meet 
upstairs in the roof-top cafe.  There, Thornburgh, Houston, Zerilla, and my Cuban cocaine contact held a 
lengthy meeting to which I was privy until my Cuban contact, who didn’t trust my “work/pleasure” pro-
gramming, ordered that I leave while they conducted inter-governmental Political Set cocaine transaction 
details and plans. 

THORNBURGH  SPECIFICS 

He is bigger in stature than are most Political Set/Setians, was in good physical condition (1988), medium 
body hair with sparse but coarse facial whiskers, skinny ankles and big feet. 

He is meticulously clean, well groomed, finely dressed, rarely (if ever) wears under clothes, wears nylon 
knee socks. 

He does not adhere to Setian occult principles—or for that matter, any religious superstitions.  His knowl-
edge of such is strictly for controlling purposes as applied to military mind-control techniques. 

Quick and hyper from cocaine, he prefers to be the “leader”, the “doer”, the “talker”, with research and 
paperwork left to others. 

He flashes his broad “winning” smile for punctuation and as a mask when planning his courses of action/ 
reaction.  [H: Doesn’t this remind you of Senator Biden and his “flash” smile?] 
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His baseball fanaticism is reflected in frequent utilization of baseball terms/cliches in everyday speaking. 
He is a heavy cocaine user. 
He is a heterosexual exhibitionist. 
He carries a white silk handkerchief with which he mops his brow and neck. 
He was in attendance at a Masonic Lodge meeting “ritual” in Warren, Ohio. 
He has a retreat at Conneaut Lake, Pennsylvania. 
He is well acquainted with Youngstown Charm School operations. 
He gambles/bets on baseball games that he admits are SET up with cooperative teams...”for a sure thing”. 
Apparently his intense dislike for minorities (i.e., blacks) is why President Bush recently used him as a 

spokesman against the new civil rights bill before Congress. 
His penis size is generally, compared to Byrd, larger but is otherwise average. 

Dick Thornburgh should also be judged by his record of PUBLICLY OPPOSING: 

School Prayer 
The Death Penalty 
The Constitutional right to own Firearms 
All laws restricting Sodomy 

A  FEW  OF  THORNBURGH’S  FRIENDS 

* A Meadville, PA, Fair Board Head, Kavahlick. 
* Spartansburgh, PA, DanDee Farms Dairy Owner, Rose. 
* Michigan (ex)Governor Blanchard. 
* Ohio (ex) Governor Celeste. 
* U.S. Senator Robert C. Byrd. 
* Entertainment Promoter Brent Magor, Warren, Ohio. 
* U.S. Congressman Gary Ackerman, Queens, New York. 
* “The (Banker) Governor” of Youngstown Charm School. 
* Entertainment Promoter George Moffet, Variety Attractions. 
* U.S. Congressman Jim Traficant, Youngstown, Ohio. 
* Baseball’s Detroit Tiger Manager, Sparky Anderson. 
* Baseball’s Dodger Manager, Tommy LaSorda. 
* Baseball’s Cub Scout (Chicago), Jim Zerilla. 
* U.S. Congressman Guy VanderJagt, Muskegon, Michigan. 
* Ventriloquist/Setian Alex Houston. 
* Identifiable Air Force Contacts. 
Note: He has NO liking and/or respect for Colonel Aquino. 
(This is, of course, only a partial listing.) 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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MK-ULTRA 
MONARCH  PROJECT,  PART  26 

by Cathy O’Brien 

CONGRESSMAN  GUY  VANDERJAGT 

My exposure to pedophile Congressman Guy VanderJagt began as a young child in Michigan, where 
my pornography experience resulted in prostitution to him.  VanderJagt and his white-haired political 
friend/mentor (identifiable) shared me on several occasions in Mackinac Island and at our State Capital in 
Lansing. 

VanderJagt’s connections and friendships with Senator Byrd, Colonel Aquino, Senator Cranston, 
Governor Blanchard, then President Ford, country music personalities including Jack Greene, my pedo-
phile father Earl O’Brien and pedophile “CIA/Air Force” Uncle Bob Tanis and more kept me in contact 
with him throughout the years of my enslavement in Political Set. 

My father still drives Congressman VanderJagt in his 1966 Ford, red and black convertible, in pa-
rades.  VanderJagt has repeatedly made parades a source of constant dread for me, beginning with a 
Veterans Day Parade in Muskegon that VanderJagt, too, had been in.  He had taken me to a nearby room, 
raped me, and returned me to the dispersing crowd and my father.  My friends saw me return with him with 
my Brownie uniform crumpled and soiled.  Ashamed and humiliated I explained I had “spilled a milkshake” 
on my uniform.  VanderJagt seemed to always find a way to humiliate me, leaving me to “cover” for him 
and causing me to wonder why he hasn’t been caught sooner. 

I met with VanderJagt in Traverse City and spent much time in and around his hometown of Cadillac, 
down to Cedar Springs, and on in to Grand Rapids.  VanderJagt likes to have sex with children so as I 
grew older the sexual activity transferred to Senator Byrd.  When I was seventeen my family went to 
Cedar Springs for the annual Red Flannel Days celebration.  The small town parade consisted of the city 
firetruck, children on bicycles, tractors and people in red flannel underwear.  VanderJagt, never to miss a 
parade, was in it also...with President Ford.  My father took my family to them, bringing me up to speak 
with the President.  He seemed to know my father, and arrangements were quickly made for us to meet 
with them just out of town.  When I asked my father why they were in this parade he explained Ford had 
a home and/or was raised there.  Once in the car we began driving to the meeting where I was subjected 
to military mind-control programming.  [H: Yes, we just covered this yesterday but, readers, we are 
going to offer this exactly, to our best ability, as Cathy remembers it and doubling up on material 
is perfectly OK with me.] 
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Some years later while in Washington DC waiting on the Senate steps for Senator Byrd, VanderJagt, 
clad in a light grey suit and blue tennis shoes, conferred with Alex Houston.  I saw him at Washington DC 
parties and in my daughter’s presence while being escorted away by Byrd. 

My Uncle Bob Tanis is a child/adult pornographer whose ties into the Political Set conspiracy run 
through Congressman VanderJagt. 

U.S.  CONGRESSMAN  GARY  ACKERMAN 
NEW  YORK 

I first met then State Congressman Gary Ackerman in 1981 at the Westberry Music Festival in Long 
Island.  It was there at a Loretta Lynn show that I witnessed Ackerman using cocaine in Alex Houston’s 
(my ex-controller) back-stage dressing-room with Houston, Ken Riley, and members of Loretta Lynn’s 
band. 

At that time, Alice in Wonderland programming was activated in me by Houston in front of the dressing 
room’s three-way mirror.  As commanded, I removed my clothing and began performing oral sex in turn 
on several men, on my knees in front of the mirror as the men stood, including Ackerman.  As Ackerman 
pulled up his pants he stumbled back near the other guys giggling and joking about sitting down the next 
time.  Everyone was laughing and being loud when a knock on the door stopped them, whereby Houston 
in keeping with the Alice in Wonderland theme, told me it was the Queen of Hearts after mine and ordered 
me to hide quietly in the closet—which, since I could not reason otherwise, I did—while being very 
frightened. 

Finally, after the “intruder” had quieted everyone and briefed them for the show, I was let out of the 
closet. 

The party dispersed with plans for Houston and me to meet Ackerman in downtown Queens the next 
morning for breakfast, at the “Bagel Restaurant” he frequents and where he introduced me to his favorite 
bagels and cream cheese.  This was prior to a trip to the Long Island docks where a branch of the cocaine/ 
heroin operation was underway. 

Queen Electric was one of Houston’s “legitimate” business covers (re-labeled GE capacitors supplied 
by Gene Young of Frederick, Maryland Political Set branch) for his cocaine trafficking.  Until 1983 Maria 
Medina, Houston’s ex-slave and my “predecessor”, was still under the mind control of Houston in the 
capacity of his “business partner”.  According to program, Maria assumed the role of my “close friend” 
and “teacher”, explaining social conduct, dress, and technique of a political prostitute and tipping me in 
sexual detail as to who among Political Set liked what specific perverse acts.  Among others, she named 
Ackerman. 

Part of her “business” was to be prostituted to Mr. Shin, an Asian banker who also markets stuffed 
toys through the freight/ship Long Island docks, during the time of Houston’s role in the establishment of 
Ackerman’s cocaine/heroin operation.  Maria also tended to the Queen Electric bank account at Long 
Island Trust.  It was through this bank that Maria met her current husband (controller??) Joe Murlowe. 
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Murlowe dissolved Maria’s relationship with Houston and moved to Maria’s home in Tennessee in a 
matter of weeks.  According to Murlowe and Maria, Murlowe’s connections with organized crime (i.e., 
Mafia) resulted in arrest whereby he cooperated with the FBI and turned state’s evidence on his former 
partners (DeRocco, DePalo) who allegedly in turn blew up Murlowe’s house and were pursuing him. 

After moving to Tennessee, Murlowe and Maria opened their own capacitor business using re-labeled 
GE capacitors from Gene Young and were working in conjunction with Houston until a dispute over 
withheld funds in the Virgin Islands resulted in Houston’s lover/drug traffic coordinator in St. Thomas, Jeff 
Merritt, getting beaten.  (Merritt turned on both Houston and Murlowe.)  Presently, EASY (Energy Auto-
mations Systems) is being run by Murlowe and Maria in Hendersonville, Tennessee (Sumner County, 
100% permeated by Political Set for cocaine trafficking purposes).  Maria is still MPDed, dissociative 
from her past and dying from the same digestive failure Houston instilled in me to ensure her silence. 

Upon establishment of the cocaine/heroin operation with Ackerman, Houston obtained a large sum of 
money as did his personal secretary Linda Broderick/Simpson (she changes names often) who immedi-
ately fled to Canada for two years. 

My exposure to Ackerman allowed me to be privy to conversation pertaining to the rapid rise of his 
drug route and he soon moved up to Washington (upon the death of his predecessor while in office).  I saw 
Ackerman throughout the years at the various political/Political Set functions I attended with Byrd. 

In 1985 Polka entertainer, Jimmy Sturr of Florida, New York appeared at a New York Fair where 
Houston was performing.  Sturr was familiar with Set, Political Set, my drug muling and sex programming 
(including pornography) and quickly established strong business ties with Houston.  When he would come 
to Nashville where he records his music, I was forced into prostitution to him and witnessed him using large 
quantities of cocaine.  According to Sturr, he had direct mob connections in New York and vicinity for 
cocaine/pornography.  I perceive that the whole New York Political Set conspiracy (including Ackerman) 
is the predominant branch operating closely in conjunction with the MAFIA. 

Richard and Barry Wright (of Wright pen heritage) are two singing homosexual lover/brothers who, 
along with their road manager Peter, have a business in New York which includes cocaine importation/ 
distribution for Political Set.  Users themselves, these three routinely work(ed) NCL Cruise Lines, dis-
tributing cocaine along their route (often traveling by car) from Florida to New York.  As of my last 
encounter with the Wright Brothers in 1987, they were expanding to Cape Cod. 

Ackerman’s Set/Mafia branch of this conspiracy stems from Queens and encompasses all of New 
York state including an upstate Air Force Base, Niagara Falls, Binghamton, Rochester, and into New 
Jersey.  I hold much further information pertaining to this branch of Political Set expanding on what is 
outlined here and including military, related political, and Temple of Set activities. 

U.S.  CONGRESSMAN  JIM  TRAFICANT 
A.K.A.  “LURCH” 
Youngstown, Ohio 
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Recorded July 1991. 

[H: This one is really going to “hurt” your feelings.  Remember all that wonderful show-and-tell 
about John Demjanjuk?  Just hold strong, readers, for there was and is no way for you to know 
all this from the Dark side and maybe just the helping of such as John comes some measure of 
redemption—but I doubt it!] 

Jim Traficant, A.K.A. “Lurch” of Youngstown Charm School slave training, is a Political Set-Mafia 
conduit whose criminal diplomacy earned him a higher position within the CIA/DIA government Criminal 
Conspiracy than his average intelligence ever could. 

The sheer trauma of entering the doors of the dreaded Youngstown Charm School was magnified by 
Lurch’s appearance at the door.  Even his “comical” “Walk-this-Way” jokes failed to offset the serious-
ness of his presence.  Charm School, designed to train Freedom Train slaves in perversion gratification, 
political sex manners, Alice in Wonderland mirror transformation programming and pornography, runs an 
average of six young female Monarch Project mind-control victims through training at three day intervals. 
Business pertaining to the “Governor’s bank” or Traficant’s Mafia connections was conducted upstairs 
among co-conspirators (including my controller Alex Houston) while I endured the rigors of Charm School 
training in the dungeon and master’s chambers.  The circles I traveled allowed me to clearly perceive the 
attitudes surrounding the meshing of Political Set and Mafia organized crime rings.  The organizational 
structure rules vastly differ as Political Set exercises their power through mind control while the Mafia’s 
methods are physical, brutal, noticeable—and therefore a threat.  And Traficant’s role as a conduit holds 
him in a dangerously precarious balance. 

Traficant’s interest in economic expansion through steel and railroad industries placed him in his con-
duit position between Mafia and government for the benefit of Youngstown.  Rather than having all the 
prior established contacts necessary for such grand scale manipulation, Traficant’s desperate need to 
resuscitate his district at all costs made him a prostitute open to offers of both levels of organized crime.  He 
then turned his trick of “criminal virginity” into a clever juggling act of powers—manipulating the Mafia and 
Political Set into peaceful co-existence of drug and child/adult pornography proliferation and money laun-
dering. 

This is not to say Traficant pulled this off on his own.  Friends such as former Governors Celeste, 
Thornburgh, and Blanchard, along with Congressmen VanderJagt and Ackerman all have heavy Mafia 
connections carefully intertwined within Political Set that enhanced and cushioned Traficant’s activities. 

Because of my Charm School training, direct exposure to Traficant and his banker cohort the “Gover-
nor”, and Oz/Military Monarch Programming, I was privy to conversation and instructions pertaining to 
crime ring differences and common grounds.  The Mafia’s “out-dated” mode of operation does not extend 
to white slavery and/or mind-control techniques as they opt for the more tangibly intimidating brawn over 
brains.  While it would seem Political Set’s advanced utilization of classified Psychological Warfare Mili-
tary Mind-Control technique should give them powerful advantage and superiority, the Mafia’s pre-estab-
lished positions and impatient intolerance for programming codes, mules and methods balanced the power 
via a nervous, violent threat that would destroy Political Set’s secrecy and discretion. 

Traficant assumed his conduit role to translate/transact Mafia money laundering through the “governor’s” 
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banks and merging criminal activities utilizing programmed slaves (such as myself) thereby trading and 
sharing legal government protection, successful proliferation, and powers. 

The Mafia will soon recognize that their original apprehensions of Political Set’s “Intelligence” methods 
were accurate and that Traficant has intertwined their long established business with identified/exposed 
political corruption that threatens to pull them down as his juggling of criminal powers fails.  I have widely 
disseminated verified/verifiable documentation as to his conduit role and activities and now this Charm 
School ex-slave that Lurch instructed to “Walk-this-Way” is eager to see how and where HE RUNS! 

TRAFICANT  FRIENDS  AND  SPECIFICS 

Traficant’s friends include Political Set leaders: 
* Governor Celeste, Ohio. 
* Ex-Governor, (U.S. Attorney General) Dick Thornburgh. 
* Governor Blanchard, Michigan. 
* U.S. Senator Robert C. Byrd. 
* U.S. Congressman Gary Ackerman. 
* U.S. Congressman Guy VanderJagt. 
* “Governor” (Banker).  I have not released the name of this “Governor” pending visual ID; however, the 

code of passing “home grown melons”, and the identified locations of his banks points to a very strong 
suspect... and that suspect’s name has been verbally disseminated among trusted investigative journal-
ists, Congressional supporters, and law enforcement/intelligence individuals. 

Traficant’s friends include lower-level “dispensables”: 
* Alex Houston 
* Brent Mago 

Traficant does NOT like Colonel Aquino because he perceives he is a superstitious puppet that 
threatens to tip the Mafia logic scale, thereby making him expendable. 

SPECIFICS  INCLUDE: 

* He really does look like “Lurch”.  (From the macabre ’70s TV show The Adams Family.) 
* Shrewdness compensates for what he lacks in intelligence. 
* He was party to the 1986 Masonic Temple (Warren, Ohio) Political Gang-rape celebration for my 

“successful” opening of the Juarez drug route. 
* He has a wicked sense of humor that contributes to organized crime Public Relations. 
* He is active in pornography markets. 
* He uses cocaine. 

LORRIE  MORGAN/KEITH  WHITLEY 
(Cathy’s #35 writing) 

When I first met Lorrie Morgan at the Printers Alley Western Room nightclub she and I disliked each 
other immediately.  Lorrie’s boyfriend (later to become her first husband) was playing bass for Diane 
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Sherril and Jerry Barlow, long-time members of Political Set.  I was recently married, according to pro-
gram, to Wayne Cox, a steel guitar player for the band. 

Wayne Cox was a leader of a backwoods witchcraft coven and adhered to superstition and the 
“power of Satan” and was in the process of converting the Western Room band.  Lorrie’s boyfriend was 
believing Wayne Cox’s preaching and this set the stage for inner conflict. 

I have had contact with Lorrie Morgan both in Nashville and on the road since then.  While she never 
had a hit, she continued to fill television guest spots and perform on the Grand Ole Opry, as well as appear 
in places that were known for hiring talent far superior to her status. 

In 1980, upon being transferred from Wayne Cox to Alex Houston, I inquired as to how Lorrie 
Morgan continued working when so many others with more fame would fall by the wayside?  Alex Hous-
ton laughed and told me that he has known Lorrie all her life as her father, the late George Morgan of 
“Candy Kisses” fame, and he had been best of friends for years.  They were pioneers in what was to later 
be Political Set and had toured military NCO clubs together.  When George Morgan died, Political Set 
took Lorrie under their wing and raised her in the cult.  Through networking Set and adhering to the cults’ 
principles, Lorrie Morgan was destined to be a star.  I heard this explanation countless times throughout 
the coming years. 

By August 7, 1987, Lorrie Morgan and Keith Whitley were being managed by Reggie Mac(Laughlin) 
of the McFadden agency, the same agent that handles Alex Houston, resulting in all of us being together at 
the Johnny Lee Picnic. 

Reggie Mac(Laughlin) is the agent for Political Set who arranges for cocaine, prostitution, both child 
and adult, and pornography to be provided promoters and entertainment buyers within the cult.  He has 
caused the rape of both my daughter, Kelly, and me and shows the “How To...” videos as a means of 
promoting us in addition to Alex Houston for their shows.  Reggie Mac’s corruption runs deep and extends 
throughout the United States. 

Just prior to the Johnny Lee Picnic in 1987, I overheard a conversation between Alex Houston and 
Reggie Mac pertaining to the “First and Last Annual Johnny Lee Picnic”.  Alex Houston was the only 
entertainer to be paid up front as he was aware and participating in the scam that was about to transpire. 
With tens of thousands of fans expected to attend, and over twenty top name country music entertainers to 
perform, the three-day Johnny Lee Picnic in Guntersville, Alabama was sure to be a success and was 
being established as an annual event.  However, the promoter of the picnic had arranged, along with 
Reggie Mac and Alex Houston, to take the enormous amount of cash that was to be used to pay these 
entertainers and run.  When he did, the Johnny Lee picnic was threatened with riots from the crowds as the 
electric company and law enforcement tried to close it down when entertainers began not showing up due 
to learning that their pay had been stolen.  Alex Houston and Reggie Mac were delighted with the success. 

Keith Whitley, upon learning the truth through Lorrie Morgan’s association within Political Set, was 
greatly displeased. 

I had been drugged and beaten for pornography purposes in Huntsville enroute to the event and was 
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in a fragile state throughout the three-day weekend. 

On Saturday, day two of the event, at approximately one o’clock in the afternoon, my daughter was 
sent over to David Allen Coe’s bus for prostitution.  Alex Houston had been distributing great quantities of 
cocaine as well as prostituting her throughout the weekend.  With my fresh wounds, I was kept out front, 
programmed to sit eighteen hours a day in 100-degree heat and sell albums. 

I saw Kelly come out of the fenced area and walk out into the crowd over to a group of bikers who 
had campfires.  By this time Loretta Lynn had arrived, bringing in Ken Riley and the band who are all 
deeply entrenched in Set.  Unable to break program I was able to call to Ken Riley and ask him why Kelly, 
then seven years old, was outside of the fence.  He said, “It looks like a good night for a picnic.”  When 
Ken Riley says that, I know that there is going to be a ritual. 

That night, upon distributing cocaine among the entertainers as the shows were ending, I saw David 
Allen Coe in a black cape with red lining and understood the day’s unusual events.  The prostitution of my 
daughter to him was in preparation for the ritual that would transpire that night as there was a full moon.  In 
spite of having been scheduled to appear on Sunday, Loretta Lynn had, oddly enough, come in a day 
early—so her band could participate in the ritual.  The bikers out front were also to take part in it. 

I overheard Ken Riley, Alex Houston, and Reggie Mac laughing that a “full moon was excuse enough 
for a picnic” and that the pretty young blond they had found for the altar would “never be missed”.  I was 
sent to the motorhome and heavily programmed to not awaken.  They took Kelly and went to round up 
David Allen Coe, his band, the bikers, and Loretta’s band...  [Editors note: Something is missing here 
and there is some repetition in the material below but we will print it as it is.] 

Having raped and filmed my daughter, the Sgt. and Audie Majors then subjected me to vast amounts 
of whipping, hanging, cattle prod charges, and played “Russian Roulette” with a standard issue 38-caliber 
revolver inserted in my vagina while explaining that they were making a snuff film this time. 

The next thing of which I was aware, we had arrived at the Johnny Lee Picnic.  Dazed, shocked, and 
with the remnants of drugs still in me, I shivered in the 100-degree heat while my clothes stuck to the cuts 
on my body.  A large fence enclosed the backstage area where stars could park their busses and con-
gregate.  As I was in no shape for prostitution or even cocaine distribution, I was programmed to go out 
front and sell albums while Alex Houston tended to my daughter and distributed the enormous quantities of 
cocaine out of our motorhome. 

At 1:30 on Saturday afternoon, I had returned to the motorhome and found my daughter gone.  It was 
then that Keith Whitley and Lorrie Morgan came to see Alex Houston, and sat down to visit with me for a 
few minutes.  As usual, Keith Whitley looked unhappy and was very quiet and subdued, and was polite to 
me.  News had already broken that the promoter had run off with the money, and the electric company 
was threatening to turn off the power while the crowd was threatening to riot.  Lorrie Morgan was pleased 
as she told me that Reggie Mac let her know that it looked like the promoter got away free as the police did 
not even know where to start looking for him.  (He had left the country.)  Irritated that Lorrie could 
condone such actions, Keith Whitley said he was really “sick and tired of the corruption in the business”. 
The two began to argue and Keith Whitley got up and left saying “he’d had it”.  Totally calm, Lorrie simply 
stated, “We don’t agree on much,” while she walked out the door. 
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Making contact with Lorrie Morgan outside, Alex Houston entered the motorhome alone and I asked 
where was Kelly?  He laughed and said that he had taken her over to David Allen Coe’s bus as he and his 
band had seen recent pornographic films of us both.  He said he was going to prostitute me to the band as 
they didn’t like children as much as David Allen Coe.  He dropped me deeper into trance and sent me 
back out front while he tended to “business”. 

Loretta Lynn had just come in, one day early, which is very unusual for someone of her status.  I 
immediately suspected that Ken Riley had to have been in on the scam to make that kind of arrangement. 
My suspicions were soon confirmed.  Out front the crowd was beginning to calm down as the entertainers 
already present were going to perform without money and negotiations with the electric company were 
being made by the city of Guntersville due to the threat of rioting.  I saw Ken Riley briefly through the fence 
and he was with my daughter.  A couple of hours later I spoke to her through the fence and she said that she 
had been in the motorhome with Ken Riley who had raped her repeatedly in the past.  Soon after, I saw 
Kelly running into the massive crowd out front over to where the bikers were sitting around their campfires. 
Ken Riley came out and told me that he and Alex Houston had sent her over there and for me not to worry, 
that they were good friends of David Allen Coe’s. 

After witnessing Alex Houston distributing cocaine, extensive use of it taking place in the open, and 
distributing some myself as I came back to the entertainment area, Ken Riley walked by and said, “Did you 
notice the full moon?  Its a nice night for a picnic.”  Within Set, a picnic means a ritual and I set out to find 
Kelly.  Alex Houston and Reggie Mac had her and they both were talking about a full moon was all the 
excuse they needed for a picnic.  Reggie Mac looked at his watch and said, “It’s almost midnight.  I’ll go 
get Lorrie and Loretta’s bunch and meet you back here.” 

Alex Houston told me that he was going to keep Kelly with him and that I was to go to the motorhome, 
as a “pretty young blond had been found for the altar”.  Under total mind control at the time, I was unable 
to comprehend or respond but reacted in horror as I saw David Allen Coe leaning on a telephone pole 
with a big dark black hat, black clothes and a black blood-red-lined cape indicative of human sacrifice. 

Alex Houston put me to sleep and although I could not move from the bunk my shock and his drug- 
induced state somehow resulted in my seeing the bunch exiting the gate. 

The next thing I knew, Alex Houston had carried Kelly quietly inside and had gone back outside to talk 
with Reggie Mac just outside my window.  Reggie Mac was talking about the girl they had sacrificed and 
said, “David didn’t really intend to kill her—besides, she’ll never be missed.”  Alex Houston complained 
that dropping her in the lake was not smart and that they would all be caught.  Irritated, Reggie Mac said, 
“She’s probably all the way to Nick-a-jack by now.” 

The next morning Kelly and Alex Houston were talking and she asked him where “Nick-a-jack” was, 
which prompted me to ask about the conversation I had heard the night before.  Alex Houston pro-
grammed me to forget and also told me that there was no lake nearby (in fact it could be seen from the 
motorhome through the trees).  But it was not until I was deprogrammed that I could clearly recall the lake 
that I did not think existed—due to programming. 

Reggie Mac had been conversing with Alex Houston further in my presence and had planned on riding 
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in the motorhome with us on down to the next date in Mobile.  The FOP convention was full of many of 
Political Set’s corrupt police, and the same entertainers used at the picnic were to travel down there.  Both 
he and Alex Houston were in good spirits, with Reggie Mac confirming that they had gotten away with the 
scam and that the promoter had made it safely out of the country with the money, and that the ritual had 
gone undetected. 

A short while later as we were preparing to leave, Reggie Mac again came to the motorhome to tell 
Alex Houston that he would not be traveling with us down to Mobile after all.  He was frustrated as he 
explained that when Lorrie Morgan had gotten in the night before, she and Keith Whitley had had a fight 
and Keith said that he was not going to turn his head any longer.  Reggie Mac was calming him down with 
hypnosis and would therefore have to stay near him.  Again, Reggie Mac was torn over whether or not he 
could subdue Keith Whitley and control him enough to make a lot of money off him as his career was 
rapidly escalating, or if he would have to dump him before he ran his mouth.  He said “Nick-a-jack could 
be the solution” and he and Alex Houston laughed. 

Once we arrived in Mobile for the convention, Lorrie Morgan, who had not been scheduled to appear 
at either event, was still around in spite of her obvious displeasure with Keith.  As I was afraid of the many 
law enforcement officials in the crowd associated with Political Set, and being especially afraid of running 
in to Sgt. Frank Crowell, I looked for a secluded part of the theater in which to hide.  I came upon Lorrie 
Morgan who was conversing with her long-time girlfriend within Set, Penny DeHaven, about the vast 
differences between her and Keith and the trouble over the Guntersville incidents.  Both girls are willing 
participants and by this time even Lorrie understood that I was under mind control so upon seeing me they 
both jumped up to leave.  With their arms around each other as they walked away, Lorrie told her, “He’s 
as bad as she is.”  Both girls dislike me intensely as I was programmed to fulfill the role for which they both 
had offered themselves. 

By the time I escaped Alex Houston in February of 1988 I was aware that Reggie Mac was desper-
ately seeking a solution to his problem with Keith Whitley and I knew that killing him was being discussed 
because he knew so much.  When I learned of his death while I was deprogramming in Alaska, I said, 
“They’ve killed another one,” and was most anxious to complete the deprogramming and return to pros-
ecute before any more victims were silenced. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

It has been a long, long day, Dharma.  Thank you. 
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CHAPTER  4 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SAT., FEB. 25, 1995    7:20 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 193 

SAT.,  FEB. 25,  1995 

WE  GET  SOME  MORE  LETTERS! 

I find a “letter to the Editor” of CONTACT yesterday (arrived yesterday 2/24/95 at 17:49 military time, 
written, if as dated, Feb. 13, 1995) from a Mrs., Miss, Mz, Ms. E. Williams of Clovis, CA.  Since all 
complaints and subscription cancellations are honored as quickly as are letters of praise and confirmation, 
this too was ONLY BROUGHT TO MY ATTENTION, not for response from me but simply as a “do we 
deserve the wet-noodle flagellation?”. 

No, friends, you deserve the medal of honor for bearing up under such aggravation.  As is usual, however, 
I cannot let such opportunity pass in the allowance of sharing.  I certainly can’t take offense that there might 
be errors in publication as there is almost NO PAPER FROM WHICH WE SHARE CLIPPINGS THAT 
HAS A 100% TRUTH RATE TO THE LAST DIGIT SHOWN. 

E. Williams has proved the point I am about to make and I would sharpen up the attention of our Editors 
and layout crews as to paying attention.  Forget it, the lady sent a letter to the Editor of a major tool of the 
One World Order; it was published and then the buzzards attacked on such a silly point as to allow me to 
find it funny and obvious.  I have to share it with the readers to allow for vision. 

CONCEPT  VS.  CONTENT 

This one incident is about as clearly demonstrative of idiot journals as anything I have seen.  I have to offer 
it first and in so doing, PLEASE, pay attention to details FOR THE COPY OF THE ARTICLE UPON 
WHICH MS. WILLIAMS BASES HER FUTURE TRUTH STRUCTURE IS SO STRICKEN WITH 
FAX-RASH AS TO BE UNABLE TO READ DATES CLEARLY.  THEREFORE TO BASE A RE-
BUTTAL ON PROBABLY AS BAD A COPY OF CONTACT OR ANY OTHER “COPY” IS 
EQUALLY FOOLISH, BUT I AM GOING TO DO SO BECAUSE IT FITS WITH THE AWAKEN-
ING OF CITIZENS. 

[QUOTING:] 

Gentlemen, 

I believed you when you quoted a toast by John Swinton at the Press Club in New York.  You ran it 
week after week in “Contact”.  I believed it so much that I wanted to share this insight with others, so I sent 
a letter to our local paper, and it was printed. 
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Now, thanks to the wisdom and experience of one of the “vassals for rich men,” George Tatarian, 
pulled some strings of his own.  He found the jumping jack on the end of your string was long dead before 
the 1953 toasting. 

If this is an example of accuracy in journalistic reporting, then the rest of your publication can be 
discounted. 

Please cancel my subscription to “Contact.” 

Mr. Tartarian’s editorial is enclosed for your information. 

Sincerely, 
E.W. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Thank you for bringing such sins and offenses to our attention and let me point out what a beautiful letter 
you have written.  Your typing is perfect but I question your punctuation: you inclose a period or a comma 
within quotation marks (“  “) at places where it is at the least inappropriate.  This is NOW the “rule”, “  “, 
but is it CORRECT?  When did it get PRONOUNCED as being correct?  The journalistic way of punctua-
tion utilizes a period, comma or other marks within the “”” as a “voted in” rule of thumb because most 
journalists are so uninformed in grammar and language structure as to just do it “a way”  “all the time” 
whether it has meaning or not.  Let us use example: In the Bible Jesus supposedly said something to the 
effect of, “Today, I tell you, you will be with me in Paradise.”  (Let us not argue the statement, only the 
possible errors.)  “Today I tell you that you will be with me in Paradise.”  Let us go further, “Today I tell 
you, that you will be with me in Paradise,” and look at that inset phrase.  Should there possibly be a comma 
between “Paradise” and the “ “ “ (,”)?  Should there be a comma after “paradise after the “ “ “ (“,)?  Should 
there be no comma AT ALL?  Well, reader, THAT comma changes the meaning of the statement, does it 
not? 

The point?  Should you base the information offered for consideration on the placement of the comma?  In 
this instance it certainly should—because I tell you that the phrase itself was NEVER MADE BY ONE 
JESUS.  JESUS WAS A “NAME” GIVEN TO A MAN BY SOMEONE AFTER JESUS’ MOVING 
ON TO WHEREVER HE MOVED ON—TO.  But the arrangement of the commas may or may not 
be of importance to “meaning”.  Now, next, ON WHAT DAY WAS THIS STATEMENT MADE?  Was 
it made in 32 A.D., 4 B.C., or could it be being “repeated” and shared on February 25, 1995? (“??”) 

TURN  TO  THE  PROBLEM  OF  THE  MATTER 

Face it squarely, E.W., it is unimportant to ME but I find you lashing out because your letter caused 
consternation to the POWERS THAT BE who can obviously find no error in the press (ever) or perhaps 
Mr. Tatarian could find no topic upon which to focus his vulture claws for the day’s writing.  So, he chose 
your letter to get in response exactly what you got.  You expected praise and he couldn’t stand the light of 
truth ON THE SUBJECT—who cares about WHEN IT WAS WRITTEN? 
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How can I know that this is true?  Because of his overwhelmingly stupid response. 

[QUOTING:] 

RECORD  SET  STRAIGHT  ON 
MEDIA  CRITIC’S  WORDS 

[H: I find it remiss, E.W., that you did not bother to give reference to what paper or WHEN it was 
published.  Therefore I must apologize to the readers—we don’t have the critical information on 
this article.  Moreover, I am going to ask Dharma to write EXACTLY what she sees—ink smears 
and all.] 

Roger Tatapuan: [H: Roger Tatarian?, whoever he might be for you will not be finding him in the 
Halls of Fame as you will John Swinton (later).] 

Some things sound as improbable as—well, as hearing that Rush Limbaugh would be Bill Clinton’s 
running mate in 1986.  [H: Could that be “(96)”—the copy is so bad we can’t tell but let us “as-
sume” (??) if we may, that it PROBABLY means “96” since “86” is long past.  Actually our copy 
looks more like 1988.] 

That bizarre notion sprang to mind because of an improbable-sounding letter to the edit(e)r.  [H: 
Again, I would assume that it should be an “o” and not an “e” but who knows?] in a recent Sunday 
newspaper.  The letter set out to establish the mendacity of the press by citing words purportedly spoken 
at the New York Press Club in 1953 by a man named John Swinton.  He was identified as “the former 
chief of the staff” of the New York Times.  [H: I will spare you further garbage by pointing out the 
number of things we can’t decipher or read.  For instance, the next heading has two legible 
characters, an L and a q.  We assume:] 
Letter in question 

You have to sample a few sentences of this statement to understand why there was a suspicious ring to 
it.  Mr. Swinton, the letter said, was proposing a toast TO fellow journalists at the Press Club when he 
made pronouncements such as these:  [H: Now, does it actually say that the gentleman was making 
a toast “to” (Mr. Swinton) “at” the Press Club or (??).  Does it matter?  Yes, but only in THIS 
limited foolishness.  Also Tatapian (Tatarian?) goes on to say that he has to share “a few sen-
tences”—but why not ALL?] 

“The business of the journalist is to destroy truth; to lie outright; to pervert; to vilify; to fawn at the feet 
of mammon, and to sell his country and his race for his daily bread.  You know it and I know it and what 
folly is this toasting an independent press?  We are the tools and vassals for rich men behind the scenes. 
We are the jumping jacks; they pull the strings and we dance.  Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are 
all property of other men.  We are intellectual prostitutes.”  [H: Well, as a journalist, Mr. Tatapuan 
(Tatarian?) flunks the course.  How can you take such content OUT OF CONTEXT!  I will tell 
you now that the “journalist” at the Press Club had far more intelligence than this man has ever 
shown.  Firstly, this was a toast TO the author of the statements, John Swinton, who had had the 
audacity to speak TRUTH at his retirement Press Club meeting.  It has been repeated so many 
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times that a slip here and there might well be understood as you will find that this man was 
brilliant, weary of the struggle for truth, weary of fighting with the controllers and was IMPOR-
TANT ENOUGH TO BE ABLE FOR MR. TATAPUAN (TATARIAN) TO FIND HISTORICAL 
DATA ON THE MAN IN POINT.  HOWEVER, JUMPING TO THE STRING-PULLS OF HIS 
ELITE CONDITIONERS AND CONTROLLERS, THIS “JOURNALIST” (HOW DO I KNOW 
HE IS A JOURNALIST?  HE LATER TELLS US HOW IMPORTANT HE IS.) CONTINUES 
IN WHAT IS SO BESIDE THE FACT OR MEANING AS TO CAUSE NAUSEA THAT A 
“JOURNALIST” WOULD BE SO INEPT AT READING MEANING INSTEAD OF GAR-
BAGE.] 

The first thing that arouses suspicion is the heavy reliance on a kind of flowery language that would 
have been more natural in Abraham Lincoln’s day than in a speech delivered in [H: What appears here 
to be 1968 but we know that is not correct so let us try “1953”.] 1953.  You’d have to go well back 
into the last century to hear phrases like “fawning at the feet of mammon,” or “selling his country and his 
race for his daily bread” or “tools, vassals and jumping jacks for rich men.”  Purple passages like that were 
surely out of fashion in 1953, but then, there is no law against anachronisms, and John Swinton may have 
been addicted to them.  [H: Now, readers, isn’t this important so far?] 

There have been many distinguished publishers, editors and writers in the long history of The New 
York Times [H: Oops Mr. T, you didn’t properly underline or italics-ize the proper name The New 
York Times.] but John Swinton’s name does not jump out when you start listing them.  Still, you can never 
be sure, so a direct check with The Times seemed appropriate.  In due course, a Times researcher called 
back.  There was no such position as “chief of the staff” in 1953, and The Times could find no mention of 
a John Swinton in its own records.  The researcher had found an outside reference that a man by that name 
was an editorial writer with THE newspaper around the time of the Civil War.  [H: NO KIDDING?  I 
FIND THAT CONFIRMATION BEYOND ANY EXPECTATION OF JOURNALISM—NOT 
AN INSULT TO INTELLIGENCE OF MERE READERS.] 

The search finally led to the Dictionary of American Biography [H: Do you think Mr. Tatapuan 
(Tatarian?) will make it into an American Biography Dictionary for his brilliant “meat of a state-
ment in meaning” observations?] where lo and behold! we learn various things about John Swinton, 
one of them bordering on the miraculous. 

[H: Can’t make out the heading here in the print.] 

We learn that he was born in Scotland in 1829, did in fact write editorials for The Times during the 
ownership of Henry J. Raymond, and would have been 124 years old had he lived long enough to show up 
at the New York Press Club in 1968 [H: Oops—1953 (??)].  As it was, however, he died in 1901, a half 
century too soon to keep the 1963 [H: Oops, 1953 (??)] appointment at the Press Club. 

Well, is it possible that John Swinton delivered his indictment of the press at some earlier time?  If so, 
should it be taken seriously, at face value, or discounted as the voice of an eccentric populist who 
typified nothing of his own day?  The answers can be found between the lines of his biography: It 
would have been totally in character for him to disapprove of the press of his day since he 
disapproved of just about everything else [emphasis H’s].  [H: CAN’T THE INTENT AND 
“ANSWERS” OF THIS MAN BE ALSO SEEN QUITE CLEARLY?  How is “everything else” 
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in YOUR GOVERNMENT, PRESS AND SOCIETY TODAY?] 

He was known as a radical reformer and harsh critic of the social structure of the 1800s and ran 
(unsuccessfully) for mayor of New York on the Industrial Political Party ticket in 1874.  [H: And what 
have you done, Mr. T?]  He was a dissenter in his day, just as Abby Hoffman or Earl Browder were in 
theirs [H: I marvel at the choice of “chosen dissenters” examples.  Why didn’t Mr. T. example 
Jesus Christ, Abraham Lincoln or other worthy personages?]—and equally incapable of rendering 
an untainted judgment on the institution of his times. [H: How fortunate are you regular readers of Mr. 
T. that you can depend upon his untainted judgment at this time!] 

Media bashers love the 1953 version of the Swinton story, [H: Relief is spelled “basher(ssss)” 
which means that CONTACT is not the only paper ever to have “mis”printed the date but possi-
bly even COPIED it from some worthy publication LIKE THE NEW YORK TIMES!] and circu-
late it as a product of the contemporary New York Times, because that so neatly serves their prejudices. 
It is one of those myths that takes on a life of its own and keeps popping up despite all efforts to set the 
record straight.  [H: Oh my goodness—does this man reveal HIMSELF or what?  It IS obvious, if 
nothing else—that this MAN IS ONE OF THE PERPETRATORS OF THE VERY KIND OF 
JOURNALISM OF WHICH JOHN SWINTON SPOKE AND WROTE.] 

The latest revival is the work of a Las Vegas-based newsletter called Contact, published by a group 
that calls itself The Phoenix Project.  [H: WRONG, it is a qualified and tax-approved “newspaper” 
and nobody calls themselves The Phoenix Project—AND THERE IS NO GROUP.  SO, SPEAK-
ING OF TRUTH IN JOURNALISM—WHERE IS IT HERE?????]  Contact reprints its preferred 
version of the Swinton story regularly to show in its own words, how superior it is to the “Satanic, Elite- 
controlled news media.”  [H: Guess I can’t fault him there.]  As is always the case where zealotry is 
involved, Contact apparently believes firmly in the truth—except when a dash of fiction is more useful.  [H: 
Gollee, I think we are FINALLY being heard!  Perhaps it is because we write about such things 
as Mensa’s Jason Brent and his “final solution” for population control—you know, “kill off the 
old, the infirm and the stupid”.  Zealots?  No, CONTACT is presented by CITIZENS OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHO TELL TRUTH ABOUT THAT WHICH IS WRONG, 
LIKE MR. T.  IF YOU CAN’T FACE SUCH THINGS, MS. WILLIAMS, AS REBUTTAL BY 
THE BIGOTS AND PUPPET-MASTER PUPPETS, THEN WE CANNOT HELP YOUR DECI-
SION TO REMAIN UNINFORMED.  THE STAFF WILL BE PLEASED TO CANCEL YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION, I AM TOLD, FOR OBVIOUSLY IF YOU DISCERN THAT NOTHING IS 
OF VALUE OR AUTHENTICITY IN THIS PAPER, AS CRITIQUED BY THIS BOOT-LICKER, 
THEN WE DO NOT WANT TO SPOIL YOUR DAY BY TRUTH AND INFORMATION.] 

[H: Now for the credits which are done in “bold” print but half-size copy so we can’t make out 
the correct printing and we will have to offer what we can “see”.  Where the whole string of 
letters is not legible we will use “Xs”.] 

“Roxxx Tatxxxxxx, a native freenaxx, is professor emerixxx of journxxxxx at California 
Statx Univexxxx, Fresno.  He worked for 88 [surely that can’t be correct] years for United Prexx 
Intxxnaxxonal, [either culminating or cultivating] his caxxxe as edixor.  His coluxx appxxxx Sydnxx.” 
[H: Again, we apologize for our inability to correct this writing as Mz. Williams did not include 
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proper identification and I do not have clear copy!  So, Staff, indeed, 30 whacks with the wet 
noodle spaghetti brigade.  I bow to Mr. T’s obvious and incredible expertise in journalism and 
pray that all “professors” are so ill-informed.] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Now I would like to share a short and informative letter from a reader in Michigan, probably in response 
to information in the last CONTACT and likely regarding the “Sister Charlotte” story: 

[QUOTING:] 

2-24-95 

Dharma, 

If you wish you may print the following, except I respectfully request that my name not be published as 
submitting the article: 

When I was a child of about 10-years of age (approximately 78 years ago) my mother 
told me of men that demolished a Catholic church, and that they were talking about finding 
lots of small bones, baby bones, under the church.  It was surmised that the babies were 
from Priest/Nun relationships.  We lived in Elo, Michigan (at the time), and I believe the 
Catholic church was demolished in either Hancock or Houghton, Michigan. 

Although this was hard to believe, neither of my parents would have repeated something 
like this unless they believed it to be absolutely true. 

(Signature) 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Thank you for sharing your confirmation with us.  It is sometimes a lonely job here while you have to 
absorb the slings and arrows of the beast.  It is through such as you that this little team keeps on keeping 
on. 

By the way, readers, we enjoy getting attention as in the first reference.  Every member of the “team” here 
AND CONTACT joins the Federal Listing of “dangerous” (to the system).  Dharma was first on Kissinger’s 
list for a long, long time and now I believe Mr. Ronn Jackson took first place.  I do not see Dharma 
weeping over losing top-slot.  You would be overwhelmed at who all is on that listing.  Well, our friends 
here have this to say about it, being much like the Criminal who said, “Yes, I may end up in Hell but all my 
friends will be there.”  So, too, will all our worthy friends be with us wherever we are.  I do suggest, 
however, that you put those incarceration camp fixer-uppers in their own encampment because those 
prepared for YOU THE PEOPLE are the only security places big enough for the New World Order 
Planners. 

If you people don’t awaken soon to the garbage dumped on you by such as Mr. T, above, you are really 
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going to go down in a bog as you are bulldozed under. 

I do have one other inquiry of Ms. Williams: How is it that YOU didn’t check out the validity of the articles 
offered?  Where would you have gone for this information you now cherish and honor so greatly?  Is a 
reader not responsible for ANYTHING?  IF ONLY THE DATE ON AN ARTICLE IS IMPORTANT 
THEN CONTACT IS MOST CERTAINLY NOT YOUR PAPER AND, FURTHERMORE, I 
WOULD STAND JOHN SWINTON AGAINST THE LIKES OF THIS SELF-PUFFED MOUTH 
TUTAPUAN (TATARIAN?) ANY DAY OF ANY YEAR!  So be it. 

I need to change the subject here.  I suggested that you get the more recent tapings of Jordan Maxwell 
within the past couple of days.  I am told that there are sound-difficulties in the tape and therefore the tapes 
are not ready and not back to Maxwell as of now.  It is fine, he has others with the same information and 
in the interest of sharing that which I want you to have immediately I will offer Jordan Maxwell’s contribu-
tion to a book called THE BOOK YOUR CHURCH DOESN’T WANT YOU TO READ.  Tim C. Leedom, 
Editor (I believe this book can be gotten from Jordan Maxwell, and covers a lot of topics which are 
interesting—but Jordan Maxwell hits that proverbial nail right atop its head.) 

[QUOTING:] 

ASTRO-THEOLOGY 
by Jordan  Maxwell 

Of all the tyrannies that affect mankind, tyranny in religion is the worst; every other 
species of tyranny is limited to the world we live in; but this attempts to stride beyond the 
grave, and seeks to pursue us into eternity. 

—Thomas Paine, 1737-1809 
The Christian religion is a parody on the worship of the Sun, in which they put a man 
whom they call Christ, in the place of the Sun, and pay him the same adoration which 
was originally paid the Sun.  Thomas Paine  [H: The REAL “FATHER” OF YOUR COUN-
TRY.] 

In the New Testament, a provocative and most serious challenge is laid on the whole of Christianity. 
Since it bears directly on our subject, we will quote it: “...if Christ be not risen, then our preaching is in vain, 
and your faith is also in vain.  Yea, and we are found false witnesses of God... And if Christ be not raised, 
your faith is vain; ye are yet in your sins.” (I Cor. 15:13-17) 

Let’s closely examine the original, conceptual foundations of the faith, and then decide.  But in order 
to do that, we must go back not 2000 years to the birth of Christ, but 10- to 15,000 years to the birth of 
modern man.  For when one seeks to establish foundations, one must begin at the beginning. 

Many thousands of years ago, in what we refer to as the “primordial world” of the ancients, human life 
was a far different experience from that which we enjoy today.  While it is true that we have less documen-
tation on the prehistoric world than we have on our own age, enough is known from the ancient writings to 
paint a rather clear picture of our remote ancestry.  If we have learned anything at all, it is this: “That the 
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more we change, the more we stay the same.”  And nowhere is this more clearly demonstrated than in the 
history of man’s quest for “God”, and the ancient religion we still keep holy. 

According to the best understanding we have gleaned from the available records, life for our ancient 
forefathers was a mixture of wonder and fear.  Each day, just finding food for one’s family without becom-
ing a meal oneself was a life-and-death struggle.  It was from these meager, distressful conditions of the 
human race that our long history of the search for God and meaning of life has come. 

Any evolution, at its most accelerated rate, is always agonizingly slow.  But from the beginning, man’s 
profound questions demanded answers.  When no clear answers were forthcoming from the universe, man 
turned inward and developed his own.  The study of this subject is termed “Astro-Theology” or the 
worship of the heavens. 

It did not take ancient man very long to decide that in this world the single greatest enemy to be feared 
was the darkness of night.  Simply stated, man’s first enemy was darkness. 

With this one fact alone, one can readily understand why the greatest and most trustworthy friend the 
human race would ever have was heaven’s greatest gift to the world... the Glorious Rising Orb of Day— 
THE SUN.  With this simple truth understood, we can now begin to unravel an ancient and wonderful 
story. 

Today, as in all of mankind’s history, it has once again been told anew.  This is the story of Christianity: 
“The Greatest Story Ever Told.”  We shall see that the parallels between Christian metaphors and the 
natural reality of sun and sky are so striking that they constitute—the whole story. 

Modern-day Christianity has often belittled our ancient ancestors who are not here to defend them-
selves.  They accuse them of being nothing more than ignorant worshippers of miscellaneous gods.  There-
fore we can, with assurance, summarily dismiss 14,000 years of human spirituality as ignominious myth 
believed by well-meaning but gullible primitives.  Too much of this kind of spiritual arrogance and religious 
pride has continued without challenge... until now!  The time has come to set matters straight. 

The “Greatest Story” went something like this... 

*  The ancient peoples reasoned that no one on Earth could ever lay claim of ownership to the Great Orb 
of Day.  It must belong to the unseen Creator of the universe.  It became, figuratively speaking, not 
man’s, but “God’s Sun”.  Truly, “God’s Sun” was... “The Light Of The World”. 

*  As stated before, in the dark cold of night man realized his utter vulnerability to the elements.  Each night, 
mankind was forced to wait for the “Rising of The Sun” to chase away the physical and mental insecu-
rity brought on by the darkness.  Therefore, the morning Sun focused man’s attention on heavenly 
dependence for his frail, short existence on Earth.  Doing so, it became an appropriate symbol of 
divine benevolence from heaven. 

*  So just as a small fire brought limited light into man’s own little world of darkness, likewise, the “Great 
Fire of Day” served the whole Earth with its heavenly presence.  For this reason, it was said at Deut. 
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4:24 and Heb. 12:29 that the God of the Bible was a “Consuming Fire” in heaven.  And so HE was! 

*  It was accepted by all that man was bound to a life on Earth but the sky was the abode of God’s Sun. 
He resides “up there” in... “Heaven”. 

*  Ancient man saw in his male offspring his own image and likeness, and his own existence as a father was 
proved by the person of his son.  It was assumed that “God’s Sun” was but a visible representative of 
the unseen Creator in heaven.  So it was said, “When you have seen the Son, you have seen the 
Father.”  Said another way, “The Father is glorified in His Son.” 

*  Ancient man had no problem understanding that all life on Earth depended directly on life-giving energy 
from the Sun.  Consequently, all life was lost without the Sun.  It followed that “God’s Sun” was 
nothing less than “Our very Savior”. 

*  Logically, even if man himself dies, as long as the Sun comes up each day, life on Earth will continue 
forever.  Therefore, it was said in the ancient texts that everlasting life was “the gift” that the Father 
gives through his Sun.  Not for you personally—but for the Earth... everlasting life! 

*  Since evil and harm lurked at every turn in the fearful dark of night, all evil or harmful deeds were 
naturally the... “Works of Darkness.” 

*  And of course the evil of night was ruled over by none other than... “The Prince of Darkness”.  Hence, 
evil is of the Dark: or Devil (D-evil). 

*  We now have before us two cosmic brothers—one very good, and one very bad.  One brings the “truth 
to light” with the “light of truth”.  the other is the opposite, or in opposition to the light—”The Opposer”— 
Prince of the World of Darkness. 

*  At this point we come to Egypt.  More than three thousand years before Christianity began, the early 
morning “Sun/Savior” was pictured in Egypt as the “New Born Babe”.  The infant savior’s name was 
“Horus”. 

*  At daybreak, this wonderful newborn child is of course “Born Again” (hallelujah).  Horus is risen on the 
Horizon. 

*  And of course “God’s Sun” goes to His death wearing a “crown of thorns” or “corona”.  Remember the 
Statue of Liberty?  To this day, kings still wear a round crown of spikes, symbolizing the rays of the 
Sun! 

*  The Egyptians knew that the Sun was at its highest point in the sky (or high noon) when no shadow was 
cast by the pyramid.  At that point, all Egypt offered prayers to the “Most High” God!  As stated 
before, to the ancients, the sky was the abode, or heavenly temple, of the “Most High”.  Therefore, 
“God’s Sun” was doing His heavenly Father’s work in the temple at 12 noon! 

*  The world of ancient man kept track of times and seasons by the movement of the Sun—daily, monthly, 
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yearly.  For this, the sundial was devised.  Not only the daily movement of the Sun was tracked on the 
round dial, but the whole year was charted on a round calendar dial.  Examples: Ancient Mexican, 
Mayan, Inca, Aztec, Sumerian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Egyptian, Celtic, Aryan, etc.  With this method, 
certain new concepts emerged in the mind of ancient man. 

*  Since the Earth experiences four different seasons, all the same and equal (in time) each year, the round 
calendar was divided into four equal parts.  This represented the complete story of the life of “God’s 
Sun”.  The famous painting of The Last Supper pictures the 12 followers of the Son in four groups (of 
3)—the four seasons of the year! 

*  On the round surface of the yearly calendar, you draw a vertical line directly across the middle, cutting 
the circle in half—one end being the point of the winter solstice; the other end being the point of the 
summer solstice.  Then draw another straight line (vertically crossing the first one).  One end of the new 
line is the spring equinox; the other end is the autumn equinox. 

You now have the starting points for each of the four seasons.  This is referred to by all major encyclo-
pedias and reference works, both ancient and modern, as “The Cross of the Zodiac”.  Thus, the life of 
God’s “Sun” is on “the Cross”.  This is why we see the round circle of the Sun on the crosses of 
Christian churches.  The next time you pass a Christian church, look for the circles (Sun) on the cross. 

On December 21 or 22, the Sun, going south, reaches its lowest point in the sky (our Winter Solstice). 
By December 25th, it is clear that the Sun is returning northward.  Therefore, on Dec. 25th the sun is 
“Born Again”.  Christians stole Dec. 25 from the Roman celebration of Sol Invictus —the Sun 
Unconquered.  And to this day, HIS worshippers still celebrate HIS birthday—Merry Christmas, and 
Happy New Year. 

*  As noted before, the year was divided into 12 equal parts, or months.  And to each month was ap-
pointed a heavenly symbol or astrological “Sign.”  Each of the 12 monthly signs were called “Houses” 
of the Heavenly Zodiac. 

*  We are told in Matthew 14:17 & 19 that God’s Son tends to His people’s needs with “Two Fishes”. 
The two fishes represent the astrological sign all astrologers know as “Pisces”.  Thus, we have had for 
almost 2000 years God’s Sun ruling in His “Kingdom” in the sign of Pisces/Two Fishes.  As stated 
before, these signs are called houses.  Therefore, Pisces is the “Lord’s House” at this time.  Truly, The 
Greatest “Fish” Story Ever Told! 

*  According to astrology, sometime after the year 2000 the Sun will enter His new Sign, or His new 
Kingdom, as it was called by the ancients.  This next coming Sign/Kingdom, soon to be upon us, will 
be, according to the Zodiac, the House or Sign of Aquarius.  So when we read in Luke 22:10, we 
now understand why God’s Son states that He and His followers, at the last Passover, are to go into 
“the house of the man with the water pitcher”.  So we see that in the coming millennium, God’s Sun will 
bring us into His new Kingdom or House of Aquarius (the man with the water pitcher).  [H: Please 
editors, use the pictures and diagrams in the book—a picture is truly worth a thousand words 
for value of explicit understanding and not mystical implicitness.] 
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*  Once we realize that, in Astrology, each month is assigned one of the so-called “Houses” of the Zodiac 
and in heaven are 12 hours (12 monthly signs), then the words were read of God’s Son saying, “In my 
Father’s House are many mansions,” makes sense (when translated correctly).  The proper translation 
is as follows: 

Father’s House = Heavenly Abode 

Mansions = Houses 

So, correctly read in the original text, we read: “In my Father’s heavenly abode are many houses.” 
Yes, 12 to be exact. 

Anyone familiar with modern-day Christianity must surely know we are said to be living in the “Last 
Days”.  This teaching is, in part, based on the idea expressed in Matthew 28:20 of the King James 
Bible, where God’s Son says, “I am with you always, even unto the end of the world.”  End of the 
World??!!  Yet another simple mistranslation to clarify with a proper understanding of the actual words 
used.  This “end of the world” is translated differently in various Bibles.  Some say “End of Time”, [H: 
Ah, but “no man” would DARE to mistranslate or misinterpret or CHANGE A WORD OF 
THIS SO-CALLED “HOLY” BOOK??] “End of the Days”, and still others say “Conclusion of this 
system of things”.  So what does all this talk of the “End Times/Last Days” really mean? 

Here is the simple answer.  When the scriptures speak of “the end of the world”, the actual word used 
is not, I repeat, not end of the world.  The actual word in Greek is “Aeon”, which, when correctly 
translated, means “Age”, that’s spelled “A G E”!  [H: I must interrupt right here to spell a few 
things about “me”.  You will note that “Aeon” is often in Egyptian language and script spelled 
and pronounced “Aton” (the ONE light, the ONE deity, THE SYMBOL OF THE SUN WAS 
FOR THE SON OF GOD—ATON).  So, my name is Gyeorgos (George) (basically meaning: 
slayer of the dragon, dragon simply being the symbol of reptile (serpent) of the DARK-
NESS, or evil Satan), Ceres (meaning the feminine aspect of the mother/father concept, or, 
the all-knowing of both day and night), Hatonn (meaning offspring or ONE WITH the ONE 
LIGHT DEITY, SUN/GOD.  Or, the one who placed or created the system in the first place. 
No big deal, readers, but I know that of which I speak.  The “above all” speaker tried to 
bring this TRUTH to you, even in Egypt of the “Mystics” a zillion years ago—but you killed 
the messenger!]  Any library will have Bible Concordances.  Strong’s Bible Concordance is a good 
reference work to use here.  Look up the word “age” in any secular dictionary or Bible Concordance. 
There you will find the word for “age” is from the Greek “Aeon”.  Remembering that in astrology each 
of the 12 houses (or signs) of the Zodiac corresponds to a 2000-year period of time, called an “age”, 
we now know we are nearly 2000 years into the House or Age of Pisces.  Now, correctly understood, 
it can rightly be said that we today, in fact, are living in the “Last Days”. 

*  Yes, we are in the last days of the old “Age of Pisces”.  Soon, God’s Sun will come again into His New 
Kingdom or “New Age” of Aquarius (man with the water pitcher).  That’s right, “The New Aeon”... 
“The New Age”.  This is the theme in the New Testament—God’s Sun and his coming Kingdom/Age. 
“The New Age of Aquarius”. 
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*  It was well understood by ancient man that our weather was caused and controlled by the Sun.  It was 
a simple fact that God’s Sun had the power to control storms at will.  The ancient Egyptians taught that 
He did this as He rested in His heavenly boat while crossing the sky.  The story of Jesus calming the 
storm (Matt. 8:23-27) echoes this. 

*  The next point to be made requires first a little background.  Christians have always referred to God as 
“The Father”.  But viewing God as a father didn’t start here—it goes back far into the ancient world. 
The reason is: Our planet was always viewed as our “Mother Earth or Mother Nature”.  And since 
rain (the life-bringing fluid), falling from heaven, impregnated and brought life to Mother Earth, it was 
therefore believed that our Father was in Heaven. 

All this life-bringing intercourse between God the Father and Mother Earth would be after a proper 
marriage ceremony at the spring wedding.  In the area today called Israel, called by the ancients “The 
Land of Canaan”, the (sexual/fertility) rites of spring were celebrated each year in what was called 
“The Marriage Feast of Canaan”. 

And so the New Testament story was... Mother Earth asked God’s Sun to draw water (from the sea) 
for the grapes to make fine wine for the wedding feast.  This marriage feast story is over 5000 years 
old—3000 years before the New Testament story. 

*  It is at this point we need to go back to the ancient Egyptians to further understand “The Greatest Story 
Ever Told”.  Though all of the essential pieces of the Christian story were long in existence before 
Egypt, it was with the coming of the Pharaohs that the story was finally codified and became religious 
dogma.  Though the story varied in some details from place to place in Egypt, the essence was always 
the same: God’s Sun was the “Light of the World”, who gave His life for us.  [H: Oops!  No blood?] 

*  In ancient Egypt it was said that if you wanted to follow the life of God’s Sun and thereby “live in the light 
of God’s Word”, one would first have to leave his old ways of life to “Follow the Sun”.  But before 
beginning his new life in “The Word”, one must die to the old way of life and be “Born Again”.  Your 
first birth was “out of the water” your mother formed you in.  Because her water broke and your new 
life began, rebirth is symbolized by coming out of total immersion in water—baptism—or being born 
again. 

These points here mentioned are a few of hundreds, if not thousands, of direct connections that can be 
made between the Judaeo-Christian Bible Story [H: Here the term Judaeo-Christian is quite 
proper as we will discuss later.] and the far more ancient, original Story.  My purpose for drawing 
your attention to this literary plagiarism is best stated by Alfred North Whitehead who said, “No lie can 
live forever,” and Egyptologist Gerald Massey, “They must find it difficult, those who have taken 
authority as the truth, rather than truth as the authority.” 

Now for a few thoughts on the “Old Testament” Word of God. 

In Mal 4:2, the God of Heaven is described as the “Sun of Righteousness with healing in His wings.” 
The Sun with healing in His wings??  Then in the New Testament in Matt. 23:37 and Luke 13:34, we see 
God’s Son wanting to gather all under “His wings”.  This is most appropriate for, in Egypt, the Sun was 
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always pictured with His wings. 

* In the ancient Egyptian understanding of things, mankind was called “the sheep of God”.  And the great 
Orb of Day, God’s Sun, was the overseer or, in the exact words from the ancient Egyptian manuscript, 
“The Good Shepherd”—and we are His flock. 

All ancient kings thought of their people as sheep to be pastured, with themselves as “the shepherd”. 
Sheep are ideal followers, for they do not think for themselves but will blindly follow anyone without 
question.  Truly admirable behavior for animals, but unwise for humans. 

* With the foregoing in mind, we read again from the Old Testament Book of Psalms.  At Psalms 23:4 
we read that old, dog-eared, tired, exhausted and equally misunderstood chestnut, used by every 
“man of the cloth” to put the sheep to sleep, we quote it here: “Yea, though I walk through the valley of 
the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for thou art with me.  Thy Rod and thy Staff, they comfort me.” 
Thy Rod and thy Staff!! 

Here in the Book of Psalms, the Old Testament God is pictured with His Rod and Staff. 

The rod here mentioned is the king’s “rod of Discipline” and the staff is the “Shepherd’s staff”, or 
crook.  Now for the correct understanding of this old verse.  Any good library book on the Egyptian 
religion will tell you that the ancient Pharaohs were said to be ruling FOR God’s Sun on Earth.  The 
Pharaoh was called “King of the Kingdom” and “The Great Shepherd of His sheep”.  In the hands of the 
Pharaoh/God (whose arms form the “Sign of the cross” on his chest), were placed the royal symbols of 
heavenly power, the Rod and Staff. 

Incidentally, Jesus is pictured not only with his shepherd’s staff but, in Rev. 12:5 & Rev 19:15, is also 
said to “rule with a rod of iron.” 

Jordan Maxwell is an author, teacher and lecturer on ancient religions and Astromythology. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

This just launches us off into the can of worms, doesn’t it?  Well, no matter how you will TRY to state that 
this is untruth—IT IS TRUTH. 

So, let us look at this “story” of Judean-Christian origin.  It has NOTHING to do with TRUTH!  It was 
seen at the time of 2000 years ago that the entire world could be brought into the bondage of Lucifer’s evil 
intent—by PRODUCING FOR YOU, MYSTICALLY AND MAGICALLY, A TALE TO DESTROY 
TRUTH AND YOU.  This is WHY the ones who would later call themselves “jews” NEVER 
accepted such a tall-tale as that of Jesus, a Christ.  They KNEW he was not the messiah and 
they knew if they could conjure such a tale that could be accepted without question and ones 
would be forbidden through force (Crusades,` et al.) to question, that the lie would become the 
fact and you would, as Godly people, FALL, and Evil would win the soul of Man. 

The tale itself was begun in the scribing of such as started the whole lie in the Old Testament.  Then came 
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the realization by such as Saul of Tarsus, the epitome of evil, that the whole of mankind could be corrupted 
with the “RIGHT INSTRUCTION BOOK” OF LIES.  THESE WERE THE HISTORICAL REVI-
SIONISTS OF ALL TIME, READERS.  Therefore there had to be the guideline set of instructions for the 
Would-Be World Rulers, (Protocols of Zion, etc.) and the myth of foolishness based on the astrological 
signs in the “heavens”. 

Does this make one, Jesus, NOT?  Yes and No.  There was a messenger man, named Immanuel, Esu 
Jmmanuel, actually, who certainly did come forth TO TELL YOU TRUTH and you know the tale that 
sprang up through his passage your way.  He never CLAIMED any of the things thrust off on you about 
ritual, war and the other things of the Dark Vader side.  So, yes there WAS A MAN but he was not “given” 
the label (BY SAUL) of “Jesus” until long after the person’s passage out of the “Holy Lands” and then it 
was created as the “anointed one” while Saul (then changed to Paul to protect the guilty) traveled in 
Greece SPREADING THE LIES. 

The “Bible” tales were not put to press until some 300 YEARS after any of the events and were conjured 
by what was said to be ancient writings.  Forget that, too, but the truth is too lengthy to handle right now. 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John (Gospels) represent the FOUR SEASONS (OR, DIRECTIONS). 
Not only THAT, but the tales were chosen to fit the lie and presented as THE gospels to be used by 
GERMAN “JEWISH” SCHOLARS writing the tale to suit the needs of the KINGS OF THE DAY. 

This little short presentation of Maxwell’s is only a tiny, tiny tip of even that which IS KNOWN AND 
PROVEN.  It is time you begin to fit TRUTH with the myth, for until you learn truth of the LIE and the 
LIARS you cannot help yourself no matter how much war there comes.  STOP THE MYSTICISM AND 
UNRAVEL THE MYSTERY. 

YOU HAVE AND STILL WORSHIP A TOTAL LIE—JUST AS PROGRAMMED TO DO!  THERE 
IS A GOD AND HE SENDS HIS TRUTHBRINGERS.  PERHAPS THIS TIME YOU HAD BET-
TER LISTEN INSTEAD OF TRYING TO SLAY THE BRINGER.  YOU SEE, READERS, THIS 
TIME WE ARE NOT GOING TO STAND BY FOR THE “KILL”!  It is time you come to recognize 
GOD and TRUTH and the Hosts of God lest you simply perish—AGAIN AND AGAIN—within the lie. 
When you worship the BLOOD OF JESUS—you are WORSHIPING THE LIE OF SATAN!  Blood 
itself is a physical thing without spirit.  GOD is LIGHT AND SPIRIT!  So, readers, to BELIEVE BLINDLY 
ON THE BLOOD OR PUSH OFF YOUR RESPONSIBILITY ONTO A FIGMENT OF YOUR 
IMAGININGS—IS WORSHIPING SATAN’S STORY.  YOUR BELIEVING OR NON-BELIEF IS 
NOTHING TO ME AND WILL CHANGE NOTHING IN THE TRUTH OF IT.  I SUGGEST YOU 
GET INFORMED!  SO BE IT. 

By the way, for you who claim to believe in and accept your lineage as the children of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob—you LIVE AN EVEN BIGGER LIE.  Ponder it—for those were the personification, as nearly as 
could be expressed, of the earlier LIES of the participants now called Anti-Christ.  They lived and breathed 
warring and bloodshed, sacrifice and burnt offerings.  May God have Mercy and allow you LIGHT OF 
TRUTH. 
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CHAPTER  5 

REC  #2    HATONN 

SUN., FEB. 26, 1995    10:00 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 194 

SUN.,  FEB. 26,  1995 

PART 1. From The Wall Street Underground papers, THE CLINTON DEATHS.  Nicholas A. 
Guarino. 

MURDER,  BANK  FRAUD,  DRUGS, 
AND  SEX 

Since you readers do your best work in the event of urgent crisis—here is another for your pens and 
minds. 

We have here for my (and your) attention what will seem to you to be but an ongoing portion of already 
covered material.  It is!  However, it is now coming to a point of crisis to bring some people into the 
security of our publicity.  Persons individual can do a lot and gain hearing but if the story dies with their 
limited circle of contact then you can’t win the war, only tiny skirmishes. 

We have a person by the name of Nicholas A. Guarino who doesn’t even realize he has come to the very 
source who can not only help him—but keep him ALIVE.  This man expects to be killed and in a last ditch 
effort to awaken you while he can, he has integrated and summarized a LOT of information.  It will be both 
confirming and terrifying to you as you see the other players’ information (i.e., Snell, Maholy, Jackson, and 
on and on) fall into place without ability for denial. 

I am not going to waste time and energy here in explaining the persons involved, I will as rapidly as possible 
cover the material available here (as presented) for your information and then we shall later see what 
actions are suitable and worthy. 

The booklet and papers came to reach through to “serious investors”.  That is not what this is about here. 
I don’t care about investors, serious or otherwise, but the information on “this” subject and people in-
volved is too exceptional to pass on by. 

Nicholas A. Guarino is Editor, The Wall Street Underground, and is a recognized person having been the 
TV host, Commodities Week.  Where this COUNTS, however, is that he is also a former Arkansas 
Businessman.  He points out here HOW WHITEWATER WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER. 

What will be covered here?  Drug running, massive bank fraud, extortion, rape, attacks, threats, beatings, 
cover-ups, break-ins, bribery, thefts, conflicts of interest, arson, money laundering, official lies, insider 
trading, non-stop adultery, election fraud, obstruction of justice, campaign fraud, federal witness tamper-
ing, destruction of subpoenaed documents, and accessory to (at least) 21 or so KNOWN murders.... 
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[QUOTING:] 

WALL STREET UNDERGROUND, 1129 East Cliff Road, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337. 

WHAT  BILL  CLINTON  HOPES 
YOU  WILL  NEVER  LEARN 

ABOUT  “WHITEWATER” 

Nicholas Guarino: I hope you appreciate what you’re about to read because these may be the last 
words I’ll ever write. 

With the release of this report, I may be the number ONE target of a group of very short-tempered 
gentlemen who have thus far dispatched about 21 people who were an embarrassment to their friend Bill 
Clinton. 

All of the 21 knew a bit too much about Whitewater or Troopergate or Cattlegate or some other 
Clinton scandal. 

In some ways, I know more than they did.  I spent 20 years in Arkansas, and I personally knew 
Clinton, Jim Blair, Vince Foster, Jim McDougal, David Hale, Don Tyson, Governor Tucker, and dozens 
more of that bunch. 

Some of the dead probably died by accident.  But it’s silly to pretend they all did.  For example: 

VICTIM  #1:  “JERRY”  PARKS 

On September 26, 1993, Luther “Jerry” Parks enjoyed a nice dinner at a Mexican restaurant in Little 
Rock (Arkansas). 

On the way home, his car was forced to a stop and he was mowed down by unfriendlies with nine- 
millimeter semiautomatic pistols. 

The coroner pulled nine bullets from Jerry’s body.  I believe we can safely rule out suicide on this one. 
And it doesn’t sound like your standard drive-by shooting, either.  In fact, witnesses claim the hit man was 
a former state trooper who was very close to Bill Clinton. 

Jerry was the owner of American Contract Services, which supplied the guards for Clinton’s presiden-
tial campaign and transition headquarters.  (Clinton still owed him $81,000.)  So he knew a lot about 
Clinton’s comings and goings. 

As a matter of fact, Jerry had quietly been compiling a major study of Clinton’s sexual affairs for about 
six years.  Not quietly enough, though.  Shortly before his demise, his home was broken into and the 
study’s backup files—filled with photos and names—were stolen, according to his widow, Jane... after the 
security alarm was skillfully cut.  Nothing else was taken.  (Later information in different document.) 
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His big mistake: “He threatened Clinton,” Jane said, “saying he’d go public if he didn’t get his $81,000.” 
And then came the end.  The London Sunday Telegraph quoted Jerry’s son Gary, 23, stating the obvious: 
“...they had my father killed to save Bill Clinton’s political career.” 

After a long investigation, Little Rock police detective Sergeant Clyde Steelman gave his character 
endorsement: “The Parks family aren’t lying to you.” 

But unless you live in Arkansas, you probably never heard about Jerry Parks.  If you lived in London 
(or Nairobi or Hong Kong) you would know more.  Whitewater and other Clinton scandals are a far 
bigger story overseas.  Many foreign observers feel the Whitewater cover-up is the biggest one in the 
world in fifty or sixty years. 

Like the Watergate cover-up 20 years ago, it won’t work.  And like Watergate, it will savage financial 
investments—including yours.  [H: Even if you think you don’t have any.] 

VICTIM  #2:  JON  PARNELL  WALKER 

You must understand the central fact about the Whitewater Development Corporation: It was not the 
main crime. 

Whitewater was only a pretext set up by Jim McDougal and the Clintons to milk millions of dollars 
from the SBA, banks, Arkansas Development Finance Authority, and Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan 
(which was later bailed out by us taxpayers to the tune of $65 million). 

The Resolution Trust Corporation people eventually figured out that their investigation of Madison 
wasn’t getting anywhere because it was based in Kansas City, where Clinton’s people stymied it.  So Jon 
Parnell Walker, a Senior Investigation Specialist in the RTC’s Washington office, began a campaign to get 
the case moved to DC. 

Soon after, Jon was looking over a possible new apartment in Lincoln Towers in Arlington, Virginia, 
when he reportedly suddenly decided to climb over the balcony railing and jump. 

Jon’s friends, family, and co-workers all agree on one fact: This man was not depressed.  Maybe he 
was just impulsive?! 

VICTIM  #3:  KATHY  FERGUSON 

[H: We have offered enough prior information that THESE NAMES SHOULD BE FAMILIAR 
TO YOU!] 

You remember the name Danny Ferguson.  He is the Arkansas patrolman who once said he brought 
Paula Jones [H: A sweet “little Monarch butterfly”, Bilious thought.] to Clinton’s hotel room. 

Kathy, 38, his wife at the time, blabbed a lot about such things.  She often told friends and co-workers 
about how Bill had gotten Danny to bring women to him and stand watch while they had sex. 
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(Altogether, Bill had hundreds of women brought to him, sometimes several a day.  Young, pretty 
women pulled over for speeding, or whatever, would be offered a choice between a jail sentence or a trip 
to go see Bill.) 

Part of Danny’s job was to make sure that each woman was ready and willing when Bill met her. 
Kathy told people that Bill was really mad when Paula Jones wouldn’t “put out”.  Bill hates to be refused. 

On May 10, Kathy was found dead with a pistol in her hand.  A suicide, the police said.  [H: Doesn’t 
this remind of you of talky Martha Mitchell, wife of the Attorney General in Watergate heyday? 
Death by cancer of “rapidly spreading” magnitude that isolates or pistol lead-poisoning is about 
the same in the overall.]  Only three problems with this: 

a. Women rarely use guns to kill themselves. 
b. I can’t find anyone who ever heard of a nurse shooting herself.  (Why should they?  They know 

all the right dosages for pills, and they have access to them.) 
c. I’ve talked to three of the six nurses who worked most closely with Kathy at Baptist Memorial 

in Little Rock.  They gave me, in no uncertain terms, a loud message to convey to you: “NO 
WAY did Kathy Ferguson kill herself.”  They are irate. 

Footnote to story: About three weeks later, Danny reversed his story, saying he didn’t lead Paula to 
Clinton’s room after all. 

Second footnote: Bill Shelton, Kathy’s new boyfriend (since her separation from Danny), was loudly 
critical of the suicide story and complained to many people about it.  Bill was found dead on June 9. 
They’re calling this a suicide, too.  (Perhaps it was, I haven’t checked it out yet.) 

VICTIM  #4:  VINCENT  FOSTER 

Vincent Foster, who was Clinton’s counsel for Whitewater, was the highest government official to 
meet an untimely death since the Kennedys. 

He could have killed himself on July 20, 1993, as Robert Fiske, Clinton’s “independent” counsel 
claimed.  But it’s rather doubtful.  The story-line concocted by Fiske has about 20 major holes in it—which 
partly explains his replacement by Kenneth Starr.  A few examples: 

*  Official photos show the alleged suicide gun in Vince’s right hand.  Trouble is, he was left-handed. 
(Of course, a hit man wouldn’t have known that.)  Fiske ignored this in his report. 

*  Vince went out and hired two lawyers on July 19.  As Clinton’s man in charge of covering up 
Whitewater, he had failed badly and could see everything was about to unravel (which it began to do in 
Arkansas the very next day).  Question: Why pay for a lawyer to launch a defense and then shoot yourself 
a day later?  Fiske ignored this. 

*  After a somewhat hurried lunch in his office July 20, Vince grabbed his jacket and left the White 
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House with the words, “I’ll be back.”  And then we are supposed to believe, apparently, that he picked up 
a White House beeper, drove to a lonely park in Arlington, walked 200 yards to a steep slope, went down 
into some thick bushes, sat down, shot himself and then threw his glasses 13 feet away through heavy 
brush, and wound up lying down supine and perfectly straight, legs together, with arms straight down at his 
side, the gun still in his hand, and trickles of blood running from his mouth in several directions, including 
uphill.  What’s wrong with this picture? 

[H: When you figure this one out—you’ll also know how O.J. Simpson was set up.  When nothing 
matches the LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE AND BLOOD RUNS “UPHILL”—SOMEBODY 
“DOWNHILL” HAS DONE SOMETHING!  As for the O.J. Simpson case—many are missing 
a lot and I want to catch up some “investigators”, such as Wean.  R or B call Wean and tell him 
about the LARRY KING WEEKEND LIVE last night.  It was not recorded here—but a tran-
script needs to be gotten IMMEDIATELY!  A “well-known” LA lawyer said ON THAT PRO-
GRAM LAST NIGHT that everybody knows “Ito is owned by Cochran.”  Now, friends, that is 
an “interesting” statement.  Granted these men are just ego-bound to say things like that—BUT 
AS IN POLITICS, NOTHING IS BY ACCIDENT!  SLIPS LIKE THAT DON’T JUST HAP-
PEN AND YET, IT WAS CERTAINLY NOT PROGRAMMED INTO THE PROGRAM—IT 
WAS BASICALLY A “CASUAL” REMARK OF “WELL-KNOWN” FACT.  MOREOVER, IT 
WAS NOT MADE A FOCUS AS SUCH A STATEMENT SHOULD HAVE DONE.  AT THE 
TIME OF THE PROGRAM DHARMA WAS NOT ABLE TO RECORD BECAUSE SHE WAS 
SEARCHING TAPES TO FIND OFFICER LEARNER’S TESTIMONY OF FEB. 2 RE-
GARDING SECRET TAPING OF A POLICE VISIT TO SIMPSON’S HOME.  THESE ARE 
ALL CLUES WHICH CONFIRM THE SETUP AND, BOY, THE AFTERMATH OF THIS IS 
GOING TO BE HORRENDOUS!!] 

*  Where’s the bullet?  None was ever found even after a massive search and excavation.  Could it be 
that the police and FBI looked in the wrong place?  Sgt. George Gonzalez (the first paramedic on the 
scene) and his boss both insisted they found Foster 200 feet from the “official” spot.  If they’re right, then 
why was the body moved? 

*  Where are the fingerprints on the gun?  There were none! 

*  Where are the skull fragments?  None were ever found.  Normally, a .38 will blow out a 4" to 5" 
hole, with blood and brains everywhere.  Because of the mess and the noise, most sophisticated hit men 
today repack their cartridges with a half charge.  This explains the tiny, one-inch hole in the back of Vince’s 
head.  Fiske skipped this. 

*  Who is the mystery blonde whose hairs were found on Vince?  And why did Fiske not mention that 
carpet fibers and semen were found on his shorts?  In this age of detective movies, how could anyone think 
such clues unworthy of mention in a serious report? 

[H: If I may interrupt here, please.  The inference here is that the blonde hair might well be 
Hillary’s and that there was a sexual arrangement between these two.  Well, you have to remem-
ber something Maholy has told you—HILLARY IS A HOMOSEXUAL AND, AT THE HUNT 
CLUB OF CLINTON’S A “BUTTERFLY” WAS ALWAYS BROUGHT FOR HILLARY ALONG 
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WITH THE GIRLS FOR THE BOYS.  THIS DOES NOT, HOWEVER, RULE OUT BOTH SO 
LET US NOT JUMP TO CONCLUSIONS—BUT DO CONSIDER POSSIBILITIES HERE.] 

Sadly, the real reason Fiske was sacked by the 3-judge panel was not to preserve an “appearance of 
impartiality”, as the papers said.  They were simply tipped off that Fiske was rapidly burying everything he 
could.  For instance, when David Hale’s trial judge refused to keep Bill Clinton’s name entirely out of 
Hale’s testimony, Fiske immediately stopped the trial and changed his charge from a huge felony to a small 
misdemeanor—with a vastly reduced sentence! 

*  Where’s the suicide note?  Vince wrote an unsigned outline of a resignation letter, which Clinton’s 
counsel Bernard Nussbaum kept for six days, tore into 27 pieces (without leaving one single fingerprint— 
try that!), then changed his mind and let the bright yellow pieces strangely appear in Vince’s briefcase, 
which the police and FBI had already inspected and found to be empty.  But this “suicide note” says 
nothing about suicide, of course.  And the final letter is missing. 

[H: Doesn’t THIS also remind you of the totally inept way the police, coroner and witnesses 
have BOTCHED THE SIMPSON CASE?  IS IT POSSIBLE THE REASON THE PROSECU-
TION LAWYERS ARE LOSING THEIR COOL IS THAT THEY ARE REALIZING WHAT A 
SET-UP THIS IS?  You have lawyers here, trying to do a good job, thinking the Simpson suspect 
guilty, ONLY TO FIND that he is not guilty—BUT THE SYSTEM IS GUILTY OF HEINOUS 
CRIMES—AND THEY CAN’T EVEN TELL THE TRUTH THEMSELVES.] 

*  Today, thanks to the drug trade, hit men have polished the “staged suicide” to an exact science.  If 
any sign of a struggle remains, the killer has failed his task.  The trick is to persuade the victim he’ll be OK 
if he cooperates—and then shoot suddenly.  In the vile jargon of the professional assassins I’ve had the 
misfortune of meeting, “Ya gotta butter up a turkey before ya roast ‘im.”  To my utter amazement, neither 
Fiske nor the Senate investigators knew anything about how hit men work today. 

*  I could go on and on and on.  Fiske quoted reports—even an anonymous one—from visitors to the 
park that day.  But some witnesses also saw “a menacing-looking Hispanic man” by a white van with its big 
door open near Vince’s car just before the body was found.  Fiske left that out. 

*  Instead of allowing Vince’s office to be sealed after his death, top Clinton staffers Bernie Nussbaum, 
Patsy Thomasson, and Maggie Williams frantically rifled it for “national security matters” (read: incriminat-
ing Whitewater documents) and carted them off to Hillary’s closet upstairs.  In a stunning show of chutz-
pah, they even made the park police and FBI agents sit in the hallway for two hours while they did it.  And 
Nussbaum later claimed it was only ten minutes!  (An FBI agent disclosed to me that a file was opened for 
obstruction of justice, but Bill had it closed.) 

Why would anybody want a nice, gentle fellow like Vince Foster killed and his body dumped in a 
park?  For some excellent reasons, which I detail in my book, THE IMPEACHED PRESIDENT.  Be-
lieve me, it’s a stunning story, and I’d like to give you a complimentary copy.  [H: Somebody here please 
order it immediately—for me—and make connections WITH THIS AUTHOR ASAP.  He is in 
serious danger as we speak.] 
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But the #1 reason is that Vince knew far too much and he had to go because he was about to crack— 
and that would have ended the Clinton presidency right there and then. 

Suppose, however, it was suicide.  Suppose Whitewater was becoming such a horror that suicide 
seemed better than facing the music.  What then? 

Then the only logical explanation is scenario #2, as follows: 

*  Vince’s Whitewater cover-up was coming apart.  Facts were popping up in the press and people 
were talking.  For instance, Clinton’s partner in Whitewater, Jim McDougal, had gone to Little Rock 
attorney and 1990 Republican gubernatorial candidate Sheffield Nelson and made a taped statement, 
which I have heard, saying: 

I could sink it [the cover-up] quicker than they could lie about it if I could get in a 
position so I wouldn’t have my head beaten off.  And Bill knows that. 
*  So sensitive was Vince to criticism that he was still bothered about the heat he was getting for his role 

in “Travelgate”.  In fact, Fiske stated that those close to Vince thought that “the single greatest source of 
his distress was the criticism he... received following the firing of seven employees from the White House 
Travel Office.”  Little did they know the whole story.  Vince had to keep Whitewater details bottled up 
inside—even at home. 

*  On the day Vince shot himself, he received a shocking phone call from an attorney at Arkansas’ 
Rose Law Firm saying that FBI Director William Sessions was about to subpoena the documents of 
Judge David Hale.  Hale was a Clinton appointee who charged that Clinton forced him to give fraudulent 
SBA loans of millions of dollars to Clinton’s friends.  In the Senate hearings, Clinton’s people denied such 
a call took place, but I know for a definite fact it did.  And I’m backed up by the Rose phone billings and 
Vince’s phone log.  Also, Sen. Christopher Bond (R-MO) later confirmed that the call was from “an old 
friend” at Rose. 

*  About this time, Clinton fired his FBI Director—a step so desperate that no President had ever 
taken it. 

*  Vince realized that the genie was out of the bottle.  He had confided to his brother-in-law, former 
congressman Beryl Anthony, that he was very worried that Congress itself was about to launch a criminal 
probe into his affairs.  (In this scenario, the “suicide note” was actually the “opening argument for his 
defense” before Congress—a defense which Vince told his wife he wrote on July 11.) 

*  He was sure that in such a probe, the easy-going David Hale would spill the beans and drag in Gov. 
Tucker [H: Seems right here you readers have some ammunition to use WITH GOV. GUY 
TUCKER REGARDING RICHARD SNELL!  It truly would seem to me that Tucker is only as 
secure and safe as he KEEPS SNELL IN SAFETY??  No, Snell doesn’t have anything to do with 
“this”, only the whole story, however, YOU KNOW!], Steve Smith, Madison Marketing, Castle 
Grande, Whitewater, Vince himself—and, inevitably, Bill Clinton.  He mentally added up the fines and 
prison terms he would face for concealing Bill’s crimes—many of which he had taken a supporting role in. 
The totals were horrendous.  And the thought of being a central figure in America’s first presidential 
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impeachment was too much for his quiet mind to bear.  He told his wife and sister that he was thinking of 
resigning.  (But he still couldn’t let on about the Whitewater crisis.) 

*  He was cracking up.  Everyone around him agreed he looked and sounded terrible.  The Desyrel 
prescribed by his doctor didn’t help.  So when the call came about Hale’s subpoena, he had to go home 
and think things over.  But there, alas, he could think of no way out.  So he put two bullets in his revolver, 
drove across the Potomac to the first quiet spot he found, hid himself in some bushes where he could pray 
in solitude, and pulled the trigger.  [H: Possibly after having one last sexual fling with the pretty little 
Bilious blonde who was blackmailing him and his wife and family?  Perhaps, even, the death was 
simply a “snuff” film at Vince’s expense?  Vipers and Viperettes have no reluctance to make 
money off everything they do.] 

That’s the most probable SUICIDE scenario.  Unfortunately for Clinton, it’s almost as damning as the 
murder scenario. 

Today everyone—from Vince’s family to the press to the White House—professes to be baffled by 
Vince’s death.  “How on Earth,” they wonder, “could such a typical Washington flap as Travelgate cause 
Vince to be so depressed?” 

Under either scenario, the plain answer is: It didn’t. 

VICTIMS  #5  &  6:  VICTOR  AND 
MONTGOMERY  RAISER 

Then you have the small-plane crashes, which are fairly easy events to stage.  Hit men commonly use 
any of five quick, simple techniques. 

One method was used on the first two victims, C. Victor Raiser II, the former finance co-chairman of 
Clinton’s presidential campaign, and his son, Montgomery.  Their plane crashed in good weather near 
Anchorage, Alaska, on July 30, 1992.  I respected Raiser as a man of integrity, but he was caught up in a 
lot of the shenanigans of the campaign—though he didn’t like them.  Eventually, he soured on Clinton and 
thus became a potential major leak and a big threat to Bill’s presidency. 

VICTIM  #7:  HERSCHEL  FRIDAY 

Herschel Friday was another member of Raiser’s committee and a heck of a nice guy.  His plane 
dropped out of sight and exploded as he approached his own private landing strip in Arkansas in a light 
drizzle on March 1, 1994.  Herschel was a top-notch pilot and his strip is better than those in most cities. 
(I know because I almost had to use it once when my own plane’s carburetor started backfiring.) 

VICTIM  #9:  BARRY  SEAL 

But Barry Seal’s death was no accident.  His story is so exciting that Hollywood made it into a movie 
(Double-Crossed), starring Dennis Hopper and Adrienne Barbeau. 
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Barry made about $50 million as a pilot and plane supplier in Clinton’s incredibly elaborate and suc-
cessful drug-running operation out of Mena, Arkansas. 

Iran-Contra was conceived as a simple scheme to use the Ayatollah’s money to send guns to the 
Contra freedom fighters.  But from that humble Ollie North beginning, it blossomed into the great Arkansas 
dream.  Virtually every load of Chinese AK-47s (plus light machine guns, grenades, and other small ordi-
nance) taken from Mena to Nicaragua was matched by a return load of dope and cash flown in from 
Colombia via Panama or the Cayman Islands on “black flights” that Customs officials and air traffic con-
trollers were instructed to ignore. 

According to an exhaustive, top-selling new book entitled COMPROMISED, by Terry Reed and 
John Cummings (which I found highly accurate), pilots were bringing back and air-dropping over $9 
million a week in cash, which was properly laundered and then went into Arkansas industries owned by 
friends of Gov. Clinton.  (Not into Clinton’s pockets—he didn’t usually do that kind of thing except to pay 
off campaign debts and favors.)  And in case you’re wondering why Bill needed his land scams when he 
had all that drug money available, the answer is, the drug operations came later. 

Incidentally, the money was laundered through such sterling banks as BCCI.  Remember them? 
I discussed BCCI’s involvement extensively with its Panamanian president. 

Five or six of the CIA subcontractor pilots running the gun-drug loop under Barry Seal have said that 
Nella (near Mena) was chosen as the base for training contra soldiers mainly because its terrain and foliage 
were so similar to Nicaragua.  Many local residents still recall camouflaged Latinos holding maneuvers in 
the countryside—but they all agree it’s not healthy to talk about it too much. 

Iran-Contra was an impressive operation on both ends.  I still remember standing on the deck of a flat- 
deck, flat-bottom supply boat used to run guns upriver to the Contras in Nicaragua.  It was loaded to the 
gunwhales with Russian-made rifles, machine guns, rocket-propelled grenades, etc., in Chinese-marked 
boxes.  The captain and his partner, a German arms dealer, invited me to sample the merchandise, so I 
pried the lids off a couple of wooden cases, took out some AK-47s, and sprayed a few clips around the 
woods.  (Very nice guns, but I wasn’t in the market.) 

In case this begins to sound like a far-right hallucination, you should know that some liberal groups 
(ever opposed to CIA tricks) concur.  For instance, The Wall Street Journal said on June 29: 

There is even one public plea that Special Counsel Robert Fiske should investigate pos-
sible links between Mena and the Savings-and-Loan association involved in Whitewater. 
The plea was sounded by the Arkansas Committee, a left-leaning group of former Univer-
sity of Arkansas students who have carefully tracked the Mena affair for years. 

I wish them luck.  And good health.  The Arkansas Attorney General, the IRS, and the state police 
have been met for fifteen years with “a wall of obfuscation and obstruction” erected by the Clinton circle of 
power—which is everywhere in Arkansas.  According to PENTHOUSE, which is not exactly noted for 
being a far-right magazine: 
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He [Clinton] controlled virtually all the 2,000 handpicked appointees to an array of 
boards and commissions that effectively rule the state... Anyone seeking to do business with 
the state—and that included just about everybody running a business—learned to expect 
direct solicitations by Clinton’s campaign finance people. 

Polk County Prosecutor Charles Black, to his credit, once even sat down with Clinton himself and 
pleaded for a state investigation of Mena! 

Bill said that “he would get a man on it and get back to me,” Black recalls.  That was in 1988.  Black 
is still sitting by his phone.  (I’m sure Bill got a kick out of that interview.  I recall him grinning as he made 
some comment about “dumb Arkies” one afternoon at the brokerage I owned in Harrison—one of a 
dozen or so occasions when we spent time together.) 

But at the risk of sounding as bad as Bill, I must remind you that, after all, this is Arkansas ... where: 

*  One governor before Clinton had every concrete-and-steel bridge in the state insured for fire (yes, 
fire).  Guess who owned the insurance company. 

*  Another governor, being indicted for fraud, simply canned the judge and replaced him with the town 
drunk, who then dismissed the grand jury. 

So just think of Bill as a traditional, Arkansas kind of politician. 

But I digress.  Barry Seal was eventually arrested by the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration. 
To get off the hook, he turned state’s evidence and fingered several big drug dealers.  He even managed to 
take clandestine photographs of major Colombian and Panamanian figures, one of which President Reagan 
showed proudly in a nationwide TV speech. 

But in the end, the DEA betrayed the flamboyant Barry by allowing him to be sentenced to a halfway 
house, where a few days later he was a sitting duck for three Colombian avengers with Uzi and MAC-10 
submachine guns with silencers.  The ending wasn’t pretty, but it made a hard-hitting movie. 

Why did the DEA dump Barry?  Perhaps because, as Clinton observed to Terry Reed, “Seal just got 
too damn big for his britches and that scum basically deserved to die, in my opinion...” 

I’m not saying Bill ran Iran-Contra.  He didn’t—not even the Arkansas half of it.  But five men in the 
Mena operation (sorry, I can’t reveal their names to you) have affirmed that he provided their cover as 
governor and “rode herd” on them through the Intelligence Division of the state police.  Other high officials 
helped.  Why?  Because the Arkansas state bonds program (ADFA) RECEIVED 10% OF THE NET 
PROFITS—PLUS THE USE OF 100% OF THE GROSS IN THEIR BANKS AS THEY LAUN-
DERED IT.  QUITE A BOOST TO THE ECONOMY! 

At least that was the deal cut with Clinton.  But the Mena operations (code-named Centaur Rose and 
Jade Bridge by Reagan’s CIA Director Wm. Casey) finally had to be yanked from Arkansas and moved 
to Mexico under the name Operation Screw Worm.  Simple reason: Bill and friends just couldn’t resist 
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putting Arkansas’ hand deeper into the till than they were supposed to. 

In fact, eyewitness Reed details at length the tense meeting in which William P. Barr—later President 
Bush’s Attorney General—breaks the bad news to a very angry Clinton.  (Sorry, I must condense the 
conversation greatly.  You’ve got to read his book.) 

On a March night in 1986, they met with Reed, Oliver North, and two other CIA men in a musty, 
poorly-lit World War II ammunition bunker at Camp Robinson outside Little Rock. 

After several sharp exchanges and traded insults, Barr said, “The deal we made was to launder our 
money through your bond business.  What we didn’t plan on was you... shrinking our laundry.  That’s why 
we’re pulling the operation out of Arkansas.  It’s become a liability for us.  We don’t need live liabilities.” 

“What do ya’ mean, live liabilities?” Clinton demanded. 

“There’s no such thing as a dead liability.  It’s an oxymoron, get it?  Oh, or didn’t you Rhodes Scholars 
study things like that?” Barr snapped. 

“What!  Are you threatenin’ us?  Because if ya’ are...” 

From that point on, Barr was able to smooth things out, and he concluded with the most eye-opening 
passage of the book: 

You and your state have been our greatest asset.  The beauty of this, as you know, is that 
you’re a Democrat, and with our ability to influence both parties, this country can get 
beyond partisan gridlock.  Mr. Casey wanted me to pass on to you that unless you f— up 
and do something stupid, you’re No. 1 on the short list for a shot at the job you’ve always 
wanted [meaning the Presidency].  That’s pretty heady stuff, Bill.  So why don’t you help us 
keep a lid on this and we’ll all be promoted together.  You and guys like us are the fathers of 
the new government.  Hell, we’re the new covenant. 

An amazing statement, wasn’t it?  Especially for 1986. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 1] 

Let us take a respite, please.  We have a long way to go in front of us and we need to assure rest enough 
to get it rapidly typed but without breakdown of the typist.  Thank you.  We can either structure this in 
“Parts” or however you feel it best structured. 
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CHAPTER  6 

REC  #3    HATONN 

SUN., FEB. 26, 1995    1:49 P.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 194 

SUN.,  FEB. 26,  1995 

PART 2.  From The Wall Street Underground papers, THE CLINTON DEATHS, by Nicholas A. 
Guarino. 

MURDER,  BANK  FRAUD,  DRUGS, 
AND  SEX 

VICTIMS  #10  &  11:  KEVIN  IVES  AND  DON  HENRY 
(AND  THESE  WERE  JUST  KIDS!) 

Kevin Ives and Don Henry, two Bryant, Arkansas, teenagers, apparently were a bit too snoopy about 
the air drops of dope and cash they had observed in the nearby countryside at night (part of the Mena 
operation). 

They were found on the morning of August 23, 1987, having been run over by a train.  “They fell 
asleep on the tracks,” according to state medical examiner Fahmy Malak, a Clinton appointee who had 
earned the anger of the locals by pulling such stunts before. 

(Remember when Clinton’s late mother, anesthesia nurse Virginia Kelley, caused the death of two 
patients by neglect?  Malak was the one who cleared her.  Malak once even declared that a decapitated 
man had died of “natural causes”, a ruling Clinton defended as a mere symptom of overwork.) 

Malak’s opinion caused a big ruckus locally.  Eventually, the boys’ irate parents managed to get a 
second coroner’s opinion, and the official causes of death were changed to being stabbed in the back and 
getting a crushed skull before the train came.  At this point.... 

VICTIMS  #12  THROUGH  17:  KEITH  CONEY, 
GREGORY  COLLINS,  KEITH  McKASKLE, 

JEFF  RHODES,  RICHARD  WINTERS, 
JORDAN  KETELSON 

....six local people came forward independently, each claiming to have some special knowledge about 
the deaths of the boys on the track. 

All were slain before their testimony could do any good.  Police involvement is suspected in most 
cases, but not all: 
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* Keith Coney had been slashed in the neck and was fleeing for his life when his motorcycle slammed 
into the back of a truck.  “A traffic fatality,” police said. 

* Gregory Collins was found shot in the face by a shotgun. 

* Keith McKaskle was brutally stabbed at home—113 times.  (He knew he was doomed, and had 
told his friends and family goodbye.) 

* The burned body of Jeff Rhodes was found in the city dump, shot in the head—and with his hands, 
feet, and head partly cut off. 

* Richard Winters was killed by a man with a 12-gage sawed-off shotgun. 

* Jordan Ketelson died of a shotgun blast to the head and was found in the driveway of a house in 
Garland County. “A suicide,” the sheriff said. 

Do you see a pattern here? 

All in all, after ten years of Mena operations, not one arrest was ever made, an accomplishment that is 
possible only when someone controls the whole state like a collie controls sheep. 

VICTIM  #18:  DANNY  CASOLARO 

Danny Casolaro was a reporter who was investigating the connections between Mena, BCCI, Iran- 
Contra, Reagan’s “October Surprise”, Park-o-Meter Co. (which made dope-storage nose-cones for the 
airplanes at Mena), and the ADFA (Clinton’s billion-dollar state bonds racket).  He affectionately called 
this network The Octopus.  On August 10, 1991, just as he was about to receive information linking Iran- 
Contra to the Inslaw scandal, Danny was found with his wrists slit, in the bathtub of a hotel room in West 
Virginia.  What a coincidence! 

VICTIM  #19:  PAUL  WILCHER 

Paul Wilcher, a Washington, DC lawyer, was deeply investigating Mena and other scandals.  He was 
scheduled for a meeting with Danny Casolaro’s former attorney, but on June 22, 1993, was found dead in 
his apartment, sitting on his toilet.  (The bathroom killer strikes again?) 

[H: I need for you readers to STOP and take a look at all this.  Gunther Russbacher had IN-
STANT replay on the Vince Foster death.  AND, his information was accurate to the last detail. 
How could this be?  The man was in prison!  He also was somehow entangled with the Casolaro 
mess and then, when Paul Wilcher got “his”, Gunther felt totally responsible (so he said) be-
cause he said he had just sent video and audio tapes of the October Surprise affair to Paul as his 
attorney.  Who and what can you BELIEVE?  You got me, readers.  Too much has come out about 
Russbacher in TRUTH to suggest the man was ALL LIES although his own family and children 
say he has always been a pathological liar and con-man.  Funny thing about Gunther, however: 
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he WAS VERY DEFINITELY TANGLED TO HIS EARS IN “GERMAN” GOLD TRANS-
FERS AND CERTIFICATE EXCHANGE—IN AND THROUGH AUSTRIA.  DO YOU NOTE, 
HOWEVER, THAT THE “PLAYERS” ALL KEEP POPPING UP TIME AND TIME AGAIN? 
You will remember also that Rayelan Allen MET Gunther Russbacher in a most strange man-
ner—after she had somehow been speaking at the United Nations something or other—OR 
DID SHE?  It is of course known that she was working on the book OCTOBER SURPRISE with 
Barbara Honegger until they crossed axes somehow.  Rayelan says she receives from God’s 
“officer energies” but belongs to some “Costume (black) order” of something or another serv-
ing one of the worst known energies in the “outer limits”.  MAKES YOU WONDER, DOESN’T 
IT?  I’ll give them the benefit of this doubt however: they must sincerely have thought that “The 
Phoenix Project” “must” be something out of the CIA, ONI OR SOMETHING EQUALLY AS 
WEIRD AND CONFOUNDING.  What a drag it must have been to find out you were tangled up 
with a bunch of GOD’S OWN!!  There is something else you “monarch” readers need to put 
together here:  what were Rayelan’s “physical” problems that caused her such grief and need 
for medication?  Anyone want to make some bets????  I WILL GUARANTEE YOU THAT 
CATHY O’BRIEN KNOWS A WHOLE LOT OF THESE TURKEYS, INCLUDING PARTS OF 
THE RUSSBACHER BROOD.  Well, perhaps we give Raye far too much credit for it appears 
she is just self-focused to the exclusion of everyone else—but is that not the fact of all “han-
dlers”?  There is a lot of things needing to be proven as far as the intent of goodness in that little 
game of witch-hunt and power-brokering.  Anyone who continues to play within that game with 
those players are really treading deep waters.] 

VICTIM  #20:  ED  WILLEY 

Ed Willey, the manager of Clinton’s presidential campaign finance committee who, according to a 
reliable source in Texas, was involved with shuffling briefcases full of cash, supposedly shot himself on 
November 30, 1993. 

VICTIM  #21:  JOHN  A.  WILSON 

John A. Wilson, a ruggedly honest city councilman in Washington DC, knew a lot about Clinton’s dirty 
tricks.  According to my sources, he was preparing to come forward and start talking about them.  But 
then on May 19, 1993, he just decided to hang himself instead. 

There are other possible victims, like Paula Gober, Jim Wilhite, Stanley Heard, Steven Dickson, Timo-
thy Sabel, William Barkley, Scott Reynolds, Brian Hassey, and so on.  But my evidence about them isn’t 
convincing, and I refuse to join those who call every Clinton-related death a murder. 

What IS convincing is just the sheer numbers of untimely deaths in the Clinton circle of influence—plus 
a long string of threats, attacks, beatings, break-ins, wiretaps, and other intimidation.  For example: 

* Dennis Patrick of Kentucky has survived three attempts on his life so far—and is now in the federal 
witness protection program.  (Hang in there, Dennis—and never forget who’s in charge of that program!) 

He was the unwilling customer of Lasater & Company in Little Rock, where tens of millions of dollars 
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were traded (read: laundered) in his account in 1985 and 1986.  Only two problems: he never knew what 
these trades were—and it wasn’t his money!  (Coincidentally, the trading stopped when Barry Seal was 
killed on February 19, 1986.) 

And that’s not even the scary part of the story.  The fact that may make your hair stand on end is that 
Dan Lasater is: 

- Bill Clinton’s second-best friend 
- a convicted cocaine dealer 
- a noted host of lavish cocaine parties featuring very young women 
- the employer of Bill’s brother 
- and the head of Lasater & Co., which issued all $1 billion of Arkansas’ state bonds in ’80 (but only 

if each bond beneficiary first made a huge donation to Clinton’s operations or put Hillary on 
retainer) 

It is also alleged that Lasater laundered hundreds of millions of drug dollars through that firm.  But the 
day after Dan’s release from prison only six months later, Bill pardoned him!  Plus, while Dan was still in 
detention, he gave power of attorney to run the company to Patsy Thomasson, who was one of Bill’s top 
administrative aides, and Bill continued to funnel all the state’s bonds through the company—another 
$664  million worth! 

Lasater & Co. was the major source of brokered deposits in Madison Guaranty S&L. 

And Patsy is now director of the White House Office of Administration.  God help us all. 

* According to a sophisticated journal called Heterodoxy, journalist L.J. Davis spent a week nosing 
around some sensitive areas in Arkansas last February.  Then on the 14th, as he entered his Little Rock 
hotel room to dress for dinner, he was knocked cold.  When he awoke on the entry floor four hours later, 
his wallet was intact, but his notebook and skull weren’t.  And there was no furniture within falling distance 
to account for the darning-egg-size lump over his left ear. 

Three weeks later, he sent a draft of his story to The New Republic by modem.  Three hours after that, 
his phone rang.  A rich baritone voice began, “What you’re doing makes Lawrence Walsh look like a rank 
amateur.” 

“Who is this?” Davis demanded. 

“Seems to me, you’ve gotten your bell rung too many times.  But did you hear what I just said?” (click) 

Says Davis now, “I used to laugh at things like this—until I ended up on the [expletive] floor.” 

If all this sounds like tabloid trash to you, you’re absolutely right.  And there’s a very good reason: The 
people behind these crimes ARE tabloid trash. 

* Then there’s the arson stuff.  A nasty little blaze broke out in the Little Rock offices of Peat Marwick 
[accountants], way up in the fourteenth floor of Worthen Tower at midnight, January 24, 1994, just four 
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days after Fiske’s start as Whitewater investigator.  It wasn’t a bad fire, you see, just bad enough to 
consume the area that held their 1986 audit of Madison Guaranty.  A former Peat Marwick executive tells 
me that the word came down from Clinton, and they were most definitely forced to destroy the docu-
ments. 

And remember the flap about the medical records that Bill refused to release?  Word is, all that cocaine 
finally destroyed his nasal passages.  (“Allergies,” Bill says.)  He spent huge amounts of time flying around 
the country with Dan Lasater in his cocaine-laden jet and went to numerous parties thrown by Lasater and 
others, some of which featured “blizzards of cocaine,” according to the participants. 

Brother Roger recently admitted doing six to eight grams a day (and being a dealer for Lasater)  [H: 
For goodness sakes, readers, Maholy has told us about being WITH this bunch of criminals at 
parties where the drug haulers (mules) were being treated to out-of-season duck genocide.  You 
see, when you are in the crowd THAT IS ABOVE AND BEYOND THE LAW, people get care-
less and smug.  These are without doubt the lowest type of criminal elements around—AND 
THEY RULE YOUR NATIONS!] 

Speaking of drugs: Sally Perdue, a former Miss Arkansas and popular talk show hostess, has told the 
London Sunday Telegraph that during her 1983 affair with Gov. Clinton (verified by state trooper I.D. 
Brown), Bill would usually smoke (and inhale) two or three ready-made marijuana joints drawn from his 
cigarette case in a typical evening. 

On one occasion he pulled out a baggie of cocaine and prepared a “line” right on her table.  “He had 
all the equipment laid out like a real pro,” she recalls.  (A mid-level Democratic party leader warned Sally, 
before a witness, that if she didn’t keep quiet, he “couldn’t guarantee what might happen” to her “pretty 
little legs” when she went out jogging.)  [H: You have come a long way, Americans.] 

She also told her stories to Sally Jessy Raphael, but in a rare move, the producers strangely decided 
not to broadcast the videotaped program. 

I’ve also talked with others who say they “got high with Bill” many times—including his personal drug 
supplier, who is now being held in prison incommunicado in Leavenworth by Janet Reno.  [H: And 
another hapless victim, Maholy, ready to join him.]  When the time comes, they will all speak out.  In 
fact, the main problem may be half of Arkansas trying to get their names in the headlines! 

* For a change of pace, here’s an incident that’s non-violent—but does include the President himself. 

Little Rock attorney Cliff Jackson, an acquaintance of Bill’s from his Oxford days, was approached in 
July, 1993, by Larry Patterson and Roger Perry, two former members of Bill’s Arkansas security detail. 
They wanted to discuss blowing the whistle on his sex escapades.  (Other troopers backed up their 
stories.) 

As told to New American magazine, Jackson was discussing their stories on the phone in August with 
another attorney, Lynn Davis (not related to the above Davis), when... 
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...he became suspicious that the phone had been tapped.  He suggested to Davis that they meet in a 
nearby restaurant.  “The whole time we were there, this suspicious-looking guy kept his eye on us,” 
Jackson recalls.  “After we left, we were followed by this dark Suburban with darkened windows and a 
Texas license plate.”  Davis noted the vehicle’s license plate number and ran a check on it; no such license 
number was listed. 

You’ve heard of unlisted phone numbers?  Welcome to the phantom surveillance world of unlisted 
license plates! 

Just a few days later, the troopers received phone calls from both Clinton and Buddy Young, former 
head of Gov. Clinton’s security detail.  You can hear the borderline tone of Young’s calls in this sample from 
his tense call to Roger Perry, as he reported it: 

I represent the President of the United States.   Why do you want to destroy him over this? 
This is not a threat, but I wanted you to know that your own actions could bring about dire 
consequences. 

Clinton’s calls were no big secret, either.  For instance, journalist Gwen Ifill noted in The New York 
Times: 

It turns out that some of the calls that were overworking the White House switchboard opera-
tors [in the fall of ’93] were going not to Capitol Hill but to Arkansas state troopers [to discuss] 
potentially embarrassing charges about his marital fidelity. 

The troopers related that Bill asked about the pending allegations and offered them plush jobs.  I think 
what he wanted most was the kind of loyal silence and amnesia he gets from people like Buddy Young, 
whom he appointed to a $93,000-a-year FEMA job (not a bad promotion for a cop). 

Indeed, there was a lot to be silent about.  In addition to numerous one-night ladies, Bill had long-term 
affairs with six.  One was a real bell-ringer: The Los Angeles Times sifted through thousands of pages of 
state phone bills and found 59 calls to her, including eleven on July 16, 1989.  On one government trip, he 
talked to her from his hotel [H: OZ, PERHAPS?] room from 1:23 AM to 2:57 AM, then was back on the 
phone with her at 7:45 that morning. 

Bill’s fallback defense is always that, as he claimed on National Public Radio, “The only relevant 
questions are questions of whether I abused my office, and the answer is no.” 

Well, What do you say? 
* By far the unluckiest guy in Arkansas is lawyer Gary Johnson, 53, who was peacefully living at 

Quapaw Towers in Little Rock when Gennifer Flowers [H: Gennifer Flowers, Monarch perhaps? 
These little butterflies are innocent, people, don’t get confused—they LOOK INNOCENT be-
cause they ARE INNOCENT.  That in itself is the terrible part of this nightmare.] moved in next 
door to him. 

Now, Clinton denied on 60 MINUTES that he ever visited Gennifer.  But Gary had a home security 
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system that included a video camera pointed at “his own” door.  Unfortunately, it also covered Gennifer’s 
door, and after awhile he had several nice visits on tape, showing Bill letting himself in with his own key. 

Either Bill finally noticed the camera, or the grapevine told Bill’s aides about it, because on June 26, 
1992, three weeks before the Democratic nomination, Gary got a loud knock at the door.  It was three 
husky, short-haired state trooper types, and they slugged him as they barged in, demanding the tape. 

Gary promptly gave it to them, but they continued punching him, breaking both his elbows, perforating 
his bladder, rupturing his spleen so badly that doctors had to remove it, beating him unconscious, and 
leaving him to die. 

Now, here’s a good question for you: Do you think Bill Clinton actually picked up a phone and initiated 
this attack? 

And here’s a better question: What difference does it make? 

For obvious reasons of liberal loyalty, no one in the major media wants to stick his neck out and be the 
first to do a major piece that pins all these murders and attacks on the President of the United States. 

But sooner or later, the dam will break.  The weight and scope of the crimes are just too massive. 
Even if only half these incidents turn out to be accidents or true suicides, Bill will find it impossible to wiggle 
out of being implicated in the rest.  When some indicted hit man or functionary sees the evidence piling up 
against him, he will sing like a sparrow to save his own tail feathers.  And you will know all the facts before 
the tidal wave hits—if you’ll accept a free copy of my book. 

Remember, it took a year for Watergate to become media fodder after its discovery.  But when it did, 
the crisis of confidence in Nixon rattled the stock market to its foundations, and U.S. share-holders lost 
almost half of their money in the biggest drop in 40 years.  The U.S. then suffered the worst recession since 
the Great Depression. 

Speaking of big money, here’s.... 

HOW  TO  MAKE  $2  MILLION 
DEVELOPING  A  GOD-FORSAKEN  TRACT  OF  LAND 

WITHOUT  SELLING  ONE  SQUARE  FOOT  OF  IT 

When the media folk told you about Whitewater, they left out a few amusing details. 

So in a spirit of altruistic service and public education, I’m going to let you in on the secrets of how to 
pull off a land scam.  Pay attention, because you’ve never heard this before. 

A. Real Estate developing is more fun when you can borrow all your capital without having to pay it 
back—or even sell any land.  So to get started, you need two friends: one an appraiser, one a banker. 

B. Next, you find some dirt-cheap dirt.  Anywhere in the boondocks will do.  In the Whitewater case, 
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it was 230 acres of land along the White River for about $90,000.  (Some housing tract!  It was fifty miles 
to the nearest grocery store.) 

C. Then you get your appraiser friend to do a bloated appraisal.  Hey, what are friends for?  Let’s say 
he pegs it at $150,000. 

D. You go to the bank and get the usual 80% loan.  You now have $120,000, so you pay off the land, 
and you still have $30,000 in your pocket.  You’re on a roll. 

E. You pay $5,000 to subdivide it and bulldoze in a few roads.  (Or if you know the ropes, you get the 
state to do it, as Bill did to get a $150,000, two-mile access road.) 

F. Viola!  You now are the proud owner of a partly-developed luxury estate community.  So you call 
up your appraiser friend again, and he re-evaluates it at a cool $400,000. 

G. You hustle back to the bank and get a new 80% loan based on the new value.  (Nothing out of line 
so far.  An 80% loan is standard, right?) 

H.  You draw up plans for some fine houses (which will never be built.) 

I. You get a new appraisal. 

J. You get a new loan. 

K.  You make two or three phony homesite sales to friends.  You shuffle the funds around among your 
shell corporations and bounce it back to your friends—plus a little extra for their help. 

L. You get a new appraisal. 

M. You get a new loan. 

N. You do a “land flip,” selling the whole thing to Company X for $800,000, which sells it to Company 
Y for a million, which sells it back to you for $1.25 million.  (All these companies are your friends.)  And 
yes, this kind of thing DID happen in Whitewater and Madison.  In fact, Whitewater figures David Hale 
and Dean Paul once flipped Castle Grande back and forth from $200,000 to $825,000 in ONE DAY! 

O. You get a new appraisal. 
P. You get a new loan. 

Q. Finally, your development corporation declares bankruptcy, and the bank has to eat your loans 
because the money is all gone, and since the record-keeping is so poor, nobody knows where it went. 

[H: By golly, it DOES sound like they had George Green as advisor.] 

But weep not for the bankers.  You pay them nicely—perhaps a third of the $2 to $3 million you skim 
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off.  Weep for the taxpayer who bails out their banks. 

Which is to say, in the case of Whitewater, weep for yourself. 

[H: Not only does this work but it is what destroyed, among other things, the S&Ls.  By the time 
you get to the problem being obvious and the damage is public, you have involvement of so many 
high officials and government branches like the Resolution Trust Corporation, etc., that the 
sorting is all but impossible to accomplish.  There would never be any notice at all if it were not 
for this being the President of the United States.  On the other hand, if he were not—the crimi-
nals might get their due a lot sooner.  The “derivatives” market will now destroy whatever made 
it through the S&L debacle.  The level operating just beyond the you-the-people belt are all 
functioning on cross-fire blackmail.  When one vice can’t getcha’ the ego through sex and other 
indiscretions WILL.  The Elite work on total blackmail and extortion.] 

DOES  THIS  ACTUALLY  WORK? 

Whitewater was just the first of a series, like a pilot for a sitcom. 

Using Whitewater as a prop, Bill and his partner Jim McDougal milked—by my rough estimate— 
several million dollars from the SBA [Small Business Administration] and at least five or six banks and 
S&Ls, starting with the Bank of Kingston. 

But their later ventures, bringing in Steve Smith and now-Gov. Jim Guy Tucker [H: The pen-pal 
governor of Arkansas for most of you nice readers.], did even better.  Campobello started with about 
$150,000 in property and squeezed over $4 million in loans from banks in about two years.  Castle 
Grande began with $75,000 worth of swamp land and cleared over $3 million.  It never built anything.  The 
only human artifacts on it today are a few old refrigerators and mattresses. 

Why do I have information you haven’t seen before?  Because my firm had $10 million in Madison 
Guaranty S&L, and I was thinking of buying the Bank of Kingston.  (I was already worth millions by that 
time.)  When I saw Kingston’s financial statement, however, I ran like a scalded cat. 

And Madison was worse.  You didn’t have to be a Philadelphia CPA to spot their money laundering, 
dead real estate liabilities proudly listed as assets, huge amounts of 24-hour deposits from brokers, and 
$17 million in insider loans.  It was a nightmare. 

Whitewater Development Corp. had at least an appearance of sincerity.  It even had TV commercials, 
starring Jim’s striking young wife, Susan, in hot pants, riding a horse.  Another one showed her behind the 
wheel of Bill’s restored ’67 Mustang. 

But after Whitewater, the deals began dropping the frills like a hooker in a hurry to get things over with. 
The RTC criminal referral that Bill suppressed during his presidential campaign cites such later corpora-
tions as Tucker-Smith-McDougal, Smith-Tucker-McDougal, and Smith-McDougal.  Catchy, eh?  If it 
were me, I would have called them Son of Whitewater, Whitewatergate, and Whitewater & Ponzi, 
L.P. 
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SHORT  REPORT 

On their 1979 income tax, Hillary valued Bill’s used undershorts—donated to charity at the end of 
their action-studded tour of duty—at two dollars a pair. 

Plainly, we are dealing here with a couple that gives loving attention to detail in matters of deductions. 

As you may recall, however, Clinton has proclaimed over and over that he simply “forgot” to deduct 
the $68,900 he claims he lost on Whitewater.  Commentators have been mystified by the paradox. 

But it’s no mystery to me.  The reason is obvious: Bill didn’t deduct the $68,900 because he didn’t lose 
a dime on Whitewater, and he didn’t want to do time for tax fraud.  Period. 

Jim McDougal put up all the money except for $500—and Bill borrowed even that. 

But weep not for Jim.  Not only was he Bill’s partner in Whitewater, but he owned Madison Guaranty 
S&L, which was the designated milk cow that provided most of the inflated loans.  Weep instead for the 
taxpayers—like you and me—who picked up the $66 million tab when Madison folded. 

THE  PAPERLESS  OFFICE  IS  PIONEERED 
BY  THE  ROSE  LAW  FIRM 

Will Bill and Hillary go to jail for masterminding all the land deals that fall under the label Whitewater? 

I expect they will—not because of existing documents, but because of the testimony of subpoenaed 
people.  [H: Come now, writer, who are we kidding?  Do you really think any one of that rat-pack 
will allow the Billiaries to actually live long enough to TESTIFY?  Who is kidding who?  Bill was 
put into the Presidency BECAUSE HE AND HILLARY ARE TOTALLY AND ETERNALLY 
EXPENDABLE!  This stuff is all small potato(e)s compared to the One World Order business 
of the day.  These are just nasty annoyances to the Puppet-Masters who are about to be embar-
rassed by the small-time criminal activity.  It has been handy blackmail fodder—but no more, 
and worse, the “big guys” on the strings will have to take the whole family out to be sure of 
silence.  That may or may not INCLUDE Reno and the other U.N. Monetary Fund employees. 
From here on “in” I wouldn’t ever want to be in Washington when Bill and Buddies are in town.] 

The few remaining documents will play a supporting role, but frankly, friend, there aren’t many left. 
According to grand jury testimony: On February 3, 1994, right after Fiske became special counsel for 
Whitewater, the nice folks at the Rose Law Firm fired up their high-speed Ollie-o-Matic paper shredder 
and ordered courier Jeremy Hedges to slice ‘n dice his way into the history books by destroying twelve 
(12) cartons full of Whitewater documents.  As far as anyone knows, Rose now has no more Whitewater 
records than do you. 

Actually, a lot of the usual documents were never created in the first place.  For instance, there was no 
written partnership agreement (don’t try this at home).  No transactions were written up, even though 
Clinton’s real estate agent says there were $300,000 in sales.  No deeds were ever recorded.  And if any 
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interest was paid on bank loans, the payment checks are missing. 

Plus, after Whitewater, Bill got very smart and kept his name completely out of every subsequent deal 
he cut.  But the Whitewater monies, probably several million, ricocheted from shell company to shell 
company like the basketball in a Harlem Globetrotters warm-up drill, and every dollar wound up in the 
proper pocket.  Beneficiaries included many of the biggest names in Arkansas—like Gov. Tucker, Seth 
Ward, and some very powerful executives from outfits like Wal-Mart and Tyson’s Chicken—Clinton 
campaign backers all.  (Campaign records for 1982 and 1984, the two most suspicious years, have also 
been studiously shredded.) 

And Bill, who entered public office with nothing but debts, and who never made over $35,000 a year 
as governor, is now worth about four to five million.  A real rags-to-riches, American success story, isn’t it? 
Kind of puts a lump in your throat. 

But there’s one other reason for Bill’s success.  In a word, Hillary.  Prepare to be shocked as you 
learn... 

WHY  THE  FEDS  SETTLED  FOR  $1  MILLION 
ON  $60  MILLION  IN  DEBTS 

You’ll find this one hard to believe, so read carefully. 

Item: When Madison Guaranty folded, it was somewhere between $47 and $68 million in the hole. 
The tab has settled at $65 million. 

Item: One of the biggest defaults was $600,000 in loans to one of Madison’s own directors, Seth 
Ward, who is the father-in-law of Webb Hubbell.  Webb happened to be Hillary’s law partner and until 
April was the No. 3 man at the Justice Department—and assigned to investigate Whitewater! 

Item: When the RTC cleanup crew took over Madison, Hillary had been on retainer to Madison for 
many months. 

Got it so far?  OK.  Now, the RTC lawsuit sought $60 million from Madison’s debtors.  But here’s 
what happened: 

1. Hillary negotiated the RTC down from $60 million to $1 million.  What a talker! 

2. Hillary then got the RTC to forgive the $600,000 debt Seth Ward owed the RTC—every penny of 
it—thus leaving the RTC with $400,000. 

3. But wait!  Hillary did these two deeds as the counsel for the RTC, not Madison.  [H: 
Hummnnnn...shades of Steven Horn, Esq.!]  Incredible as it sounds to those of us who have to 
live in the real world, Hillary got herself hired by the RTC, and in THAT position, from the gov-
ernment side, she talked them down to $1 million. 

4. Her fee for the RTC job was (pure coincidence) $400,000.  Which left the government with $400,000 
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minus $400,000—or in technical accounting terms, zippo. 

5. And who do you suppose was the mastermind who conned the RTC into hiring Madison’s own 
Hillary to prosecute Madison?  None other than the late Vince Foster!  When he made his pitch to 
the RTC, he neglected to tell them about Hillary’s retainer with Madison.  In fact, he even wrote 
them a letter stating that the Rose Law Firm didn’t represent thrifts! 

Vince and Hillary were, by the way, very, uh, close.  Not only were they partners at Rose, but there’s 
no shortage of people who saw them hugging and smooching in public.  Arkansas troopers say that when 
Bill took a trip on state business, Vince was often at the mansion gates within minutes—and would stay till 
the wee hours.  [H: Guess you can’t ever underestimate those cute little colorful butterflies, can 
you?]  They also spent a few weekends together at the Rose vacation cabin in the mountains.  And when 
Hillary filed for divorce from Bill in 1986, Vince was right there at her side.  (She withdrew the suit when 
Bill’s political fortunes improved.) 

178  YEARS  IN  CLUB  FED 

Nobody ever accused Bill Clinton of being stupid. 

As proof, look at the Congressional hearings.  What a hoot!  Bill had them stacked so that fully 99% 
of all Whitewater crimes were off limits! 

This left our dignified Congressmen sternly chasing the remaining 1% of petty misdemeanors with 
hardly a mention of fourteen years of felonies: shell games, killings, break-ins, cover-ups, threats, bribes, 
thefts, check kitings, payoffs, arson, money laundering, fraud, influence of testimony, tampering with wit-
nesses, you name it.  (It’s all in The Impeached President.)  [H: I suggest you look closely at the 
listing because much of the activities as to businesses and company interactions are quite legal 
if being handled as they were, immoral in intent.  These very same laws which they ABUSED are 
the very laws which can offer YOU some shelter—but not in the State of Arkansas!  There are 
NO STATE OR FEDERAL LAWS ANYWHERE THAT PROTECT YOU FROM MURDER, 
THEFT AND THE OTHER LISTED CRIMINAL ACTIONS.] 

And Bill managed to focus 100% of the attention on Altman, Nussbaum, Cutler and others with none 
on himself.  You have to admit, that’s pretty smart maneuvering. 

In February, The American Spectator added up two pages of Bill’s Alleged crimes, and the total 
potential penalties came to $2.5 million in fines and 178 years in prison.  And they just listed the piddly 
stuff, like tax fraud and soliciting bribes; they didn’t even mention the heavier incidents I listed above! 
(They did include a short roster of Hillary’s much lighter penalties, totaling only $1.2 million and 47 years.) 

Is such punishment excessive?  I think not.  Even if you ignore the mayhem, the Clinton economic 
damage has been severe.  [H: And this doesn’t even include the new Mexican fiasco.]  Counting 
Clinton’s Arkansas Development Finance Authority, which never awarded a bond grant without a major 
campaign contribution and Bill’s signature, he sucked over a billion dollars from state and federal taxpay-
ers. 
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YOU  MUST  READ  THE  ENCLOSED  LETTER 

[H: Well, you don’t have “the” enclosed letter.  But we do and we will get around to sharing it as 
quickly as possible but it will have to wait for the next CONTACT because our staff is at over-
load.] 

Please forgive me for sounding dramatic, but this is a dark day for the republic. 
I apologize for giving you such an avalanche of appalling news.  God knows, I’ve tried to keep my tone 

somewhat light, but I realize that you are probably still alarmed. 

Unfortunately, I must now go on to tell you about the impact all this is going to have on your own 
financial future, and that could be the worst news of all—by far. 

But unlike all the depressing matters you’ve just read, there is a bright silver lining to it.  Yes, I do think 
it’s the darkest day for the REPUBLIC since World War II.  But for you personally, the troubles ahead will 
ironically give you the greatest opportunity of your life to vastly improve your financial picture.  Please get 
a firm grip on your emotions, open the enclosed envelope and read the rest of my message. 

Footnote: I hereby serve notice that I am not “depressed” in the least, and that if anything happens to me, 
I publicly accuse Bill Clinton and his circle of power. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 2] 

So what have we here, readers?  A tale-teller, a brilliant mind at work, a whistle-blower?  I would warn 
you right now to not just exchange a guru for a guru.  I disagree with a lot that will be offered in his 
“enclosed letter” writing but this is by all means a BRILLIANT man who could make hamburger meat of 
the ones in that so-called High-IQ Society to which Jason Brent belongs.  Let me share the information 
sent. 

[QUOTING:] 

MEET  NICK  GUARINO, 
THE  FASTEST  MIND  ON  WALL  STREET? 

[Author of this information unknown to me.] 

What can you say about a man who got a speeding ticket at age seven?  Or who had a run-in with the 
FBI at age eight?  Or became a floor trader at sixteen?  [H: First, I would say: BEWARE!] 

Nicholas A. Guarino, editor of The Wall Street Underground, is simply the fastest and brightest mind 
we’ve ever worked with.  [H: Already however, they flunk sentence structure.]  As publishers of 
sophisticated financial information, we consider ourselves fairly intelligent, yet we find ourselves totally 
outclassed by Nick in most ways.  (Exception: he can’t spell for sour apples.)  [H: Maybe he is an aka 
of Ronn Jackson?  Brilliant minds don’t really have much use or time for such things as annoy-
ing perfections in such matters.] 
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His aggressive mind has kept him ahead of the crowd all his life.  For example: 

* At seven, he figured out how to soup up his go-cart, designed to go 5 mph, to hit 55 mph!  The cops 
finally caught up with him at his front door. 

* At eight, he built his own radio transmitter out of old TV sets he’d pulled from garbage cans and used 
it to make a friend in Moscow.  After some correspondence, a tipster in Nick’s post office reported his 
name to the FBI.  When agents showed up at his home, they were amazed to find their suspected commie 
sympathizer was in the second grade.  [H: Can you imagine what a team of Jackson-Guarino could 
do with the computer SUPER-HIGHWAY?] 

* After Nick complained bitterly that he was bored to death, his grammar school teachers in New 
Jersey gave him an I.Q. test.  When the score came back at 180, made him retake it.  When the second 
score came back well over 200, they were astounded.  What they didn’t realize was that their little charge 
had been reading 20 to 30 books a week since he entered school, and in fact had read most of his parents’ 
Encyclopedia Britannica before the first grade.  [H: Is Dr. Young still with us?]  [Yep!  But only 
mothers should tell these kinds of embarrassing stories.] 

* In agony with school, he left home at 14.  Inspired by stories of his grandfather’s success as a 
penniless immigrant who became a millionaire grocery magnate, he moved to Manhattan’s Lower East 
Side and before long found work as a gopher with a firm at the New York Stock Exchange.  (He was tall 
for his age.)  When Nick was sixteen, his boss fell ill one day and had to leave in the midst of a trading 
crisis.  Nick intuitively knew what trades had to be done, so he put on a trader’s coat, marched out onto 
the floor, and started trading.  “Made money, too,” Nick says.  (Yes, the other traders knew how old he 
was, but they all liked the spunky kid, so no one squealed.) 

Even in his twenties, Nick was enormously successful on Wall Street.  In fact, he was getting buyout 
offers from brokerage competitors who flat-out admitted, “Frankly, kid, you’re making us look terrible.” 

But rather than retiring young, he dived into a lifelong, ferocious effort to correct the corrupt political 
and financial networks that had completely destroyed his late grandfather’s fortune. 

Today, he is still very hard at work to warn others of the acute dangers of evil, power-hungry men in 
positions of influence.  In between writing Wall Street Underground and talking with numerous infor-
mants, he reads ten thousand pages of economic and political intelligence per week—with near-total 
comprehension. 

He lives in a scenic, secluded place AS FAR FROM ARKANSAS AS HE CAN GET! 

[END OF QUOTING] 

May we please share contact information again:  The Wall Street Underground, 1129 East Cliff Road, 
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337. 
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Now I would suggest it might just be about as hard to find Guarino on the line at this address as it is to 
locate Dharma for an afternoon tea break.  However, the Publisher’s name is James W. Nugent and there 
are a couple of listed phone numbers: Mon-Sat, 8-7 CST: (800) 890-3553 or FAX: (612) 895-5526 (24 
hrs/day). 

Does the man REALLY know about the REAL problems ahead financially?  Well, who knows.  You don’t 
have to boggle your minds with that problem.  The facts are here that the man is willing to risk his neck to 
get you information and THAT is what will save your nation.  If you have any assets at all you MUST know 
more than you know about the “DERIVATIVE” DISASTER.  This is a fire-ball bomb waiting to blow and 
it would be nice if you get through this without being burned alive.  We’ll do what we can but at present our 
people are having a crisis of their own as they continue to try to get out a paper with “O”.  There are two 
or three wonderful supporters who have carried this load almost totally alone and God blesses them, for 
when the nation can again take a deep breath in freedom—it will be directly because of such people—who 
gave it all, risked it all and continue in the face of the enemy every minute of every day. 
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CHAPTER  7 

REC  #1    HATONN 

MON., FEB. 27, 1995    6:47 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 195 

MON.,  FEB. 27,  1995 

BLACK  MONDAY  FOR  FINANCIAL  WORLD??? 

These topics are the most discomforting for me to attend for I actually have no interest in your false 
“markets”—the evil-manipulated, exploited and disadvantaged resource of the world whores.  However, 
you have the clues you need to guide you a bit. 

I am not going to cry “wolf” to you readers.  I had not planned to even go into this portion of discussions 
with Mr. Guarino until at least the next CONTACT. 

I have a problem also, however: there very well may not BE A NEXT CONTACT. 

I ask the staff to attend me very closely now.  You will have to go with continuing and absolute cognizance 
of what is going on in the financial world.  The news of what is happening is being all but buried as we write. 
I actually should have asked Dharma to write AFTER she watched the “news” but we have other im-
portant things to do this day.  You will probably not be aware, being a week-end, what is ongoing in other 
parts of your global intrigue.  THE END HAS BEGUN. 

It was quite bad enough a “sign” when Orange County, California fell to the derivative disaster, along with 
other places which do not yet “own up” to the state of catastrophe.  Just look at the circumstances in which 
Washington DC (YOUR CAPITAL) is now DECLARED PUBLICLY as bankrupt while other silent 
banking/financial disasters continue to brew around the NATIONS of the world.  These tell you it has 
begun, this unavoidable meeting of the Piper awaiting payment. 

WHAT  WILL  HAPPEN? 

You are on the very brink of total financial collapse.  How do we know?  Take a look at what has 
happened in London THIS DAY!!  A MAJOR bank has collapsed.  Not only has a MAJOR BANK 
COLLAPSED TOTALLY, IN LONDON—BUT IT FELL AT THE FEET OF THE CHINESE! (!!!!!!!!!!) 

I have asked Dharma to go get today’s paper and see what she could find and almost to THE BACK of 
the first section there it is: a TINY article in the “WORLD” section (1/30th of a page): “Gambling trader 
breaks the bank in Britain.”  The headline does not even merit capital letters. 

NOW LISTEN UP: The facts are presented in another article on the same page: U.S., CHINA INK 
DEAL—AVOID HUGE TRADE WAR. 

Let us return to the first notation: 
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BANK  FAILURE 
[QUOTING:] 

Gambling trader breaks the bank in Britain 

LONDON (AP)—Baring Brothers & Co., one of the oldest and most prestigious British invest-
ment banks, went broke when a trader lost more than 500 million pounds, or $800 million, gam-
bling in Asian future markets, it was announced Sunday. 

[H: You know it is bad when: (1) a bank of that size can supposedly FALL with less than a billion 
dollar loss; (2) they only refer to ONE TRADER; and (3) it is announced on SUNDAY.  Further, 
you are probably going to find very little mention, if at all, of the CHINA CONNECTION.  The 
report will tell you all about markets, Singapore Mercantile Exchange, the Nikkei averages, 
etc.  You have to pay close attention to WHAT IS NOT SAID.] 

The Bank of England sought over the weekend to rescue Barings PLC, the holding company for the 
bank [H: Ah, HERE IS YOUR PLANNED DISASTER, READERS!  THIS IS THE BANK OF 
ENGLAND’S HOLDING COMPANY!!  This is exactly the chain of events—was, is and will be 
until you WISE UP.  You use a holding company to take the fall and the Bank holds, but the 
places from where monies come for intentional fall are all set up and used for the collapse.  This 
means that, as with Chase Manhattan Bank and Saudi investments, the deposits were put into 
holding companies which would intentionally be bankrupted when the time was right—and the 
time is now right.  So, what happens?  The Bankers say to the depositors, “Oh well, look how 
hard we tried.”  You are going to find, if you follow this, that the major losers (investors) will be 
CHINESE.  You see, the Chinese financial players are in what they thought was the Bank of 
England but—oops!—!  Let us just offer the rest of the article and then speak about it briefly.], 
but a consortium of the top banks in Britain gave up on the idea because there was no way to cap the 
potential losses at Barings. 

“They had a rogue trader who concealed what he was doing from the management, and he busted the 
bank,” a source said late Sunday.  [H: SURE HE DID!] 

The Barings trader made huge bets on the direction of the Nikkei 225, the benchmark Japanese stock 
index, on the Singapore Mercantile Exchange, the source said, speaking to the Associated Press ONLY 
ON CONDITION OF ANONYMITY.  [H: How many of YOU believe this about “one of the 
oldest and most prestigious British investment banks”!?  This is SO BIG, readers, that I am 
myself stunned at the daring of the controllers against you and how shrewdly and coldly they 
abuse you.]  A number of Nikkei futures and options contracts taken out by the Barings trader are still 
open, meaning that if the Japanese stock MARKET FALLS, THE LOSSES AT BARINGS WILL 
BE GREATER. 

In Tokyo, the Nikkei average dropped 723.07 points, or 4.14 percent, to 16,749.87 in the first 90 
minutes of trading today.  The drop came in reaction to the news of Barings’ troubles, Japanese traders 
said. 

Barings’ soured investments also included derivatives contracts, the source said.  Derivatives, financial 
instruments whose value is tied to underlying securities, also have played large roles in some financial 
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troubles in the United States.  [H: LOOK WHAT THEY ARE DOING TO YOU.  THIS IS THE 
BIGGEST THING EVER IN YOUR FINANCIAL BRINKSMANSHIP AND THEY USE 
TERMS (IN THE BACK OF THE PAPER, YET) THAT SAY NOTHING.  THIS IS THE 
PLANNED LAUNCH OF THE FALL, READERS!  WAKE UP!  THE ALARM HAS BEEN 
RINGING AND IT IS NOW PAST THE WARNING TIMER.] 

The bankruptcy of Orange County was tied in part to investments in derivatives.  Several losses by 
major U.S. companies also have been blamed on derivatives investments gone bad. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I don’t want to take much space and/or time here because I have been warning you for years about this 
day.  We wrote in Spiral To Economic Disaster years ago that this would happen by 1995.  The problem 
comes with being able to make it through the first dive.  Gold will, it appears, not be able to reach the $420/ 
oz by the end of Feb. but it is obvious from the announcement above that the intent is to try to hold the 
markets for a few more days—to coincide a slide or fall with planned events—such as Operation Blue 
Beam.  The plan is to bop you and then lighten your mood with a “Crusade” of spiritual visions.  The hope 
is that you “little people” will not go nuts until the big boys get arranged so it doesn’t look like “they” DID 
IT.  Slimy scum-suckers!! 

Advice?  You should have been prepared if you stick around me, but of course the minute something 
doesn’t happen on the “predicted” hour, you go back to La-La-Land. 
The need is to hold all the assets as collateral (gold) as you can because the expected repercussions are 
depression of great magnitude.  A probable collapse.  And, a confiscation of metals in hopes of holding the 
nation.  (At least that will be THE EXCUSE.) 

Can the Institute “hold”?  That depends on the amount of initial “fall” which should now be expected in the 
short-fall.  The major holders in the Institute DID NOT MEET their allotted “call” and if there is another 
“call” it may take all the collateral to hold.  However, if you can make it through the initial fluctuation as the 
investment houses topple—you are home free because the metals will bounce back and skyrocket! 

It would be very helpful if some of those PROMISES came through RIGHT NOW, Mr. Jackson.  We 
know your people can do it because they can invest (LOAN) money for a business project—right over the 
computer system.  Now is THE time for action.  If people want to come out smelling like that proverbial 
rose—now is the time to do it.  THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF THE END. 

As the Clintonistas fall it is going to be BAD.  THIS IS WHY ALL THE EXECUTIVE ORDERS ARE 
FLYING—TO GET ENFORCEMENT TEAMS IN PLACE INORDER TO CONTROL YOU 
PEOPLE.  MOREOVER, THIS IS WHY THE RACIAL FOCUS IS TO THE BOILING POINT 
OVER “AFFIRMATIVE ACTION” REMOVAL, CUTTING OF ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR 
(MOSTLY BLACK) AND THE O.J. SIMPSON ABSURDITY.  Yes indeed, listeners, THIS IS BLACK 
MONDAY EVEN IF NOTHING “SEEMS’ TO HAPPEN. 

Get this on the Hot-Line please.  We cannot know what is stirring or what the full timing plans ARE.  This 
may be just the first big bomb—but it brought the Chinese right into line—it is BIG-TIME BAD! 
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CHAPTER  8 

REC  #1    HATONN 

TUE., FEB. 28, 1995    7:08 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 196 

TUE.,  FEB. 28,  1995 

WHAT  YA  GONNA’  DO? 

Please understand that I am not here to run your cottin’-pickin’ business.  And, don’t act at this last minute 
like you weren’t TOLD.  I have enough letters here suggesting that I am insane to suggest this or that 
thing—”that never happens”.  Thank you.  Let us see WHO has the last “Ah Ha”!  Believe it or not, there 
are a few of US who, when we tell on the cheats and thieves, they actually CHANGE THEIR PLANS TO 
ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE.  If YOU are PREPARED for contingencies—you are fine.  Preparation in 
WISDOM is the only ADVICE I ever have had for you—and most of that preparation recognizes that I 
AM ONLY A MESSENGER—AND YOU HAVE FULL FREE-WILL CHOICES ABOUT THAT 
WHICH YOU DO. 

I was told yesterday that it may be that you are “low-life 3-Ds but...”  You may well be “3-D” but if you 
don’t PRACTICE at growth that is all you can be—3-D or servants or dead, for the ones who are 3-D 
and know they can control you who think you “can’t” or are “low-life” are MARKED BY THE BEAST 
ALREADY.  You had better go look again at “Big Brother” in 1984 (NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR) by 
George Orwell.  YOU OF GOD ARE NOT LOW-LIFE—YOU ARE HIGHER UNIVERSAL MAN! 
HUMan.  That means, good friends, that you are very big “Hummmers” with me and even in not “mean-
ing” the self-deprecation, the “mind” accepts your joke as valid or you would have “used a different 
word”. 

BEFORE  THE  NEWS 

I get Dharma down to her corner, writing, before she has a chance to see or hear any news.  Why? 
Because I do not want her mind clouded by that which “seems to be” before I have a chance to make 
some suggestions regarding the world and business because the CONCEPTS are not changed by the 
“news”—only “clues”, at best, are in the news.  It is only the urgency or possibilities that present them-
selves through the news.  For example: Dharma knew nothing about details of any bank failure yesterday 
morning.  She came to write thinking we would scramble a few typographical errors and she could go 
watch Rosa Lopez be insulted by the Simpson nightmare team. 

Why, then, did I break all work-hour records on Sunday about what was already offered in other writings 
about Whitewater, etc.?  BECAUSE IT ALL FITS IN ONE BIG PACKAGE WHICH ONLY AP-
PEARS TO BE DISCONNECTED. 
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WHY  IS  BILL  CLINTON  GOING  TO 
RUN  FOR  PRESIDENT  AGAIN? 

BECAUSE IT IS THE ONLY WAY HE CAN EVEN HOPE TO, AT THE LEAST, STAY OUT OF 
PRISON.  He calls it “executive rights”.  Note that his “Jones” escapades are postponed until 
AFTER he is no longer in office!  In the middle of a financial collapse, enslavement and the probable 
demise of witnesses—who is going to hurt the Billiaries AFTER THAT?  Gov. Guy Tucker is Billy’s best 
friend and crime partner!  They don’t even bother to HIDE IT IN ARKANSAS! 

SO—- 

What is my immediate series of suggestions?  GET OUT OF THE STOCK MARKET—HOOK, LINE 
AND SINKER.  GET OUT OF FUNDS, GET OUT OF STOCKS, GET OUT OF BONDS—GET 
OUT!!  Now, you have cash if you have “gotten out with anything”.  Go buy a little bit of gold and a lot of 
silver—to keep on hand.  Use coins, they are bulky but they are not worthless like the Federal Reserve 
Note paper notes.  Now, if you have lots of money and you get caught with it, they’ll accuse you of drug 
dealings; as the money is changed out it will have no value, AND, the plan is to also confiscate GOLD. 

What do I then suggest?  I suggest you go to the Phoenix Institute and consider LOANING it to the 
Institute.  The Institute will purchase gold and BORROW AGAINST IT.  You will be a note carrier.  The 
loans then will be made against it so that there are working funds—AND THE GOLD WILL BE HELD 
AS COLLATERAL FOR THOSE NOTES.  THE LAST THING THAT WILL BE TAKEN IS THE 
COLLATERAL FOR THEIR OWN BANKS.  IN OTHER WORDS, THE GOLD IS ALREADY IN 
THEIR HANDS WHILE WE HAVE WORKING FUNDS TO GET ON WITH OUR PROJECTS. 
THIS WILL COVER THE DROP IN GOLD AND THE RISE IN GOLD—WHICH IS GOING 
THROUGH THE SKY!  IT HAS TO TAKE A “DIVE” FIRST (PROBABLY) TO TRY TO DRIVE 
ANY OF YOU HOLDOUTS OUT OF ASSETS.  YOU CAN MAKE A BUNDLE OF ASSETS 
DURING THIS TIME IF YOU HAVE JUST A BIT OF FUNDING—BUT I SEE NO WAY TO DO 
OTHERWISE.  IT IS GOOD TO SHIP SOME ASSETS OUT OF COUNTRY—BUT GETTING IT 
BACK INTO THE COUNTRY AS BORDERS ARE MONITORED AND PROPERTY CONFIS-
CATED IS GOING TO BE A THING OF THE PAST ONE OF THESE, SOON-TO-BE, DAYS. 

BUT  THEY  CAN’T  DO  THAT! 

They can’t?  Tell them that and watch them laugh at you all the way to jail for “trying to bring in laundered 
money”.  Dear ones, when “they” can set up a SINGLE man to take the “fall” for breaking one of the 
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTIONS [BARINGS] IN THE WORLD (SUNDAY LAST) AND 
CAUSE ONE LT. COLONEL, OLLIE NORTH, TO TAKE THE FALL FOR IRAN-CONTRA— 
YOU HAVE PROBLEMS.  You will, further, note that Ollie North is in the highest political running 
posture of anyone else around so what does that tell you? 

There is too much, however, to allow Clinton to not fall.  Better yet, he will take the FALL FOR THE 
WHOLE BUNCH OF SLIME.  He is not “big enough” to do that willingly so—he is going to “get it” 
either way.  We have spent YEARS writing about these things and you huff and puff and run about—too 
centered to HEAR AND SEE. 
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* * * 

THE  BLACK/WHITE  TOOL 

TUESDAY, 2/28/95 

You people can SEE, if you look, that just through the “Affirmative Action” quarrels and the O.J. Simpson 
trial that the RACIAL ISSUES ARE HEATING TO BOILING—AND FUHRMAN WILL TOP IT 
OFF!   Readers, it is all a part of the overall plan of Chaos and Disaster which will allow your good 
president to prove to you how RIGHT he and his cohorts have been to be prepared for this “terrible and 
unexpected DAY IN AMERICA”.  Good grief, the WHOLE SCRIPT IS WRITTEN ON THE WALLS, 
THE FLOOR, THE ROOFS—WHAT CAN’T YOU UNDERSTAND? 

YOU  GET  WEARY  OF  MY  BADGERING? 
   
OK, you may get weary but you don’t stop teasing or picking, blaming or rock-tossing.  However, most 
of you readers are grateful, appreciative and in full-steam ahead doing all you can in a most positive 
direction.  Just keep going but don’t push the river-keepers.  We need you OUT and AS FREE AS 
POSSIBLE WITHIN THE REGULATIONS and in good health. 

I have asked the Gaia people to assemble herbal product to help give you energy and counter frequencies 
which will allow you to enjoy more energy and better feeling of well being.  The minute we started to work 
on this—another entity has already taken the product and gone bonkers with it.  Never mind, I have asked 
our people to move more quickly.  STAFF, I DO NOT WANT THIS TO BE ON “HOLD” LIKE OUR 
OTHER PRODUCTS.  WE KNOW—NOW—THAT THE WHOLE PRODUCT IS ASSEMBLED 
AND THERE IS NO NEED TO DO MORE THAN GET IT OUT, BOTTLED AND LABELED! 
KEEP THE PRICE LOWER THAN ANYONE ELSE IS GOING TO HAVE AVAILABLE AND LET’S 
MOVE WITH IT BECAUSE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BRING THIS HERBAL MIX RIGHT INTO 
THE TRANSFORMATION WITHIN THE BODY AS IT IS TAKEN IN BY THE DRIAS.  THE 
DRIAS WILL CONVERT THE SUBSTANCE TO ENERGY IMMEDIATELY. 

Again, I urge all of you to go READ “1984” and/or get the motion picture through rental and just because 
it is dank, terrible and a horror film—WATCH IT—for there, shortly, is planned your journey at the hand 
of the One-Worlder Satanic Masters. 

Now back to the “badgering”.  I am remiss if I do not share that which you MIGHT BE ABLE TO USE. 
Further, it is available in information form.  Jackson is shouting at you and a few others are shouting the 
RIGHT STORY at you—but I can offer you the “letter” mentioned in Sunday’s writings, from Nicholas A. 
Guarino.  Rick and Brent are unable to find him—good, that means that his hiding place is not yet discov-
ered.  Never mind—just leave messages where he can “call” you, keep the messages SHORT to avoid the 
“super-highway”.  This is the most critical time for the “messengers”. 

There are a few things in his document with which I disagree but this man has the overall view exactly.  He 
was only equaled by Dr. John L. King SENIOR, years ago.  In honor and respect I will simply ask that this 
“newsletter” be presented.  In the ending, brothers and sisters (A TERM I LOATHE SINCE ORWELL’S 
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1984!], ONLY YOU can make your decisions and choices.  Most of “our” people already sit WITHOUT 
MUCH TO CONCERN ABOUT—but some of you think it will be OK because “all those financial 
advisers say...”  No, it won’t be alright and THAT IS THEIR VERY LIFE-BLOOD, those advisory 
newsletters—so what they “all” say is of very little value.  USE YOUR BRAINS—EVEN HERE, USE 
YOUR MINDS; THE POINT IS TO ISOLATE YOU AND DISALLOW INTERFLOW AND, TO 
GET ALL OF YOUR ASSETS!! 

“But will ‘they’ just steal, ultimately, all of the Institute’s projects?”  Probably, but remember something, 
children of Light.  They cannot “create”; THEY can only destroy or mismanage.  They will also need 
“projects”—what they want is CONTROL, not to be “without”.  War is not the way to WIN THIS 
PASSAGE—MIND IS!  That means that YOU must be more shrewd IN GOD than they are IN SATAN. 
GOD, AND THEREFORE YOU, CAN CREATE—SATAN CANNOT FOR HE IS BOUND TO 
THE THIRD DIMENSIONAL PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE IN HIS EXPRESSION.  He knows and 
functions back and forth in the other LOWER expressions and dimensions—HE DOES NOT COME 
WITHIN OUR PLACES AND THEREFORE, IN THE END, HE CANNOT COME WITHIN 
YOURS—IF YOU BE OF GOD FOCUS, CREATOR BORN. 

It may well look good to grab your trusty six-shooter and go march somewhere, shoot somebody or 
other—but THINK and perhaps it will not seem quite so worthy of GOD CAPABILITY to WIN.  WORSE, 
to abdicate your responsibility to yourself and your loved ones by dashing off like a Knight of the Round 
Table because the Queen of Hearts or the King of Tarts tells you in his “wisdom” to “follow me” is 
STUPID, NOT CLEVER OR MERELY FOOLISH—IT IS PURELY STUPID!  If you have a wallet 
and a robber holds a sub-machine gun in your face and demands your wallet with whatever is in it: GIVE 
IT TO HIM—THAT IS “WISDOM”.  The WISE MAN will already have taken care of his property and 
will not lose much by handing over the wallet—while giving the robber nothing to shoot him over.  YOU 
HAVE TO BE SMARTER THAN YOUR ENEMY!  So Be it. 

The following is from: 

[QUOTING:] 

THE  WALL  STREET  UNDERGROUND 
by Nicholas A. Guarino 

[Publisher: James W. Nugent: 1129 East Cliff Rod., Burnsville, Minnesota 55337.] 

[H: This information is written to be read AFTER you have read the “report” we offered on 
Sunday.] 

“When Bill Clinton goes down, he will take the economy, the stock market, and 
even the value of your house along with him.  But in the meantime, I will see to it 
that your personal fortune will grow by about 10,000%, giving you one hundred 
dollars for ever dollar you have today.  Here’s how.” 

[H: It is WISDOM to hold onto every “SECURE” nugget of gold that you can beg, borrow or 
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beg or borrow.  Stealing is not on the list of suggestions.  I once used, to make a point, an old 
adage: “Beg, borrow or steal” to indicate importance of the Pleiades series of books and Dharma 
was badgered, beaten and every effort was made to embarrass and destroy her because “I” had 
made a point of IMPORTANCE in reference to the SUBJECT in POINT at the moment in time. 
Well, YOU have to face the fact that the Big Brothers will be after all the gold you have secreted 
(they can literally locate it from satellite—right to the ounce) as they can also identify currency 
(paper notes) right to the denomination.  Will they confiscate?  THEY DID IT BEFORE AND 
THAT MEANS THAT WHEN THINGS ARE EVEN WORSE THAN “BEFORE” THEY CER-
TAINLY WILL DO SO—BECAUSE THE FALSE SECURITY WILL BE THAT YOU WILL BE 
BALANCED FOR A WHILE ON A “GOLD STANDARD” IF THEY CAN WORK OUT THE 
DETAILS.  THEY ALREADY HAVE THE GOLD SO IT IS MERELY A MATTER OF SET-
TING PRICE!  SO, I ask that you read this information WITH THE INPUT WE HAVE OF-
FERED, remembering that this man’s BUSINESS IS ALSO IN THE ADVICE-GIVING IN-
VESTMENT FIELD.  WHERE HIS VALUES ARE WILL ALSO LAY HIS HEART!  YOU, 
THEREFORE, MUST EVALUATE THROUGH YOUR OWN WISE LEARNING.] 

Dear Fellow Citizen, 

Get a good grip on your wallet—because at this point, there is nothing anyone can do to stop the 
collapse of this administration. 

The old Watergate process is once again at work.  There are dozens of subpoenas flying around.  And 
scores of investigations. 

More and more Clinton cohorts and contacts have started coming forward to give interviews, deposi-
tions—and testimonies to three grand juries. 

Suddenly everybody wants to be John Dean: government employees... business victims... cocaine 
buddies... sex partners (some maybe as young as 16 at the time)... enemies... and plain old snoopy neigh-
bors who saw Bill doing things that Congress will not and cannot allow to go unpunished.  [H: But they 
would if they could.] 

Just today, after my phone conversation with sources close to widow Jane Parks (ref. to prior writing), 
I learned that her late husband Jerry did indeed make copies of his stolen Clinton SEX FILES before his 
assassination, and now one set has been passed on to a federal law enforcement agency. 

That singing you hear backstage is the fat lady warming up.  But she’s not warming up for you.  You can 
easily protect yourself from the economic chaos to come and even profit greatly from it.  You must simply 
do the opposite of what others do.  And do it well. 

WATERGATE  WAS  A  TEA  PARTY 

If you remember Watergate, you know what a “crisis of confidence” can do to a country.  It can bring 
a market collapse, a long recession, and the worst inflation in U.S. history. 
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But Watergate was just a flubbed burglary, a flyspeck by comparison.  The Clinton scandals (all the 
crimes and escapades lumped together as “Whitewater”) were composed of thousands of misdeeds 
committed by Bill and others.  In fact, the Mena drug-smuggling, Contra arms operation alone was 
ten thousand times BIGGER than Whitewater itself.  [H: And it IS (STILL) hooked right into the 
Federal Government “Ass-ociation”.] 

If Bill and Hillary go to prison, your eyes will witness the worst U.S. crisis of confidence since the Civil 
War.  The political battle and collapse may take up to two years, during which I think you’ll observe a sea 
change in the national mood, a power shift in Congress, and the beginnings of a genuine depression. 

This depression will actually be a financial windfall for a select group of investors who have prepared 
for it.  I’m inviting you to join that group today.  Your first step in joining is to understand that... 

THE  GOOD  OLD  DAYS 
ARE  GONE  FOREVER 

When Nixon fell, the dollar fell, and the Arabs were so alarmed to see their petrodollars shrinking that 
they created the oil crisis.  Yet the Dow lost ONLY 44% of its value.  And it took ONLY ten years to climb 
back up to where it was. 

But sorry, this isn’t 1974.  The Clinton economy is much weaker than Nixon’s.  So the fall will be much 
worse.  Here’s why: 

1.  The 1974 deficit was a pea-sized six billion dollars.  Today it’s over $250 billion.  [H: This is not 
talking about overall debt; he said: “deficit”.] 

2.  The GNP was growing at 12.4% during Nixon’s first term.  This year we’d be deliriously happy to 
reach 4%. 

3.  The national debt was a tenth of what it is now. 

4.  We had only a tiny fraction of the $14 trillion [Fourteen-Thousand Billion] U.S. network of 
intricately interlaced derivatives that will implode within days when large numbers of people try to get out. 
[H: Like ANY MINUTE—NOW!] 

5.  We didn’t have 4,600 bloated mutual funds bobbing around like balloons in search of a pin. 

6.  We had a president who was respected abroad.  Foreigners today, on the whole, think Clinton is a 
walking disaster.  They have little respect for him. 

The Economist, probably the world’s most respected source of unbiased news and comment, ob-
served that any other country would have thrown Bill out of office long ago.  “The widespread temptation 
at the moment is to declare the Clinton presidency to be on the brink of failure,” it warned.  “Disaster 
scenarios are starting to look plausible...” 
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Bill’s lack of respect is acutely perilous because we must have huge amounts of foreign capital to keep 
our economy afloat.  With the dollar sinking, no money is flowing here from overseas.  Especially from 
Japan, whose absence is strangling our bond market. 

BRACE  YOURSELF  FOR  THE  BIGGEST 
TRANSFER  OF  WEALTH  IN  WORLD  HISTORY 

In every great financial upheaval, there are always a tiny few who become very wealthy by doing the 
opposite of everyone else. 

In 1929, you had Bernard Baruch, Percy Rockefeller, Harry Sinclair, and JFK’s father, Joe Kennedy. 
In the Clinton crash, you’ll get to play the role of any of those guys you want.  That’s because wealth 
doesn’t just evaporate.  No matter how bad things get, houses and farms and factories remain.  They 
simply acquire new owners.  Like you. 

In the next two years, you are going to be an eyewitness to the most gigantic market drop of all time. 
But for you, this supercrash will be the greatest money-making opportunity of your life.  As one of my 
readers, you will know exactly what to do when it strikes—who will be “shorting” stocks at the fateful 
moment. 

As the country and the world slide into a deep, deep recession (or depression) and others watch their 
savings, stock funds, houses, retirement plans, income, and jobs crash and burn, you will be breathing a 
sigh of relief and whispering prayers of thanks. 

And when the economy finally hits bottom, you will be scanning the classifieds to find a luxury vacation 
home you can pick up for ten cents on the dollar. 

[H: But don’t be gullible, readers, you have to have a plan that keeps your assets through third- 
party loan security and that collateral tied up until such time as it is BOUGHT OUT AND THEN 
YOU GET YOUR FUNDS PLUS THE INCREASED VALUE—TO GO DEAL IN THE NEW 
BOTTOM-DEPRESSED MARKETPLACE.  You will also have to keep it WITHIN the possi-
bility of GETTING YOUR HANDS ON IT!!!  It will not help to have zillions of $$ in Ireland OR 
the Grand Cayman Islands—IF YOU CAN’T TOUCH IT OR IT IS SIMPLY CONFISCATED 
BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER—”OVER THERE”.]  

10,000%  PROFITS?  ON  WHAT  PLANET? 

You are about to be pleasantly surprised. 

The dubious-looking claims above are based on historical facts.  I have actually produced profits on 
that scale before.  Again and again.  Some examples: 

1.  In a former life I was president and owner of the Harrison Gold & Silver Exchange in Arkansas, a 
$100 million firm.  I was also on 200 television stations a week as host of Commodities Week. 

At that time I compiled what could be the most successful documented track record in the history of 
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precious metals trading.  I began a moderately aggressive account with $25,000 and ran it into $225,028.26 
in three years.  I also took another account that was more aggressive from $25,000 to $1,250,000 in just 
ten months! 

My firm also handled a small part of Bunker Hunt’s huge position.  When silver hit $39, I urged Bunky 
to start selling.  He didn’t—and lost a billion dollars. 

2.  I ran an ad for my company in early 1984, when other brokers were getting creamed and losing 
customers.  It said, “Every single client of mine is making money.  No client has ever had a margin call.  My 
house account showed profits of 391% last year.”  [H: So why have we had problems if it can be done 
this way?  Because we are not in the metals business or the business-advice business.  We are 
about awakening a civilization of people—starting with the United States of America and bring-
ing TRUTH.  Why don’t YOU get Mr. Guarino to use SOME of his wealth in this PLAN and 
watch what happens—10,000% will look small!  We need money to keep this nation able to 
survive at all—for information, industry, etc.  We, as such—are not in the investment business 
OR government affairs.  You don’t have to go all the way to Brunei—you have someone who 
WILL SEE THE VALUE OF SOME “LOANS” to HELP US! and still make money—UNTIL 
AND AFTER HE UNDERSTANDS THE PROGRAM HERE.  I would assume if all of you 
contacted him about the Institute as you have responded prior to now—he will certainly under-
stand—because he will only stand to GAIN—and in the ending, HIS SOUL ALSO??  WE ARE 
NOT PLAYING GAMES, READERS, WE ARE EXACTLY WHO WE CLAIM TO BE—WE 
CAN PRODUCE THE SAFETY BUT YOU HAVE TO PRODUCE THE FUNDS FOR THE 
PROJECTS.  THAT IS THE WAY THE PROGRAM WORKS.  WE WILL MAKE SURE THAT 
NOBODY LOSES SAVE THOSE WHO HIT AND RUN—BUT WE WILL NOT STOP OUR 
WORK TO “MAKE MONEY”—THAT IS FOR YOU, I SUPPOSE, AND PEOPLE LIKE NICK 
GUARINO.  You must understand that the ones who UNDERSTAND THE REAL “VALUE” OF 
SUCH AS GOLD—HAVE NO HANG-UP ABOUT IT, IT IS JUST A GAME OF CHALLENGE 
AS TO ITS USE.] 

When the editor of one of the leading investment newsletters in the United States saw that, he said, 
“Immediately all my red flags went up.  NO one could be trading that well.”  So he flew down to expose 
me.  I let him and his accountant tear all my files upside down, check each trade, cross-check with my 
clearing broker, and interview my accountants, lawyers, clients—even my ex-clients!  Afterward, he wrote, 

3.  Seems like every investment guru in the country today claims he got his followers out of the market 
just before Black Monday, 1987.  And some of them really did.  I even know of one or two who had their 
people timidly shorting the market on that fateful day. 

But for me, it was the greatest trading day of my life.  I knew the crash was coming, and I’d been 
writing about it for a year.  Drooling for a year is more like it. 

Altogether, my associates walked home that night $14 million richer.  We not only shorted the S&P 
and other markets, we rapidly compounded our position throughout the day.  I was a happy man, to say 
the least. 
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One client’s piece of that pie was $1.48 million.  And please forgive some more bragging, but that 
$1.48 million was part of an account I’d started only three months before with the magnificent sum of 
$7,000! 

Briefly stating the bottom line, everyone who followed my simple advice that day made about 5,000% 
profit.  Fifty-to-one returns.  In one day. 

4.  In March of last year I began to write a monthly advisory service called The Wall Street Under-
ground. It’s about one-fifth politics and the rest investment. 

Wall Street Underground is the only newsletter in the country that is able to produce huge gains for 
you by linking high quality financial information with highly exclusive political information.  In just the 
first three months, my investment recommendations have given my readers net profits of 118%.  If this 
were one of those slick mail ads you often get, it would scream: 

FINANCIAL  WIZARD  POSTS  RED-HOT 
3-MONTH  PROFITS  OF  118%!!! 

And what’s surprising is, I made this 118% during a dead market.  The big moves I’ve been forecast-
ing aren’t here yet. 

Yet we’ve had enough movement to give you an annualized profit of 427% if you’d been on board. 
But when the bigger moves begin, even that 427% will look pretty puny! 

Please permit me to shout at you in boldface type for a moment because I think this is a 
crucial point.  The profits I will guide you to in the Clinton crash should be much greater than 
those I enjoyed on Black Monday.  At least double. 

Why?  Because the market action this time will be greater than ever before.  Once the 
“Whitewaterfall” starts, nothing can stop it until it drops well below 2,000 on the Dow.  (Veteran 
Dow theorist Richard Russell goes even farther: After 20 years as a bull, he became a bear in 
July (1994) and looks for a “retracement” to about 1200.) 

The Fed simply does not command the kind of liquidity it will take to bail out the market 
today, probably twenty to twenty-five trillion dollars. 

In 1987, the Fed, the Japanese, and the Germans were able to halt the carnage by making a 
vast infusion of cash and pledging monetary support.  So the market just dropped 508 Dow 
points and bounced back upward.  But this time, the Fed will be helpless. [H: JUST AS PLANNED!] 

Because of today’s “safeguards,” the crash won’t happen all on one day.  But happen it will.  And you 
will be looking at profits of around 10,000%—likely over half of it earned in the space of a week.  That’s 
not an overstatement; 10,000% is just twice what I earned in one day in 1987, and this time the markets 
will drop much farther. 
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[H: I MUST insert some thought into this projection right now.  You are headed FOR A NEW 
WORLD ORDER—THE TOTAL CONTROL AND SETTING OF GLOBAL EVERYTHING. 
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO WITH THOSE 10,000% EARNINGS?  IF THE GOVERN-
MENT GETS IT ANYWAY—WHAT HAVE YOU PROVEN EXCEPT HOW TO MAKE MORE 
MONEY TO RUN THAT NEW WORLD ORDER?  THINK CAREFULLY, PEOPLE WHO 
THINK THIS SOUNDS LIKE MAGIC TIME.  IT MAY WELL BE BUT THE MAGIC 
QUICKLY DISAPPEARS WITH THE BATF, IRS AND SWAT TEAMS. 

I am continually asked about such things as being a “PATRIOT”.  And, “What do you think of 
1995 being the Year of the Patriot—really?”  I think it is a BAD ERROR for Mr. Jackson to 
place his publications at such disadvantage by such language.  PATRIOT in the definition of the 
New World Order—is subversive activity.  We may very well feel “PATRIOTIC” about Consti-
tutional America but we ARE IN NO WAY INTERESTED IN BEING EVEN A REMOTE PART 
OR PARTY TO THE TYPICAL PATRIOT INTENT OR MOVEMENTS—AND ARE ABSO-
LUTELY UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCE AGAINST THE PARTICIPATION IN MILITIAS 
AS BEING ESTABLISHED BY “PATRIOTS”.  IF YOU WANT TO DO THOSE THINGS, DO 
NOT INVOLVE US OR EVEN REMOTELY INSINUATE THAT WE BACK SUCH ACTIONS. 
WE WRITE A NEWSPAPER IN THE BEST INTENT OF TRUTH THAT WE CAN—TO AL-
LOW YOU TO KNOW WHAT IS COMING DOWN—ON BOTH SIDES: THE ORDER, AND 
THE OPPOSITION TO THE ORDER.  I AM NOT INTERESTED IN STEALING “THEIR” 
MONEY, “THEIR” GOVERNMENT OR ANYTHING ELSE OF “THEIRS”.  I AM COM-
MISSIONED TO TELL THE TRUTH AND STAND AT READY IN THE SERVICE OF CRE-
ATOR.  What these people here want to do is just attend their own lives and little businesses. 
“I” certainly am not the one who suggested Senator Byrd be a pornographer or child molester.  I 
didn’t push Lamar Alexander, who just announced his run for presidency from Tennessee, to be 
one of the worst Satanist sexual perverts of all time.  I don’t even like to tell you about it but it is 
there and it is true—and, for goodness sakes, he wants to become PRESIDENT OF YOUR 
UNITED STATES AND FURTHER THE SATANIST CAUSE.  We will get to that topic tomor-
row.] 

One word of warning.  This kind of profit will not, cannot be made simply by shorting weak stocks 
and then using horse sense.  You must follow the sort of strategy I promote in my advisory because horse 
sense just doesn’t cut it when you’re facing a deadly combination of: 

[H: Yep, get ready, you will have heard all of this before.  Only you have to have a few more 
guidelines if you are to move past the first steps and beyond the “making” of profits.  I can’t, any 
more than can this man, guarantee you perfection into infinity for you are in a destroyed world— 
but if there is ANY WAY to pull off security or profit you had better listen very, very carefully. 
Furthermore, who knows how long there will be opportunities as we can provide at the present 
minute?  Here is one place “horse sense” will serve you very, very well.] 

l.  Deflation (whipsawing into inflation, as in ’74). 

2.  A week-long version of the ’87 crash: day after day of down-limit Black Mondays! 
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3.  A longer, drawn-out version of the Great Depression, but with higher unemployment than the 25% 
of the ’30s. 

To show you how to handle these three juggernauts, I highly commend to you a special report I’ve 
written entitled, How to Turn Every Penny into a Dollar in the Coming Recession. 

It tells you step by step how to turn normal, arithmetic gains into geometric gains.  I will give you a copy 
for free if you decide to receive The Wall Street Underground for two years.  It’s not an absolute 
necessity; as the crash approaches, I’ll walk you through the steps month by month.  But it will get you 
prepared for the new world you’ll be living in. 

Another word to note: What I’ve described so far is not conservative investing.  The technical name 
for it is speculating. [H: Well “speculating” outright scares the daylights out of ME when you are 
in such a focused position.  You might well do things as I suggest FIRST and THEN play this 
speculation game with Nick—OR BOTH.  But speculation when the only thing you can depend 
on is the CONFISCATION OF YOUR ASSETS AFTER YOU MAKE ALL THAT NICE PROFIT 
IS DOUBLY RISKY.] 

I assume you’re an adult and you know these kinds of profits—or any profits—are not guaranteed. 
But I also assume most of your money—perhaps even 90%—is in conservative investments.  That’s why 
I also give you detailed conservative advice month by month in The Wall Street Underground.  Right 
now, our conservative, mostly-insured portfolio contains only 10% speculative money.  But you will be 
encouraged to note that even this conservative portfolio would have made you 20% profit over 
the last three months.  I’m pretty proud of that. 

[H: Ah, but does he demand that you protect YOURSELF through such measures as incorporation 
properly to handle that “business” adventure?  Does he offer you service beyond putting you 
into some kind of tax situation to eat you alive further?  I suggest you look at WHO is the back- 
up enforcement team for the IRS—IT IS SPELLED BATF AND JANET RENO!  Indeed we 
could use Mr. Nick’s help but SO COULD HE USE OURS!] 

MY  SECRET:  UNDERGROUND 
INFORMATION 

[H: This smacks very closely to “Insider” information for which people end up in jail???  You 
don’t have to go this route, people, or even tinker around with “possibilities” of being accused of 
same.  Underground information saves people, finances and nations—but be cautious.] 

Why do I leave the market in the dust year after year?  Am I twice as smart as others? 

No, I just get better information.  I follow the Guarino Rule of Tainted Data: All financial information 
generated by the government/media axis is misleading or downright false in some way. 

You understand by now, I hope, that Bill Clinton’s clean-cut, all-American boy image is a bit con-
trived.  The same thing is true of financial data flowing from the lap-dog press in Washington.  Whenever I 
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hear one of their “news” reports, I roll up my sleeves and start digging around to find out the story behind 
the story. 

FDR used to say that nothing just “happens” in Washington—that there’s a reason and an agenda 
behind everything.  Well, that applies in spades to media news—which is why the masses of investors get 
burned decade after decade.  For example, here’s... 

THEIR  NUMBER  ONE 
ECONOMIC  MYTH  OF  TODAY 

You’ve heard it a hundred times: “The U.S. economy is growing.  Slowly, but growing.” 

Nice idea, bad data.  And very misleading. 

Sure, you can see aspects of the economy that are rising very slightly.  But when you add up the whole 
picture, it isn’t pretty.  You need to know that, or you’ll be faked into some awful investment moves in the 
months ahead.  Look at the real facts: 

1.  In expanding economies, the work week grows.  But look at our bottom-line skilled factory 
worker hours.  They’re falling.  So are average wages.  What’s rising is layoffs and food stamps.  How 
can you make all that add up to a rising Dow? 

2.  Everybody’s broke all the time.  Disposable income growth is falling.  Three decades ago, it was 
10% a year.  What does this tell you about your Wal-Mart and J.C. Penney stock? 

3.  Productivity is falling, thanks to federal alphabet-soup agencies like OSHA, IRS, EEOC, FTC, 
FDA, HHS, HUD, etc.  Why don’t we just save a few years by merging them into one superagency: DOA 
[Dead On Arrival] . 

4.  The U.S. savings rate has been dropping for the past 30 years.  It is now under 1%, the lowest 
among all developed nations.  It used to be the highest.  Welcome to the basement party; did you bring 
your B of A stock?  How does it feel to see the grand old U.S.A. turning into a pauper tiger?  (Makes me 
feel terrible.) 

5.  The Fed has put the final nail in the coffin of expansion by raising interest rates again, which is what 
they traditionally do just before a collapse, such as in ’29 and ’87. 

6.  Even the positive numbers look depressing when you dig into them.  For instance, take our current 
3% “growth” rate.  Half of it comes from unsold inventory.  That cuts it to 1-1/2%.  Then knock off another 
1/2% for the standard government fudge factor, and you’re at 1%—and falling toward negative territory. 
Small question:  Why shouldn’t you invest your money in one of the many countries that are growing at 
double-digit rates? 

7.  By historical standards, the stock market is overpriced to a bizarre extreme.  And the dollar is at its 
lowest since WW-II.  But it’s precisely at such extremes that you can make extreme profits.  Remember 
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when gold was at $850?  And silver at $50?  Or in 1987, when the Dow approached 3,000?  Within days, 
you saw a mega-crash. 

8.  Unemployment is up to 6.1%.  Used to be, 4% was considered a sure sign of recession.  Did you 
hear Clinton bragging that the U.S. produced 259,000 new jobs in July?  Yes?  But did you hear him 
mention that 130,000 of them were temporary, 75,000 were low-pay jobs in restaurants and service firms, 
and 95,000 were non-existent jobs in businesses that are “too small to count”?  (Read: too small to see. 
Insiders insist they don’t exist.)  And they’ve stopped even counting the 10%-12% long-term unem-
ployed!  [H: TRUE—remember that EVERY TIME YOU HEAR THE MASSIVE FIGURES 
FOR “FIRST-TIME UNEMPLOYMENT” SIGN-UPS you are having a total ignoring of ALL 
THE ONES WHO CAN’T GET UNEMPLOYMENT BUT ARE STILL UNEMPLOYED! 
THERE IS NOWHERE FOR THOSE GOOD PEOPLE, MOSTLY PROFESSIONALS, TO 
GO EXCEPT TO WELFARE AND FOOD STAMPS.] 

9.  Washington loves to tell you that the money supply is growing at about 3% a year.  Incredibly, they 
count inflation.  In 20 years of watching the supply of money, I’ve never seen it drop like it has in the past 
year.  Rich and savvy Americans seem to be transferring their money overseas.  Don’t even think about 
buying a growth fund. 

10. Our consumer, corporate, and government debt are all at the highest point in world history.  Does 
this encourage you to bet your life savings on a 5000 Dow? 

Hang on.  It gets worse... 

AND  NOW  FOR  THE  BAD  NEWS 

I haven’t even begun to tell you about the derivatives time-bomb, which has already, in these quiet 
days before the storm, wiped out BILLIONS OF INVESTMENT DOLLARS. 

They have metastasized into almost every large corporation, bank, insurance company, stock fund, 
bond fund, money market fund (yes!), and brokerage (Kidder Peabody lost $350 million and would have 
been bankrupt but for PARENT GENERAL ELECTRIC’S MASSIVE BAILOUT). 

Daily U.S. trading in derivatives runs about $14 trillion [Fourteen-Thousand Billion].  Worldwide, 
it’s closer to $20 trillion a day.  And the picture as a whole is so complex that only the computers under-
stand what’s going on!  Accounting controls of losses haven’t even been invented yet! 

Top management of dozens of the world’s largest corporations, banks, funds, and brokerage firms has 
been shocked to discover that mid-level managers have allowed derivative losses of over $100 million— 
each.  One such mid-level manager of vast sums told me, “They don’t know what I’m doing, except that 
I’m giving them the big profits they want—on paper.  By the time it all collapses, I’ll be gone.”  A lot of 
these losses are being hidden from the public. 

And like it or not, you’re already a minor player in the derivatives markets.  Even while you sleep, the 
money you think you have in the bank is actually being rolled in the great casinos of Tokyo, London, and 
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Hong Kong. 

If you own mutual funds or money markets, I don’t see how you can sleep at all—because the losses 
worldwide will total, by my rough estimate, about nine hundred times the losses that triggered the 
Great Depression. Yet the government/media axis keeps telling you the economy is solid and growing. 

I think that’s sick. 

ET  TU,  GOLDBUGS? 

[H: Please pay close attention to this discussion and then hold in your hearts what Sir James 
Goldsmith [A-6 of THE Committee] SAID TWO DAYS AGO: HANG ONTO EVERY FRAC-
TION OF AN OUNCE OF GOLD YOU CAN IF YOU DON’T HAVE TO SELL IT FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES—AND GET MORE—BUT PUT IT INTO SOME SORT OF SECURITY BESIDES 
THE BEDROOM MATTRESS OR OVERSEAS.] 

You’ve even been misinformed by some of the conservative and contrarian newsletters.  For the past 
14 years, non-stop, they’ve been talking about higher inflation and skyrocketing metals prices. 

But in that time, gold has lost $500 and silver $40.  Many of their readers are deep under water. 

Just look at the declining inflation figures since 1979.  Look at the equities markets.  Look at gold and 
silver.  Have they acted as YOU WERE TOLD?  Are your investments way up like they promised you? 
[H: YET?  Good!] 

My calls have hit every major turn in precious metals, currencies, and stocks since I got into the 
business.  My timing isn’t that much better than other advisors’, but I’ve unfailingly gotten my clients 
pointed in the right direction ahead of time.  And right now, that direction is DOWN, way down, for 
gold and silver, not up.  [H: This is still possible after a steep rise (spurt) which we did, and still 
do, hope takes place BEFORE the final drop and then rocket burst.]  Plus, the economy is drop-
ping—and inflation along with it.  [H: I warned you to expect a movement into a DEFLATIONARY 
DEPRESSION as you move along into the abyss.] 

To be more concrete, here’s the approximate scenario to expect: 

A.  As Whitewater starts to take over the front page of your newspaper and Democrats desert Bill en 
masse, you’ll see prices remain flat or even drop a bit.  This has been the unfailing initial response to every 
crisis of confidence in U.S. history, including Watergate.  Whitewater will play out the same; there’s nothing 
inflationary about a deflated President! 

B.  As new Congressional hearings go on C-SPAN, gold and silver (the inflation hedges) begin sinking 
and continue down for months.  Also, real estate rapidly drops 15% to 25%. 

C.  Parts of the economy slip and slide.  This worsens deflation.  The Fed changes its tight money 
stance and starts pumping even more money into the system, but it’s too late.  Banks are afraid to loan 
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money in the midst of a political crisis, so they still buy bonds and absorb most of the new Fed money for 
the time being, thus preventing inflation. 

D.  Within hours of each new revelation about Bill’s scandals, the stock market twitches. 

E.  After a few bad twitches, the Dow plunges 100 points in one day.  This sets the hair-trigger 
derivatives markets on edge.  And faster-responding elements of business and industry start to plunge. 

F.  The next unexpected scary news item (earthquake, layoff, cabinet resignation, terrorist act, bad 
economic report, a drop below a Dow support level) jerks the chain of key derivatives players who 
monitor CNN and the wire services, causing them to respond in various ways. 

G.  In response, almost half of all derivatives traders try to go flat or short or hedge their positions 
within three minutes. 

H.  This automatically acts as a 98-ton anchor dragging down the 98-pound weakling markets, send-
ing stocks and mutual funds into free-fall.  For perhaps four to six hours, hundreds of billions of dollars 
pour out of the stock market.  Never having seen a bear market, yuppie fund managers panic in bewilder-
ment.  Three generations of savings are wiped out. 

I.  As the free-fall goes into its second day, buyers become scarce, then non-existent.   Emergency 
meetings in the halls of government worldwide produce hurried pledges of hundreds of billions of dollars, 
yen, and Deutschemarks.  This fiat money is infused as fast as the global markets will allow.  But this time, 
the effort is totally, absolutely, pathetically futile.  Fund investors panic, demanding what little is left of their 
life savings. 

J.  Gold and silver smash all records as mutual funds collapse and the Dow spins downward for one to 
three months, stabilizing at around 1200.  Gold holders make excellent profits—but the tiny few who 
aggressively add to their gold positions MAKE FORTUNES. 

K.  During this time, America’s upper-middle class turn into America’s lower-middle class, or worse. 
People’s savings disappear as mutual funds fold.  Millions of people default on their mortgages when their 
jobs evaporate; to avoid having a vast army of angry homeless people on the streets, banks are forced to 
allow them to remain in their homes for the duration.  Most retirement plans shrink to 10% of their former 
value.  [H: Or, more likely—to “0”.] 

L.  At some point, the government PRINTS MONEY TO PAY SOCIAL SECURITY AND ES-
SENTIAL BILLS, but as inflation roars into high gear, the money buys even less and less.  The few people 
who still have real money (in gold or stable currencies overseas) begin buying up valuable properties, 
farms, and factories at bargain prices.  [H: If, indeed the gold is not confiscated and you CAN GET 
YOUR ASSETS BACK INTO THE COUNTRY!  THE NEW WORLD ORDERERS ARE EVIL; 
THEY ARE NOT STUPID!] 

Of course, history will not follow this chain of events to the letter; the world is too complex.  But you 
will find it very close.  Why?  Because these events are locked in by circumstance.  The triggers are all in 
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place, and they’re all cocked. 

MANHATTAN  TRANSFER 

In fairness to Bill and Hillary, this crash was coming anyway.  Whitewater will just speed it up and 
make it worse. 

And the massive scale of today’s markets will make it far costlier.  From Wall Street in Manhattan to 
Main Street in Podunk, you’ll see the biggest, fastest transfer of wealth in history.  But this also 
means you’ll get in on the greatest wealth-producing opportunity since the Arabs awoke one morning to 
find themselves sitting on a sea of oil the world couldn’t live without. 

[H: I am being summoned elsewhere.  There is a bit more in the letter but all of it is basically 
advertising.  I am not adverse to the advertising but you can get that information on your own as 
I cannot spend the time to offer more of this letter.  I do ask that the information for contact with 
these people be amply displayed with invitation to call.  I am not joking about this, readers— 
here is a contact which can serve us all when and if he can understand the program.  We have to 
work through the “dancing” and you are out of time.  I ask you to stay current with the Tele-
phone Hotline at CONTACT [805-822-0202] because we are going to be on it all the time, possi-
bly changing it a couple of times a day.  I hope that Jackson will keep the updates rolling because 
he seems to have the inside poop coming in.  He tells us that, as of today, there are four other 
banks in worse trouble than the ones we’ve mentioned.  INDEED!] 
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CHAPTER  9 

REC  #2    HATONN 

WED., MAR. 1, 1995    8:21 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 197 

WED.,  MAR. 1,  1995 

As we sit to write this morning I must cover a few things prior to moving into a most urgent writing from 
Cathy O’Brien regarding your new candidate for President, Lamar Alexander, and the other destroyer of 
Education, Bill Bennett (and Billy’s brother, Bobby Bennett). 

First I WANT TO WARN YOU AGAIN, READERS: GET RID OF THOSE INTERNAL PARA-
SITES.  DO NOT PASS “GO” AND DO NOT COLLECT ANYTHING UNTIL YOU GET YOUR 
“DISPOSAL” PACKAGE AND GET YOURSELVES CLEANED OUT.  I WAS HOPING TO REACH 
ALL OF YOU BEFORE THE NEWS BROKE AND YOU WOULD BE PANICKED.  I DIDN’T 
MAKE IT.  READ THE FOLLOWING AND THEN GET BUSY. 

[QUOTING:] 

DEATH,  ILLNESS  TIED  TO  PARASITE 

OUTLOOK, Santa Monica, Friday 2-10-95:  The mysterious death of a Sonoma County man and 
the illness of three other people have been linked TO AN UNNAMED AND PREVIOUSLY 
UNKNOWN PARASITE, which probably has been lurking in the California wilderness for 
years—and maybe ELSEWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES as well 

[END OF QUOTING] 

These are man-engineered fluke family parasites.  They not only attach but are hardy—really HARDY. 
THEY ARE, FURTHERMORE, “CARRIERS” OF ANY DISEASE-CAUSING VIRUS DESIRED— 
LIKE ESPECIALLY THE FLESH-EATING VIRUS—ONLY “THIS” ALLOWS THE DISEASE TO 
DESTROY FROM WITHIN BEFORE OUTWARD SIGNS ARE PRESENT.  These parasites have 
actually been INTRODUCED and the largest infestation is within the AIDS community.  The parasites are 
carriers of another form of the HIV retrovirus as would be recognized.  However, it is not a slow moving 
little lazy straggler—once it has gotten within the parasite you can’t get anti-anything to it to kill it.  You 
MUST GET RID OF THE PARASITE.  Scary?  YES INDEED! 

Please, readers, stop asking me questions about Dr. Clark.  I didn’t originate the push to Dr. Clark.  I 
respect her and her work—nothing more and nothing less.  I recognize that in actuality I do not concur on 
many things as to human behavior.  If you think you can or will keep all propyl alcohols and benzene-based 
preservatives from you—you are in La-La-Land.  You are going to have to be RESPONSIBLE and more 
important than a “maintenance” program is a full-blown cleansing two times through to begin and then 
regularly according to recommendations.  I am sorry, readers, you live in a world controlled by not very 
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nice people. 

RONN  JACKSON 

From the next letter you will see that YOU ARE, INDEED, getting reactions from Nevada about your 
letters.  The point is to cause the judicial system to be responsible and honor CONSTITUTIONAL 
RIGHTS.  We are not interested in Ronn Jackson’s behavior as to abiding by the false rules and terribly 
unlawful practices of the courts.  I think you need this and I THINK YOU ALL NEED TO SEND A 
SHORT NOTE OF APPROPRIATE OBJECTIONS TO MZ(ERABLE) LEGAL COUNSEL OF THE 
GOVERNOR OF NEVADA (BOB MILLER), MARGARET M. SPRINGGATE. 

I am not interested in PATRIOTS; this is to be the YEAR OF THE REBORNING REPUBLIC AND 
CONSTITUTION.  Do NOT fall into the trap of calling yourself a “Patriot” for the current Government 
Attorney General, BATF and other enforcers are coming down HARD, HARD, HARD on “PATRIOTS” 
AS WE WRITE.  DO NOT, I REPEAT, DO NOT (AND STOP IT IF YOU ALREADY DO SO) 
REFER TO SELVES AS “PATRIOTS”.  You may well be patriotically Constitutionalists but DON’T 
TELL THE ENEMY WHO YOU ARE!  This is simply a word to the wise—and if you think you KNOW 
MORE and/or are making some martyristic statement for TRUTH—you are going to insure that LEAD-
ERS for Constitutional recovery—WILL BE INCARCERATED—NOT FREE TO LEAD (OR TO 
SERVE). 

As you write to Mz. Springgate, please send a COPY to the Govvvv.  And to Jackson—and to CON-
TACT.  We will keep up with this little fiasco and keep you posted. 

[QUOTING:] 

State  of  Nevada 
EXECUTIVE  CHAMBER 

Capitol Complex 
Carson City, Nevada 89710 

Bob Miller, Governor 
TELEPHONE: (702)687-5670 

FAX: (702)687-4486 

Mr. Michael Morearty 
Glendale, AZ 
[H: Good go, Michael] 

Dear Mr. Morearty: 

Although it is against my normal policy to respond to unsigned, mass mailings and faxes, your latest 
letter prompts me to answer you, in part. 

You are not doing Mr. Jackson any good through your mail campaign.  In fact, it demonstrates to this 
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office that Mr. Jackson is unwilling to work through the correct process.  A sentenced criminal cannot 
claim to be rehabilitated when he is unwilling to work with the rules and regulations of the institution and the 
statutes of the State. 

If you truly want to assist Mr. Jackson, you will urge him to clean up his actions and demonstrate to all 
that he is responsible and capable of being a productive, law-abiding member of our society, the State of 
Nevada, and the United States of America.  It would also undoubtedly help Mr. Jackson to make imme-
diate arrangements to pay full restitution to those he injured. 

Very truly yours, 
[Sig.] 
Margaret M. Springgate 
Legal Counsel. 

cc: Mr. Robert Bayer 
    Mr. Ronn Jackson 33866 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Now, readers, THIS IS WHY I WOULD ASK MR. JACKSON TO REFRAIN FROM CALLING 
ALL THE ADVERSARY EXCREMENT—”PIECES OF SHIT”.  It does not help us to have this kind of 
fodder for the grist mill.  You have plenty of cause for action and response without having to DEFEND 
anyone for anything—even language.  All we have to do is write truth as it is uncovered for us.  You don’t 
need mysticism or amendments to anything—you have what you need as foundation in the Constitution 
and Bill of Rights.  You don’t need “Patriots”—all you need is to desire a Constitutional Republic UN-
DER God as set forth.  It is hard to not insult and call names—but it is far wiser not to do so if you are in 
a position of the name-called to control your very life and freedom.  IF WE CANNOT ACT AND 
WRITE IN WISE THOUGHTFUL INFORMATION WITH TRUTH, THEN WE GAIN NO AL-
LIES—WE SIMPLY ALIENATE AND REPULSE THOSE WHO MIGHT OTHERWISE HELP US. 
THIS DOES NOT MEAN TO KOWTOW OR BOW TO THE IGNORANCE AND OBSTRUCTION 
OF JUSTICE, IT SIMPLY MEANS THAT YOU HAVE IT UNDER CONTROL AND THEY DO 
NOT!!  I’m quite sure this little lady will be quite sorry for having written this non-normal policy letter.  I am 
really curious, aren’t you?, as to what Mr. Morearty wrote to the good old Govvv.! 

WORLD  FINANCIAL  AFFAIRS— 
ESPECIALLY  YOURS 

The Big Bad Wolf is huffing and puffing and is, as we speak, blowing down your house! 

To hold the major banks afloat and keep them from diving like Barings a funny thing is happening on the 
way to the forum.  This will not REACH the “public” forum—YET—but will be hidden from you.  The 
Government (YOURS) is in the process of printing, as we write, Treasury Bonds.  These bonds will be 
used to shore up the bank deficits.  This, in just the Major U.S. banks in New York, runs into the Trillions 
and Trillions of dollars.  This amount will be carried by long-term bonds (your grandchildren’s debt).  Since 
this will only shore up the four major New York Central-type banks which function through the Federal 
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Reserve, you will find this only a bandaid for the markets BUT A WAY SO THE BANKERS WILL NOT 
TAKE THE BUMP; YOU-THE-PEOPLE WILL!  The other entities who are in derivatives will be al-
lowed to collapse.  THIS, however, staves off a collapse of the market and the total economy—or rather, 
postpones it for a bit longer while the government figures out what to do with YOU-THE-CITIZENS. 

You will note that the push is on to get the race-riots going so you will demand these enforcement teams 
and Federal troops.  THIS IS THE WORST THING THE BIG BOYS HAVE DONE TO YOU SINCE 
SATAN FIRST WALKED THE CROOKED MILE.  The U.S. was already bankrupt and so the debt 
shown to you only tips the tinymost surface of the real amount of debt.  We have talked about this before 
and now this will add hundreds of trillions of dollars to that “silent” debt and there is NO WAY ON 
EARTH to pay off such massive sums.  You are watching the foreclosure of a WORLD. 

What WILL be visible?  The PLAN is that nothing save more false-security will SHOW.  The market will 
be held no matter what actually happens—for a few days if at all possible, and the play ongoing appears to 
be able to pull it off.  The effort is to get all the various involved nations, such as Japan, England, etc., to 
ALL issue such “bonds” from the Government Treasury.  The funds will go directly into these banks as 
computer deposits.  This is, without precedent, the most terrible thing they have pulled on you.  They can’t, 
however, allow the collapse before they have the troops in place.  Note the pullout of Somalian troops— 
THAT IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING ABLE TO HAVE WARRIORS AVAILABLE TO CON-
TROL YOU-THE-PEOPLE WHEN YOU FIND OUT!  This, if ever, is a time for Rush Limbaugh to 
find out—and OPEN HIS MOUTH.  By the way, in telling Rush—I suggest you ALSO tell him he cannot 
depend on any of his NEW DEAL CONTRACTORS.  I am going to offer more on Bill Bennett, Rush’s 
most close comrade.  Rush simply doesn’t know anything except what he is fed by the Republican scare-
crows.  But there is something worthy about Rush Limbaugh—he will change WHEN HE KNOWS THE 
FACTS!  It is up to you as the truth is unfolded (and we will start putting, at the least, Jackson’s inside 
information, on the Hot Line).  Rush Limbaugh is either willingly or unwittingly the set-up speaker. 
He has been totally USED and he can check that out by cleverly testing the Big Boys who bow 
and snicker all the while, and say he is THE political kingpin who pulled off the November 
election.  Oh my goodness.  I would guarantee that if Rush pulls the plug on any one of these 
criminal Setians (Satanists) that he will fold and be taken off the airwaves.  Rush asks people to 
check and see just “how big he is”!  I suggest Rush is going to find out that he is not only NOT 
BIG—but totally dispensable.  When that happens, he has to be silenced—I can only WARN. 

Could Jackson be pulling your (our) legs?  Yes, but he isn’t.  Go read what others in the “KNOW” are 
saying.  Disaster, as with parasitic infection, has struck and you only await the incubation of disease 
completion.  You have the citizen-eating virus—you just can’t yet SEE it. 

Please, while you act in disbelief—REMEMBER, the SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, WHO WILL 
ISSUE THESE BONDS—IS PAID BY THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND/WORLD 
BANK—IN SWITZERLAND/UNITED NATIONS.  Don’t act shocked.  REMEMBER ALSO: SO 
IS YOUR ATTORNEY GENERAL—JANET RENO. 

Why would they dare to do this?  So the J.P. Morgans, the Rockefellers, the Rothschilds and the other 
Kings don’t lose, but rather gain, control of EVERYTHING!  YOU ARE IN THE END TIMES OF THE 
PROTOCOL PERFECTION. 
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This past Monday was “Black Monday”.  Next Monday they will issue these treasury bonds and you 
won’t even know it. 

We are running out of time and there are other pressing and urgent matters, Dharma.  Let us move directly 
to the MONARCH material. 

[QUOTING:] 

MK-ULTRA 
MONARCH  PROJECT,  PART  27 

by Cathy O’Brien, Mark Phillips. 

[H: This is a special request insert received this morning.  It is taken from the book in com-
pilation.  It deals with people in the IMMEDIATE news and YOU SHOULD BEWARE, READ-
ERS.] 

AN  OPEN  LETTER 

Mind control is absolute.  Under MK-ULTRA project MONARCH trauma-based mind control, I 
lost control over my own free will thoughts—I could not think to question, reason, or consciously compre-
hend—I could only do exactly what I was driven to do.  [H: Can’t believe it?  Study Orwell’s 1984.] 

Those who controlled my mind, and ultimately my actions, claimed to be “aliens”, “demons”, and 
“gods”.  But it was my experience that these perpe-TRAITORS of New World Order controls were/are 
bound by earthly, human confines, despite their terror-tactic claims and illusions.  The same laws of nature, 
and the same laws of many do, indeed, apply to them.  While they manipulated me by my religion, my 
maternal instincts, and my genuine concern for humanity—they never “possessed” my innate being.  They 
could not make me one of them.  Cathy O’Brien. 

E.T.  PHONE  ROME 

Anyone attending the Bohemian Grove on a regular basis was referred to by those in the know as a 
“Grover”.  One such Grover was Ronald Reagan’s then-Secretary of Education, Bill Bennett.  Bill 
Bennett, who later became “Drug Czar” during the Bush Administration, wrote the so-called Book of 
Virtues and was/is (?) vying for the office of President.  Bennett is apparently very close to his brother and 
fellow Grover, Bob Bennett.  Although Bob Bennett holds the position of Legal Council to President 
Clinton, it is apparent that the brothers recognize no party lines. 

It was clear to me that there were no partisan differences amongst those ushering in the New World 
Order, any more than there was loyalty to our Constitution.  The close relationship I witnessed between 
the Bennett brothers, like the marriage between Bush’s and Clinton’s campaign managers, should raise 
questions as to their agenda. 

When, together, Bill and Bob Bennett sexually assaulted my daughter, Kelly, and me at the Bohemian 
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Grove in 1986, I had already known Bill Bennett as a mind-control programmer for some time.  Bill 
anchored his Jesuit/Vatican-based programming of me in my Catholic conditioning initially instilled via the 
Rite to Remain Silent.  Through further manipulation of my “inner-dimensional” perceptions, Bennett be-
lieved he had forever compartmentalized his personal secrets of perverse sex with his brother, Bob, and 
my then six-year-old daughter.  Bennett also had manipulated my mind in accordance with Vatican “Or-
ders” via [Senator] Byrd’s Jesuit College programming center in West Virginia.  He used his role as Jesuit 
programmer for the purposes of carrying out his efforts as Education Secretary to implement Education 
2000.  Education 2000 was designed to increase our children’s learning capacity while destroying their 
ability to critically think for themselves.  You can learn more about Education 2000 by reading Educating 
for the New World Order by B.K. Eakman, published by Halcyon House ISBN #0-89420-278-2- 
3441000, and A Critique of America 2000: An Education Strategy by Kathi Simonds, published by 
Citizens for Excellence in Education. 

In order to program my mind for my role in bringing Education 2000 into the “Volunteer State” of 
Tennessee’s school system, Bennett used sophisticated mind manipulation to set the stage—the same kind 
of mind-manipulation propaganda executed on national and international scale.  Bennett’s penchant for 
manipulating minds is apparently rooted in his knowledge of Catholic/Jesuit mind-control techniques. 

When I met Bennett at a White House cocktail party in 1984, I was wearing the rosy cross necklace 
that Guy VanderJagt and Father Don had presented to me during my first communion, to signify the mode 
of program under which I was operating at the time.  Byrd had ordered that I wear it for the occasion. 

Byrd was already talking with Bennett when a White House butler led me in to see Byrd.  (Anytime I 
was taken to “see Byrd”, I was deliberately reminded of his name, [Robert] C. Byrd and “its alien mirror- 
reversal, Sea-Byrd” as a triple bind lock-in.)  Byrd was saying, “I was just talking about you with my 
friend, Secretary of Education William Bennett.” 

“Bill,” Bennett corrected, sweeping his lecherous gaze over me as though I were merchandise, “How 
do you do?” 

“As I am told, thank you,” I said as I extended my hand as trained. 

Bennett clumsily fingered the rosy cross necklace, blowing his alcoholic breath in my face as he said, 
“Your necklace is as beautiful as you are, and no doubt, as significant in purpose.  Where did this come 
from and what does it mean to you?” 

“From my first communion,” I responded.  “Guy (Byrd interrupted to clarify ‘VanderJagt’) gave it to 
me to consummate my holy communion.” 

Byrd corrected me, “Commemorate your holy communion.” 

“She doesn’t need a translator, Bobby,” Bennett laughed.  “I’m hearing her loud and clear.” 

Byrd left me with Bennett, who went into a long-winded recitation on an interpretation of the Bible 
deliberately intended to further distort my Catholic-instilled perceptions.  “Christ was an alien in this land,” 
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he was saying in accordance with his learned Jesuit mind-manipulation techniques.  “Once he landed in 
Earth’s plane, it was plain to see he was a leader in interdimensional travel.  WE (Jesuits/Aliens) followed 
his lead since he was the first to slip into Earth’s dimension.  In Christ’s transformation from porpoise to 
purpose, he lost his will to Earth’s demands.  He lost his porpoise, so to speak.”  Totally “trance-fixed”, I 
listened as Bennett rattled on and on.  “When Christ emerged from the deep to inhale of Earth’s atmo-
sphere, time began ticking.  It was not recognized or acknowledged until Christ’s passing, however.   We 
began marking time with his death.  BC—AD... or is that AC—DC?  Referring to high voltage used to 
compartmentalize memory he continued, “No, AC in DC stops time.  At any rate, we followed his lead. 
He referred to you as sheep.  He knew you needed to be led.  He led us.  He led you.  He led us to you. 
We’re here to lead you.  The transformation is perfected now, updated with the latest in alien technologies 
whereby we no longer have to follow Christ’s course to the grave.  We can transcend dimensions free of 
the confines of Earth’s gravitational pull.  The time is now, and we are here to lead you.  We know your 
mind.  That’s how we make your mind.  Make you mine.  Make you a mind.  Make you mine.  Journey 
with me now...” 

Bennett manipulated my perceptions until, at last, he informed me, “You and I will be working closely 
together on a global educational project.”  Sweeping his hand around the crowded room, he continued, 
“This atmosphere is not conducive to the kind of work we need to be doing.  Something else just came up 
that demands immediate attention.  Let’s complete tonight’s business with pleasure, beat it out of this 
dimension, suspend your suspended animation, and get with the program.” 

In one of many White House bedrooms available for such purposes, Bennett led me into bed.  “I told 
you we were going to beat it out of this dimension, and that’s exactly what I intend to do.  A little Byrd told 
me you like a whip.  Since I am not the Senate kind, I’ll just represent the majority by giving you what you 
need most.” 

Bennett apparently found perverse pleasure in whipping me.  With my wrists bruised and my body 
stinging with pain, Bennett lit up a cigarette and cryptically asked, “Was that  your first cum-union with an 
alien?” 

He threw me my clothes, and ordered, “Make yourself presentable.  Make sure your wrists are 
covered.  I’m not waiting around for you.  I’ll see you in the morning.” 

Bennett left.  After a while I was escorted back to Byrd, with whom I spent a brutal, short night.  On 
the way to his room, Byrd told me, “You’ve got work to do come morning, with Mr. Bennett.  Working for 
him is like working for me.  We are working in conjunction with the state Governors in an effort to imple-
ment the Global 2000 education formula for the future.  I am excited at the prospect of meddling in the 
future through what I accomplish today.  Since I hold this country’s purse strings, it is up to me to delegate 
as much funding as is necessary to implement the educational program.  I’ve withheld funding and withheld 
funding to the point where the individual states must rely on federal funding to get them out of hot water 
financially.  I am ready to do just that so long as they follow my guidelines.  Mr. Bennett is working out the 
details of this plan, and will be sharing much of that with you.  I need you to do what you do best by 
enlisting the full cooperation of state government at the upcoming Governor’s Convention.  I have never 
demanded Conventional sex of you before, but this time is different.  Persuade these Governors at their 
weakest moment—bring them to their knees while you are on yours, and convince them that global educa-
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tion is the gateway to the future if there is to be any future at all.” 

Early the next morning, deep underground in the NASA/DOD mind-control lab in D.C., Bill Bennett 
began preparing me for the program.  NASA uses various “CIA designer drugs” to chemically alter the 
brain and create exactly the mind-set required at the time.  Huntsville, Alabama’s NASA drug of choice, 
“Tran-quility”, created a feeling of absolute, peaceful compliance and a sensation of walking on air.  The 
drug administered this time was sufficiently similar to Tranquility to create total compliance.  The beating I 
had endured the night before had rendered me helpless, anyway, and I could barely crawl up onto the cold, 
metal lab table as the drug took affect. 

In the darkness surrounding me, I could hear Bill Bennett talking, “This is my brother, Bob.  He and I 
work as one unit.  We are alien to this dimension—two beings from another plane.” 

The high-tech light display swirling around me convinced me I was transforming dimensions with them. 
A laser of light hit the black wall in front of me, which seemed to explode into a panoramic view of a White 
House cocktail party—as though I had transformed dimensions and stood amongst them.  Not recognizing 
anyone, I frantically asked, “Who are these people?” 

“They’re not people, and this isn’t a spaceship,” Bennett said.  As he spoke, the holographic scene 
changed ever so slightly until the people appeared to be lizard-like aliens.  “Welcome to the second level of 
the underground.  This level is a mere/(mirror) reflection of the first, an alien dimension.  We are from a 
transdimensional plane that spans and encompasses all dimensions.”  [H: Do you now better under-
stand why these Intelligence/Special Forces people see “me” as a lizard or serpent-type of very 
tall being?  Oh, indeed, Jackson let it slip once also as in “communications” when he said to me 
(by phone in one of the meetings) it was “cold where he was” and wished he “had a nice long tail 
to wrap around myself.”  There is always the “testing” going on, readers, and the REAL testing 
is not that which you will ever be given to see.  The point is to cover the REAL TRAVELERS in 
the lies so that God’s troops are considered the EVIL ones in lizard-clothes.  Forget the confu-
sion—a MAN OF ANY DIMENSION IS JUDGED BY HIS ACTIONS!  By the way, the “alien” 
lizards as presented by the usual resources have no “tails” EXCEPT AS PRESENTED IN 
CHILDHOOD’S END, a favorite of Mr. Jackson.  Don’t let yourselves be made the fools, 
readers.] 

“Infinite dimensions,” Bob injected.  “Infinite dimensions spanned simultaneously.” 

Bill said, “No limitations.” 

Bob softly sang, “Let freedom ring.” 

“There truly is nowhere to run and nowhere to hide from us.  We’re who is looking from behind the 
Eye in the Sky,” Bill continued. 

“We’re watching you,” Bob said.  He sang a line from the popular rock group Police song, I’ll be 
Watching You. 
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“I have taken you through my dimension as a means of establishing stronger holds on your mind than 
the Earth’s plane permits,” Bill Bennett was saying.  “Being alien, I simply make my thoughts your thoughts 
by projecting them into your mind.  My thoughts are your thoughts.”  (If this were so, why did he have to 
audibly tell me?)  [H: Interesting concept—why do these “thought-exchangers” keep TALKING 
AND TALKING AND TALKING?  BECAUSE THEY ARE THE WORST KIND OF THIEV-
ING LIARS AND CHEATS.] 

The brief message Bennett programmed me with pertaining to Education 2000 was to be directed to 
state Governors at the upcoming convention while delivering a packet of information: 

“The children.  We must consider the children.  Think for a moment beyond tomorrow.  Our children 
are the future.  Their future lies in education.  We can control the future today by regulating education.  Our 
thoughts and plans for the future—put in their text.  A text they can understand.  Children’s text books. 
The highest levels of government, the most brilliant minds on the face of this Earth would like input into the 
future by way of the children.  You, as Governor, are in a position to provide that link.  Global Education 
2000 is ready for implementation.  Look into it.  Look into it and see the future.” 

My programmed role toward implementing Education 2000 according to the plans of those 
ushering in the New World Order brought me back into contact WITH FORMER GOVERNOR 
OF TENNESSEE, LAMAR ALEXANDER. 

I had met Lamar Alexander in 1978, at a satanic ritual I was subjected to in an affluent neighborhood 
of Nashville, Tennessee.  Lamar Alexander presided over this sex-oriented occult ritual with full under-
standing of my Project Monarch mind-control victimization and the impact his actions were having on my 
mind.  It was my experience then, and intermittently throughout the years, that Lamar Alexander’s 
sexual perversion was to bring his victim to the point of death through oral suffocation. 

During the course of publicly exposing Tennessee’s need for education reform as instructed, I was in 
contact with Commissioners, Superintendents, Mayors, and Lamar Alexander.  Lamar Alexander, who 
followed Bennett as Bush’s Secretary of Education, worked in close association with Bill Bennett to 
manipulate the minds of the masses to accept Education 2000 as the ONLY means of education reform. 
When Ned McWherter was moved into the office of governor to rubber stamp federal projects, Lamar 
Alexander maintained influence over state politics.  At the same time, he maintained influence over national 
politics through his role as Chairman of the National Governor’s Association in 1986. 

As the 1984 Governor’s Convention drew near, I met with Lamar Alexander at the Stockyard night-
club where he was drinking with his long-time associate and partner-in-crime, Nashville’s Mayor Richard 
Fulton.  In the basement bar of this old, converted stock yard was a modified antique “Shoe Shine” booth 
where the term took on new meaning.  A key to a private shoe shine booth could be obtained by those in 
the know through Stockyard owner Buddy Killen.  This closet-sized booth was lined in mirrors and had a 
small bench where Lamar Alexander sat after our business was concluded.  I knelt at his feet as ordered to 
perform oral sex.  Programmed sex slaves such as myself were trained to go long periods of time without 
drawing a breath, and users such as Alexander stretched this time to the maximum.  (I have witnessed girls 
DIE OF SUFFOCATION from this practice even though 3 to 5 minutes without breathing is common.) 
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On this occasion, Alexander apparently exceeded the maximum.  I do not recall completion of my 
programmed task.  It was afterhours when my mind-control handler, Alex Houston, dragged my limp body 
from the booth, roused me, and ordered me out of the building.  Buddy Killen opened a back door that 
once was a cattle run, and Houston half-dragged me out the back, unseen. 

The night of the Convention, Alex Houston’s youngest daughter, Bonnie, was to join me.  (While 
Bonnie was not raised in Project Monarch, Houston’s pedophilia and stage hypnosis techniques rendered 
Bonnie unable to control her own actions.  Bonnie is a multiple [Multiple Personality Disordered Per-
son] with a record of prostitution in need of therapy and care.)  Bonnie and I were close to the same age 
and, together, we dressed for the occasion.  As a prostitute, Bonnie was familiar with Lamar Alexander 
and his perversions but never-the-less was excited at the prospect of seeing “old friends” at the Conven-
tion via Louise Mandrell, who would be entertaining there.  When Alex Houston got his start in “entertain-
ment” via Bob Hope’s U.S.O. tours in the 1960s, the Mandrell family was doing likewise.  Barbara 
Mandrell’s father and Project Monarch mind-control handler, Irby Mandrell, developed a camaraderie 
with Houston that lasted decades.  Bonnie shared in this friendship with the Mandrells and was looking 
forward to seeing her “friends” in the band. 

I, too, was looking forward to talking with Louise Mandrell, but for a very different reason.  Barbara 
had just endured her near-fatal car crash, and I was deeply concerned for her welfare.  Throughout the 
1980s, while traveling under the guise of the Country Music Industry, Alex Houston toured with Barbara 
and/or Louise Mandrell on a regular basis.  Occasionally Barbara and I saw each other in “church”, the 
Hendersonville Lord’s Chapel.  This church was an offshoot of Billy Roy Moore’s Lord’s Chapel, and was 
pastored by his mind-controlled slave, Mike Nelson, who became close friends with Barbara.  Friend-
ships between mind-controlled slaves are usually forbidden, and conversations are kept to a minimum lest 
cross-programming triggering occurs.  Throughout the years, my own relationship with the Mandrells was 
limited to a superficial basis, whereas Irby Mandrell employed Houston’s hypnotic abilities to maintain 
mind control over his daughters while touring.  Alex Houston and I were present when Mike Nelson broke 
program and attempted to flee for his life with Barbara Mandrell.  The pastor was subdued with a stun gun 
and immediately relieved of his position while Barbara frantically sought answers to the questions the two 
of them had managed to raise. 

Alex Houston was touring with Louise Mandrell in 1984 when Louise had a “premonition” of Barbara’s 
eminent demise—much the same way Loretta Lynn “psychically predicted” her son’s murder.  Like the 
murders of Loretta’s son and Country Music entertainer Keith Whitley, I was aware of Barbara’s planned 
accident before it occurred due to Alex Houston’s direct involvement.  These traumas were also used as a 
means of locking in my mind-controlled belief that I had “nowhere to run and nowhere to hide”.  Worst of 
all, I could not think to speak of what I knew due to my own absolute mind control.  While Barbara 
physically survived her ordeal, her voice was silenced as planned. 

When Bonnie and I arrived at Opryland Hotel, we hurried to the ballroom where Louise Mandrell 
would be performing.  My concern for Barbara detracted me from my appointment with Lamar Alexander 
until one of Louise’s dancers who knew of my role put me “back on track”. 

“What are you doing here?” he demanded.  “You’re supposed to be at Rhett Butler’s restaurant 
NOW.” 
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I hurried to the restaurant where Lamar Alexander was having dinner with Senator Byrd and several 
Governors.  Byrd was participating in the function for reasons unknown to me, but I was aware that he had 
fiddled at the Opry.  Byrd stopped eating just long enough to acknowledge my presence, “Where have you 
been?” 

“I was checking on Barbara over at the show,” I replied as Lamar Alexander excused himself and 
walked over. 

Putting an arm around me and turning me away from the table, he whispered, “You could wind up just 
like her if you don’t get with the program.  You’ve got programs to hand out.  But right now, you’re 
interrupting my dinner.  Have you had anything to drink?” 

“No Sir,” I replied, traumatized at the magnitude of this threat.  Lamar Alexander instructed me to 
leave immediately, order a grasshopper from the “conservatory bar” and wait for further instructions. 

It was a matter of routine for me to order a “grasshopper” from Opryland Hotel’s conservatory.  The 
ice cream “drink” was specially made—always with a hypnotic drug in it.  As sometimes happened, the 
waitress was unfamiliar with the process, and conservatory harp player and CIA operative Lloyd Lindroth 
interceded.  The drug had the same effect as that administered at the D.C. NASA programming center by 
Bennett, and my mode was robotic compliance. 

After the drug kicked in, Lloyd Lindroth instructed me to proceed to the main ballroom of the hotel 
where Lamar Alexander would be meeting me.  The outer lobby of the ballroom was decorated in wall- 
size murals that extended to the top of the gothic ceiling.  A life size steam engine depicted on the far wall 
appeared to be racing toward the grand staircase.  I had seen the murals numerous times before but never 
had they seemed so real as they did to me that night on the NASA drug.  [H: Yes, and a trip to the 
Cosmos is nothing different for those nice little NASA astronauts!]  The heavy double doors lead-
ing to the ballroom caused me to feel very small as I pulled with all my strength to open them.  Inside, the 
room was a sea of black suits and ties, and I was relieved when Lamar Alexander ushered me back out 
into the lobby. 

Alexander positioned me near the train mural as a cryptic indicator to those in the know that I was a 
“trained” mind-controlled slave.  I was provided a box of brown envelopes packed with the Education 
2000 information I was to hand out to the Governors.  Alexander instructed me on exactly what I was to 
say in conjunction with the message Bennett had programmed me with in D.C.  Then he returned to the 
ballroom, where he apparently acted in the capacity of a pimp. 

“Are you waiting on the train?” a paunchy Governor asked. 

“No Sir,” I answered.  Then, as instructed, I said, “But I do have a packet of information with your 
name on it.  Shall I take it to your room for you?” 

“Oh?  And what is my name?” he asked. 
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“Governor,” I responded.  There actually were no names on the envelopes. 

“Astute,” he responded.  “And what is it you have for me?” 

“This packet,” I answered, handing it to him.  “And anything else you want, compliments of Lamar 
Alexander and Secretary of Education, Bill Bennett.” 

According to some of the men, Alexander had cued them as to my position.  Others, such as then 
Governor of Pennsylvania, Dick Thornburgh and Ohio Governor Dick Celeste already knew me. 

“I’ve got a packet of information with your name on it...” I was saying as I bent over to lift one from the 
box. 

“I don’t think so,” Governor Blanchard of Michigan interrupted.  “Bill (Bennett) wouldn’t stoop so low 
as to insult me that way.  I’m doing the same thing here you are, but from a very different approach.  The 
figures I offer reflect the success of Education 2000 in the Michigan school system.” 

I recognized Governor Blanchard, and was well aware of Michigan’s ranking first in the nation in 
education.  “Speaking of which,” he continued, “I believe I see your mother more often than you do these 
days since she is working in the schools.  That little sister of yours (Kimmy) is a real prime example of what 
proper instruction can produce.  Your little sister is coming to Mackinac to further her skills.  Your whole 
family is a prime example of how good Education 2000 works.” 

I finally met up with Bonnie again in Lamar Alexander’s room as the night came to a close.  “Bonnie, 
how’s that snake of yours?” he asked.  Bonnie, who had been filmed pornographically by CIA commercial 
photographer, Jimmy Walker, with Dick Flood’s snakes, had a pet boa constrictor. 

“Great!” Bonnie laughed.  “How’s yours?” 

“Constricted,” he replied. 

Bonnie unzipped his pants as she admittedly had done numerous times in the past, playfully saying, 
“Let it loose!” 

Lamar Alexander began removing his pants.  Referring to me in Project Monarch terms he said, 
“When I first saw you, you were a worm with no hint of being a butterfly.” 

“Daddy (Alex Houston) said she was a diamond in the rough,” Bonnie volunteered. 

“She shines now.”  Turning to me he said, “I know you are a shoe shiner, and mine need a shine.” 

Bonnie, also familiar with the Stockyard booth and Lamar Alexander’s meaning, laughed when he 
said, “Why don’t you both take a foot.” 

Task complete, I went to Byrd’s nearby room as instructed.  He was in the bathroom preparing himself 
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for bed.  “Louise had her feathers ruffled over Barbara’s collision with destiny and I had to smooth them 
down a bit.”  Drying his dough grey hands on a towel, he turned to me and said, “Looks like you’ve had 
your wings spread a bit tonight.” 

“I wore a path up and down the stairs,” I stated. 

Much to my relief he said, “I’m not going to fiddle with you further.  I just wanted to give you something 
to remember me by—bye.”  He compartmentalized my memory with his stun-gun. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 27] 
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CHAPTER  10 

REC  #1    HATONN 

THU., MAR. 2, 1995    7:19 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 198 

THU.,  MAR. 2,  1995 

HABEAS  CORPUS-JACKSON 

I need to bring your attention to some other topics this morning, please.  Let’s see how the following may 
fit with the Habeas Corpus action brought by Jackson, tossed out by his Judge and prosecutors, and ruled 
on as frivolous (or whatever cute indecipherable term used for the ruling). 

There were GREAT and unjustified ERRORS in court actions, case-mixing snafus, even, and of people 
and on and on in Jackson’s case(s).  The ONLY reason that I can observe for Mr. Jackson’s conviction on 
ANYTHING is because Mr. Jackson OBVIOUSLY chose to be convicted.  Now, readers, I don’t know 
or care WHY Mr. Jackson chose to be in prison rather than “out”, but it begins to make a lot of sense 
things are happening the way they ARE—he cannot be in two places at the same time.  Sometimes, in this 
Evil Empire of Deadly swordsmen—it is a good “alibi” proviso for someone who is suddenly the “enemy” 
and not the “do whatever paid to do” robot. 

When you ask me, such as happens almost every day, “Why in the world would you choose someone like 
Jackson?” to supposedly serve nation and God?  Wait a minute: I don’t do “choosing” and if you can’t 
trust God enough to believe that a person can find purpose and cause in goodness, then I think 
you must go within and look at SELF.  Do you have the background, information resources, 
knowledge of the system bent on destroying YOU?  And I find it interesting to note that at least 
half of the people asking THAT question—do not want their name used OR they don’t sign their 
name in the first place.  Mr. Jackson chose to do this job and Mr. Jackson certainly does not 
hesitate to tell the world who he is or where he is.  As a matter of fact, he would most certainly be 
“out” if he would simply shut-up.  I don’t JUDGE A MAN, I judge his actions.  Sometimes I don’t 
like what I find but that is not my task, to put a man on further trial when I am certainly NOT IN 
HIS SHOES.  He has at worst given you some direction possibilities, willingness to be a focus, 
some interesting tales if not always so very “Godly” and says he wants to help YOU reclaim 
your nation under Constitutional LAW.  I can respect an honest assassin—I have great trouble 
even leaving alive these incredibly EVIL Satanists who you have put into the highest seats of 
honor and power in your lands.  Discernment of character of leaders is YOUR job, not mine.  I 
may well be a member of a team of “overlords” or “guardians” but I am neither OVER you nor 
am I to “think” for you. 

What I DO SUGGEST is that you listen to Jackson TODAY for he has better “inside” poop than 
do I and he is willing to tell it. 

At any rate let us get back to the subject of “Habeas” rulings by the Supreme Court.  THIS MOST 
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CERTAINLY REFLECTS MAGNIFICENTLY ON SNELL AND MAHOLY (AND HUNDREDS 
OF OTHERS) WHO ARE IN FOR VERY SERIOUS CRIMES—BECAUSE THEY CAUGHT 
THE BIG BAD BOYS AND CAN TELL, OR TOLD! 

[QUOTING:] 

Thursday, February 23, 1995:  Daily Recorder, By David F. Pike. 

COURT:  JUDGES  SHOULD  UPHOLD  HABEAS 
PETITIONS  CAUSING  “GRAVE  DOUBT” 

Dissenters say rule improperly shifts the burden of proof from the petitioner to the state.  [H: Isn’t 
that where the burden of proof resides CONSTITUTIONALLY??] 

WASHINGTON—When federal judges reviewing habeas petitions have “grave doubt” about whether 
a constitutional error at trial was harmless, they should rule for the prisoner, The Supreme Court said 
Tuesday.  [H: Now, I want you to re-look at the sentence above—and should it not read “whether 
OR NOT”?  The very “apparent” slip of the pen or lip may well seem harmless at first glance 
but if acted on as stated above will allow the court to look only at one side of the issue.  “Whether” 
is the most abused concept in your language, perhaps.  Any time there is “whether” it has to 
have something ELSE, like OR NOT, or a given set of circumstances to allow “choice”.  Impor-
tant?  YES INDEED.  At the very least in this “ruling” it means a great deal to the PRISONER.] 

Writing for the 6-3 court, Justice Stephen G. Breyer said this new rule follows high court precedent on 
harmless error, “is consistent with the basic purposes underlying the writ of habeas corpus” and is “consis-
tent with the way that courts have long treated important trial errors...  Moreover, our rule avoids the need 
for judges to read lengthy records to determine prejudice in every habeas case.”  O’Neal v. McAninch, 
95 Daily Journal D.A.R.2204. 

The decision vacated a ruling by the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals and remanded the case for 
further consideration. 

In dissent, Justice Clarence Thomas, joined by Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and Justice Antonin 
Scalia, said the majority’s rule improperly shifts the burden of proof from the petitioner to the state 
AND UPSETS THE FINALITY OF JUDGMENTS.  [H: Ah HA!  What I see here is really a 
blunder—because in this day of stupidity in legal rulings, uninformed (through technicality) and 
totally unethical attorneys—a flood of bad rulings coming home to roost.  This gets very little 
attention in the journal in point but if you nice (that means: on our side) lawyers really look at 
THIS RULING you will see INCREDIBLE opportunities in EVERY CASE WE HAVE GOING! 
EVERY CASE!!  Be daring, Mr. Dixon—be daring!] 

“Where the habeas court cannot say that an error resulted in harm, it seems particularly disrespectful to 
resolve doubts against the propriety of state court judgments,” Thomas wrote.  [H: Good grief—that is 
where the errors are made, little boys!]  “Fortunately, the rule announced today will affect only a 
minuscule fraction of casesZ.”  [H: Not if I have anything to push and shove with!  They should be 
so lucky as to have it NOT affect more than a “minuscule fraction of cases”.  They most cer-
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tainly do seem to dwell on some other planet than Earth!] 

Thomas R. Wetterer Jr., an assistant Ohio public defender who represented petitioner Robert O’Neal 
before the high court, agreed “there won’t be that many cases.  Most cases can show constitutional claims 
but not an effect.”  [H: Want to bet?  The problem is, however, will the “effect/affect” shown be 
recognized or considered and herein lies the Pandora’s Box.  The Judges have to make more 
blatant and obvious “wrong” decisions now for it will “show” and eventually “tell” on them if 
corrupted.] 

But he was pleased because “this decision helps (habeas) petitioners who have good claims, and it’s 
helpful to the courts.  It makes the judges’ job a lot easier, because they can now focus on whether there 
is a constitutional claim, rather than on the impact first or on both at the same time.” 

Professor Alan Raphael of the Loyola University Chicago School of Law, who has written on the case, 
said “what the majority articulated has always been the case.  If the judge has a gut feeling something is 
wrong, then the error is not harmless.” 

“It’s still a hard standard to meet, it’s restrictive,” Raphael added.  “But it’s consistent with other 
decisions of the court, because they were looking at the whole purpose of the (habeas) system.” 

O’Neal is challenging his 1981 convictions by an Ohio jury of kidnapping, aggravated robbery and 
aggravated murder in the death of a Chicago man who was lured to Cleveland and killed.  O’Neal re-
ceived a life sentence plus two consecutive prison terms of seven to 25 years. 

After losing his state appeals, O’Neal filed a habeas petition in U.S. district court in Ohio.  He cited 
five constitutional claims, including faulty jury instructions and related comments by the prosecutor.  A 
district court judge agreed O’Neal had been denied a fundamentally fair trial and ordered Ohio to either 
retry or release him. 

The 6th Circuit reversed, finding O’Neal had failed to meet the burden mandated by Brecht v. 
Abrahamson, 113 S.Ct. 1710 (1993), of showing the constitutional errors were not harmless. [H: I 
would say that losing your property, your home, your freedom or as with assets such as with 
Dave Overton that so far nothing the court has done is “harmless”.  Dave now complains of 
many physical problems, he is alone down in Texas, and his assets are being held WHILE 
DEPRECIATING IN VALUE—in a Nevada vault—while David Horton denounces and accuses 
Doris Ekker (who has nothing to do with anything) of “making fun of him (gloating)”.  IS THIS 
LAW, readers?  What have you come to?  Yes indeed, I suggest that you lawyers with pending 
and outstanding misdeeds continuing—consider possibilities here.  At the least, it is an action for 
bringing ATTENTION.  If the Judge simply “rules against you”, as he can—he may well be in 
very deep, hot water for I see not how it can be a motion of “frivolous” ruling.] 

The high court granted review to consider the question of which party in a habeas proceeding—the 
prisoner or the state—bears the burden of proving a trial error of constitutional dimension constitutes 
harmful or harmless error. 
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But in the majority opinion, Breyer stated: “As an initial matter, we note that we deliberately phrase the 
issue in this case in terms of a judge’s grave doubt, instead of in terms of ‘BURDEN OF PROOF’.  The 
case before us does not involve a judge who shifts a ‘burden’ to help control the presentation of evidence 
at a trial, but rather involves judges who apply a legal standard (harmlessness) to a record that the presen-
tation of evidence is no longer likely to affect.” 

Instead, he said, the case “asks us to decide whether [H: OR NOT...] a federal habeas court should 
consider a trial error harmless when the court (1) reviews a state court judgment from a criminal trial.  (2) 
finds a constitutional error, and (3) is in grave doubt about whether that error is harmless.  We recognize 
that this last mentioned circumstance, ‘grave doubt,’ is unusual.” 

“By ‘grave doubt’ we mean that, in the judge’s mind, the matter is so evenly balanced that he feels 
himself in virtual equipoise as to the harmlessness of the error,”  Breyer explained.  “We conclude that the 
uncertain judge should treat the error, not as if it were harmless, but as if it affected the verdict.” 

“First,” Breyer said, “precedent supports our conclusion.”  He cited a string of decisions, going back 
Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18 (1967), and he distinguished Brecht, which he contended “did not 
speak for a Court majority.” 

“Second, our conclusion is consistent with the basic purposes, underlying the writ of habeas corpus,” 
Breyer said, because the new rule “both protects individuals from unconstitutional convictions and helps to 
guarantee the integrity of the criminal process by assuring that trials are fundamentally fair.” 

Breyer conceded an opposite rule-denying the writ—”would help protect the State’s interest in the 
finality of its judgments and would promote federal-state comity...(and) avoid retrials, some of which, held 
so late in the day, may lead to freedom for some petitioners whose initial convictions were in fact unaf-
fected by the errors that took place at their initial trials.” 

But, he added, the state’s interest “is somewhat diminished by the legal circumstances that the State 
normally bears responsibility for the error that infected the initial trial.” 

“Third,” Breyer said, “our rule has certain administrative virtues.  It is consistent with the way that 
courts have long treated important trial errors.” 

“In a highly technical area such as this one, consistency brings with it simplicity, a body of existing case 
law available for consultation...and a consequently diminished risk of further, error-produced proceed-
ings,” Breyer said.  “Moreover, our rule avoids the need for judges to read lengthy records to determine 
prejudice in every habeas case.  These facts are not determinative, but offer a practical caution against a 
legal rule that, in respect to precedent and purpose, would run against the judicial grain.” 

Finally, Breyer rejected the argument that the habeas statute, 28 U.S.C. 2254(a), requires the peti-
tioner to prove a causal connection between the trial error and the conviction.  “Whatever force there may 
be to this argument is countered by the equally persuasive analogy to affirmative defenses, on which the 
party in the position of defendant (here the state) bears the risk of equipoise,” he said. 
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“We do not see what in the language of the statue tells a court that it should treat a violation as harmless 
when it is in grave doubt about its harmlessness,” Breyer concluded. 

[End Of Quoting] 

To you readers, the last portion of this article is missing.  We will try to find it for you, however, do not 
concern over a newspaper article—get yourself a copy of the ruling—and GO FORTH AND USE IT, 
TEST IT, PUSH THE ENVELOPE.  AT THE LEAST, YOU CAN CAUSE THE JUDGES IN EVERY 
COURT TO LOOK AND THINK BEFORE HE/SHE ACTS TO SIMPLY RULE “AGAINST” SOME-
ONE. 

As with Mr. Jackson even being FINED into the thousands of dollars for filing a Habeas in GOOD 
FAITH and then being not only fined for the action, but threatened with perjury charges and contempt of 
court—I think you may have just been slipped a tool for attention-getting. 

Now, as to consideration of something Grandma (Mrs. Russell Herman) has provided, I can offer it 
but I am not cognizant of her intent or reason.  The message might well, however, mean a LOT to some 
receivers. 

[QUOTING:] 

THE  TRUTH  IS  ABSOLUTE 
AND  CANNOT  BE  DENIED 

by Mrs. Russell Herman 

For maximum distribution VIA Global FAX NETWORKS 
and/or any other effective method. 

COPY AND DISTRIBUTE 

[H: “Please” is also a nice word....especially if you want someone to do something for you.] 

D A T E L I N E  “U.S.A.” 
03.01.95 

RE: “CODE NAMES”: TROJAN, SWORDFISH and SAILFINN 

My Fellow Americans: 

Most of you have been made aware of the International Monetary Situation in the last several days.  To 
more fully inform you the following has occurred: 

On this date March 1, 1995, the Account Numbers of Shearson Lehman, Goldman Sachs, NSA 
(National Security Agency), Trans Tech International (Israel), Hamilton and Hyuan (Korean), Barrelton 
Ltd, Belmont Ltd. (Russia), Mitsui (Japan), Bay Trust (German), Chemical Bank, New York, Morgan 
Trust, Chase Manhattan, Barings Ltd, Security Pacific Bank, Bank of America, Valley Trust ET alliia; was 
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transcommunicated to “INTERPOL “, in Europe.  TRANS MISSION SUCCESSFUL. 

Original FILES on this investigation are at the “TREASURY DEPARTMENT” secured by Agent 
Russell Edward Herrman/HERMAN.  A “second” duplicate file resides at the PENTAGON, secured by 
Russell HERMAN, U.S. Special Forces aka MILITARY INTELLIGENCE aka ORIGINAL CEN-
TRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY personnel. 

The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or denied. 

Time has come for the following “treasonous traitors” to run for cover.  George Bush, Baker, Bentsen, 
Wright, Aiken, Akiens, Greenspan, Maureen Daniels, Jonathan Tiedo, Paul Simon, Dan Rostenkowski, 
Alan Cranston, John Glenn, Charles Keating, Neil Bush, Steve Leahey, Lowell Eastland, John Warner, Bill 
Sessions et alliis; (with reservation of rights to include at a later date upon discovery by and from the 
ORIGINAL RECORDS, U.S. Treasury Department, and the U.S. PENTAGON, including “INTERPOL”. 

There are an additional 18 sets secured by Mr. Herman.  For the Record: I BURNED MINE THIS 
MORNING! 

Mrs. Russell Herman 

P.S. RUSSELL HERRMAN/HERMAN WAS MURDERED WHILE A PATIENT AT THE MARION 
[IL] VETERANS HEALTH CARE FACILITY ON AUGUST 29th 1994. 

THE TRUTH IS ABSOLUTE, AND CAN NOT BE DENIED.... 

[END OF QUOTING] 

KHAZARIANS 

I am also asked to present the following; however, I have taken the liberty to replace the term “Jew” with 
the correct title of “Khazar”.  As a matter of FACT the term could also be “MISHPUCKA”.  You can no 
longer in this world be correct by focusing on “Jews” who bore NO SUCH LABEL and the ASSUMPTION 
OF SEMITISM is erroneous.  We have no choice other than to offer what we are given with which to sort 
thoughts—but even your “THOUGHTS” HAVE BEEN TAMPERED. 

I have no signature for this document but then, “The truth is absolute and cannot be denied,” I suppose. 
That has little to do with this because the assumption becomes that the persons first stating a thing were 
correct.  The original speaker COULD NOT HAVE BEEN CORRECT if terms which are erroneous 
NOW were also erroneous THEN.  It matters not; the context MATTERS. 

[QUOTING:] 
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QUIZ 

Test your knowledge of history by answering the following twelve questions: 

Who made the following statements? 

1.  This great danger is the Jew [H: Khazar/MISHPUCKA.].  Gentlemen, in every land in which the 
Khazarian Mishpucka have settled, they have depressed the moral level and lowered the degree of com-
mercial honesty.  They have remained apart and unassimilated... they have created a state within a state... 
they are vampires. 

2.  The Khazar Mishpucka works more efficiently against us than the enemy’s armies.  They are a 
hundred times more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are engaged in. 

3.  The sun never did shine on a more bloodthirsty and revengeful people as they who imagine to be the 
people of God who desire to and think they must murder and crush the heathen.  And the foremost 
undertaking which they expect of their Messiah is that He should slay and murder the whole world with 
their sword. 

4.  Society must face the concept that we kill off the old, weak, the stupid and the inefficient... 
5.  You Khazarian Mishpucka bankers are a den of vipers.  I intend to run you out...  I will rout you out. 
6.  I can hardly pursue an honest policy in government for Khazarian Mishpucka pressure. 
7.  At the head of all those secret societies, which form provisional government, men of the Khazarian 

race are found. 
8.  Next to the Devil you have no more bitter, more poisonous, more vehement an enemy than a real 

Khazarian who earnestly desires to be a Khazarian Mishpucka.  They do not “work”... yet they have OUR 
money and goods and are lords in our land where they are in exile.  They are the master of the world and 
we are their servants, yeah, their cattle!  They are a heavy burden to us in our country, like a plague, 
pestilence; I shall have to devote myself to the expulsion of the Khazars/MISHPUCKA... away with them! 

9.  I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Khazarian Mishpucka forever, your children’s 
children will curse you in their graves.  The Khazarian Mishpucka are a danger to this land and if they are 
allowed to enter they will imperil our institutions. 

10. There could never have been such a thing as anti-Semitism were there not first such a thing as 
Semitism. 

11. For themselves, Khazarian Mishpucka never became assimilated with any nation.  They are a 
separate people, always were, and always will be. 

12. The Prime Minister stated that America and the world Khazarian Mishpucka had forced England 
into the war. 

If you have guessed Adolf Hitler anywhere between from one to ten times, you are totally wrong! 

Correct answers: 

1.  Benjamin Franklin, in a statement made before Congress in 1789. 
2.  George Washington. 
3.  Martin Luther, 1483-1546. 
4.  Jason G. Brent, born Hyman Berkowitz, Tehachapi, California lawyer, 1994. 
5.  U.S. President Andrew Jackson in 1832. 
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6.  U.S. President Calvin Coolidge. 
7.  Benjamin Disraeli, Prime Minister of England. 
8.  Martin Luther. 
9.  Benjamin Franklin in 1789. 
10. Henry Ford Sr. 
11. Henry Ford Sr. 
12. Statement by English Prime Minister Chamberlain to U.S. Ambassador to Britain, Joseph P. Kennedy. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

ON  THE  SUBJECT  OF  SYMBOLS 

Now before I leave this writing I want to share something with you that is going to PROVE the above.  The 
article from which I will make reference, but not offer at this sitting, comes from The Arizona Republic, 
Monday, Feb. 27, 1995.  The parties in point are the ADL B’nai B’rith and a nice lady Real Estate 
business lady, Marietta Bell in, I suppose, an Arizona city, (maybe Phoenix). 

Ms. Bell always uses the “symbol of the fish” (Christian I suppose) on her advertisements and cards. 
When running an advertisement she offered the usual format.  The LAW came in and demanded the 
symbol be removed.  She questioned.  “In response to her inquiry, a special assistant attorney general 
wrote Bell that state and federal laws prohibit stating a preference or limitation on the basis of religion, 
which includes the use of religious symbol in ads.... 

“U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Officials also are trying to clear up the confusion. 
In clarifications released Jan. 9, the agency said a religious symbol standing alone, such as a cross, could 
indicate a religious preference.  However, it said, if the advertisement has a disclaimer saying there is no 
discrimination, it would not be a violation of the federal Fair Housing Act. 

“But Joel Breshin, regional director of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith [H: British-Israel 
organization springing out of British Intelligence made up of Khazarian Mishpucka], still finds 
such ads disturbing. 

“A religious symbol in a housing ad could have a chilling effect, Breshin said.  The ichthus could be telling 
customers that only Christians are welcome, he said, adding that he also would be against...” 

Yes, indeed.  It might be very chilling to realize that some of your neighbors might be Christians.  You have 
come a long, long way! 
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CHAPTER  11 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SAT., MAR. 4, 1995    7:16 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 200 

SAT.,  MAR. 4,  1995 

UP  FRONT,  A  FEW  THOUGHTS 

To assist your realization ability, I will offer a few bit of information for your consideration.  All of it you will 
hear AGAIN and you who have traveled with us have heard it before.  YOU ARE IN FORECLOSURE, 
WORLD.  I ask that you pay close attention to those things which are being presented to you by Mr. 
Jackson these days.  Stop trying to figure out WHO or WHAT he might be and SEE and HEAR.  He is 
saying NOTHING which is not already presented by someone in warning to you through the years but 
perhaps circumstances did not yet allow you to understand.  It is time to be prepared for the very worst, 
pray and work for the best and, yes, there are honorable and available ways to accomplish BOTH. 

A  BANKRUPT  NATION 
IN  FULL  FORECLOSURE 

Mr. Jackson has offered bulletins regarding the banks and your future recently and within the past couple 
of days has told you EXACTLY what has transpired.  Just let me refresh your memories if you read it 
without full digestion and offer the information if you missed it.  YOU ARE NOW BANKRUPT AS A 
NATION WITH A DEBT SO MASSIVE THAT IT CANNOT BE PAID IN THREE OR FOUR GEN-
ERATIONS “IF” YOU AS A NATION, BORROW NO MORE—WHICH IS NOT LIKELY.  EV-
ERY SHRED OF PROPERTY, LABOR, “YOU” AND THAT WHICH YOU THOUGHT YOU 
OWNED IS NOW OWNED COMPLETELY AND TOTALLY BY THE NEW WORLD OR-
DER BANKS—EVERYTHING.  YOU ARE NOW IN A FULL STATE OF FORECLOSURE. 
No matter what you THINK is “yours” it is NOT.  Moreover, you have given away all that would be your 
children’s heritage and property.  You are reduced to RENTERS (taxes) on every facet of your lives.  You 
will work, serve, live and DIE as the Anti-Christ/God desires.  You will be told what to eat, IF you eat, and 
already you are told what you are to believe and think.  YOU ARE IN THE TRIBULATION!! 

Your so-called FREELY VOTED-IN Government is, through the Federal Reserve hidden system, issuing 
Treasury Bonds secretly which will meet the demands of banks and bankers to cover debts.  YOU ARE 
BORROWING TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO PAY OFF THE BIG BOYS WHO HAVE PUT THEIR 
OWN BANKS INTO BANKRUPTCY—SO THEY COULD AND WOULD DEMAND COVER. 
The ability to do this was birthed the night in the wee hours when a tiny handful of men voted and passed 
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.  Your freedom ended that night!  Mr. Jackson is correct—the FED 
“cannot” stop lending government money (YOUR ASSETS).  WHEN YOU LOAN MONEY— 
THERE MUST BE COLLATERAL—REMEMBER?  WELL, YOU ARE THAT COLLAT-
ERAL.  THAT COLLATERAL IS MADE UP, THROUGH TOTAL DECEPTION, OF YOUR 
HOMES, BUSINESSES, FARMS, PARKS, BACKYARDS, FRONTYARDS—EVERYTHING. 
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If you think your property is yours because it is paid for, it is NOT.  Anything which can be taken from you 
or put into jeopardy through TAXES is NOT YOURS.  So, just how long has NOTHING, save illusion, 
been YOURS?  THE U.S.A. WAS THE LAST BASTION OF FREEDOM TO ANY EXTENT—BUT 
NO LONGER. 

How can you check this out?  Easily—do you pay sales taxes, income taxes, property taxes, license fees, 
build what you want onto your property, have to have permits, licenses and other restricting and binding 
rules for use of YOUR THINGS?  Name one thing that is YOURS.  Certainly if you named “life”— 
FORGET IT FOR IT IS YOU WHO IS THE CONTROLLED FACTOR. 

Every member—EVERY MEMBER—of Congress is a TRAITOR TO YOU and YOUR CON-
STITUTION.  You are now in servitude and total bondage.  EVERYTHING YOU WERE, ARE, HAVE 
AND WILL HAVE IS MORTGAGED TO THE VERY ENEMY OF MANKIND AND GOD, WITHIN 
THE PHYSICAL PLANE. 

“But they couldn’t do it,” you stammer in your groggy blinking.  Yes they can and have. 

Let me offer the “hows” as presented through The Phoenix Project/Committee of 50 States: 

[QUOTING:] 

CONSTITUTIONAL  SYLLOGISM 

1.  The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Rubin, is the GOVERNOR of the WORLD BANK and the 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, and, pursuant to 22 USCS 286a(d), may not be paid, that 
is, “RECEIVE ANY SALARY OR OTHER COMPENSATION FROM THE UNITED 
STATES...”  It is known, however, that his salary is from the World Bank/International Monetary Fund!!! 
[H: This is also true of other “cabinet” members, notably, the Attorney General, at this time 
Janet Reno.  They are employees of the above named entities and NOT government employees 
serving a President.  They control the President just as they are CONTROLLED by the cabal 
above them.] 

2.  The SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND, (The People’s) CONSTITUTION, at article I, section 9, 
clause 8, states in part: “And no person holding any office of profit or trust under them, shall, without 
consent of the Congress, accept of any...emolument...from any king, prince, or foreign state.”  WAGE is a 
synonym for emolument!  [H: The original 13th Amendment, which was somehow removed from 
the Constitution, goes further and disallows anyone with title (i.e., “Esquire” [as in lawyers who 
are members of the Bar “club”, a private organization club for “titled” membership]) from hold-
ing any Congressional position and/or any JUDICIAL POSITION.  THEY ARE, WHEN THEY 
ACCEPT THE TITLE OR PAYMENT OF NOBILITY, REMOVED FROM CITIZENSHIP and 
all ability to act on behalf of citizen or nation.] 

3.  Therefore, our SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, Mr. Rubin and formerly Bentsen, is in wanton, 
flagrant, and treasonable violation of our contract, THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, AND IS HEREWITH AND HEREBY EXPOSED AND IMPEACHED, 
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FOR HIS EMOLUMENT DERIVES FROM AN INTERNATIONAL BANKING CARTEL, also 
known as the WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND.  So be it! 

(Suite 108  4400-4 Kalanianaole Hwy., Honolulu, HI 96821.  FAX & Phone: (808) 732-4081) 

[END OF QUOTING] 

And who do you think is served by your Secretary of Defense?  A funny thing happened on the way to the 
forum one day—the United Nations seemed to “just sort-of own the U.S. Air Force”.  Undoubtedly you 
were getting ready to watch O.J. Simpson?  “They” have been getting ready for this day for a long time— 
how think you that the incredibly awful television program THE SIMPSONS became the focus?  NOTH-
ING IS A COINCIDENCE OR ACCIDENT IN POLITICS, RELIGION OR THE TAKEOVER OF A 
WORLD. 

SOCIAL  SECURITY 
AN  ILLUSION  ABOUT  TO  CRASH 

Now you elderly people and those being assisted through Social Security and/or plan on assistance, 
harken, please.  The politicians keep tossing “Social Security” around like some kind of “welfare” pro-
gram.  It is not a welfare program; it is made up of YOUR MONEY from earnings.  Therefore, as your 
welfare system bleeds you dry—it will also bleed the nation dry of all funds EARNED—to pay out to 
those who do not even work to “earn” anything.  Furthermore the “Social Security Trust Fund” DOES 
NOT EXIST. 

Your government warbles about sums like 3-4 trillion dollars while they whistle a happy tune about balanc-
ing a budget and other illusions.  Well, what about the other TRILLIONS of DOLLARS SPENT ILLE-
GALLY BY GOVERNMENT FROM JUST THAT FUND?  Mr. Jackson is correct; ask Israel, Russia, 
France, Germany, Japan, Mexico and others as to what THEY did with YOUR hard earned money.  THE 
TRIBULATION IS UPON YOU! 

BY THE WAY: GOD DID NOT PROMISE YOU THAT YOU WOULD NOT HAVE A TRIBULA-
TION.  HE OFFERED TO HELP YOU THROUGH IT—NOTHING MORE AND NOTHING LESS. 
YOU DID IT; YOU WILL FIX IT—OR LIVE IN IT.  You may well be thinking at this moment that “I 
love and believe in God” so who cares, “I will just make my transition and live happily ever-after.”  Forget 
that garbage—you will come back over and over and over again, UNTIL YOU LEARN YOUR LES-
SONS—PERIOD!  Let us just say: “Out on Friday, BACK on Tuesday” and things will be right where 
you left them, only worse for having had you pass this way before.  The POINT in expression is to leave 
the place a better place for your having passed this way—not just a “wait-it-out” place for someone ELSE 
to do YOUR job. 

ONE  MORE  TIME: 
THE  PHOTON  BELT 

Please accept this writing as response to the many, many inquiries about entering the Photon belt as 
presented by Virginia Essene.  Number one: you will find in They Called His Name Immanuel that 
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Immanuel (Jesus) never joined nor did other than acknowledge the “Essenes” of his day.  Number two: 
Virginia speaks for that which she calls the “Gold Ray” which, I suppose, represents Sananda the Christ 
(Esu Jesus).  Having paired with one who “was the ONLY receiver for the Silver Ray (Creation/Creator) 
on the planet Earth” and now having severed that working relationship—I don’t know what YOU WANT 
ME TO SAY. 

You have been on the fringes of the Photon Belt for several years.  THE PHOTON BELT is made up of 
frequencies of light which are INVISIBLE TO YOU.  The darkness or lightedness of several days is 
resultant of things which happen while within this intense bombardment of invisible high-frequency light 
rays.  I have read the material and my opinion is not that which any of you will wish to hear.  I do not 
denounce anyone—but whatever might happen during March 95 and whenever is a RESULT and NOT 
THE fault of the Photon Belt.  I certainly have perception of the intensity of the Photon Belt to do much 
more than give you cancer and blight—prior to the latter part of the first decade of the new century and the 
early part of the second decade of same.  There are fringes on BOTH sides of the belt itself.  What you 
have going in technology will likely ignite the radiation belt around your planet and/or cause happenings on 
the planet which will block the sun from your vision.  The “ignition” and burn-off would take approximately 
3 to 4 days.  A “nuclear” winter (be it by bombs, volcanic eruptions, whatever—would last probably three 
growing seasons minimum—depending on the severity of coverage and/or source of atomic particulate in 
the atmosphere.  If the “darkness” comes DURING the photon belt passage you would be able to receive 
LIGHT enough to grow food from those INVISIBLE rays of the Photon Belt production.  This is while the 
recognized light rays from the sun are blocked by the particulate cover. 

Once again I repeat: Keep your eye safety gear close and readily available, keep coverings for your 
windows available and ready (those survival blankets are fine with tacks and a hammer)  The initial blast, 
even from atomic explosions, can BLIND YOU.  That damage to your eyes may be temporary or perma-
nent according to your location and proximity to whatever happens.  There are BEAMS available to the 
“enforcers” which can blind whole armies and totally derange thought and physical function.  So, whether 
or not blindness is permanent—it is INCONVENIENT. 

I am not going to set forth my scribe for any more rock-receiving and ridicule by further commenting on the 
“Photon Belt”.  Prior to now I offered what the SCIENTISTS were writing regarding the matter and 
suggested, as did they, that you get goggles.  Our friends, such as Col. Gritz, has never stopped the public 
tauntings—while he himself tells you to join the militias and take up arms and put aside isolation food 
reserves.  So be it.  It would seem to me that a pair of welder’s goggles might be good in your survival 
gear—most especially if you are going to live in the non-polluted mountains of “clear skies” Idaho.  Believe 
it or not—the people in Los Angeles will not be as damaged by the Light Blasts of a Photon exposure as 
you clean-air citizens.  That is not, however, a worthy reason to choose to remain THERE.  [What with 
riots and earthquakes looming on the horizon.] 

SISTER  THEDRA 

By the way, I am told now that [the deceased] Sister Thedra of ASSK is being “channeled” “channeling” 
Sananda—and it is coming through ASSK.  Don’t fall for that hog-swill!!  When you get channelers 
channeling channels—you are in serious trouble!  And would Sister’s direct work be worthy?  I doubt it, 
for while on Earth her favorite godchild and fellow-worker was DONALD KEYS of THE UNITED 
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NATIONS!! 

ROAD  TO  FREEDOM 

I have a summarizing document here, which needs your viewing.  I know who this is who writes but the 
person has come to realize that there is no way to have a corner on TRUTH and further realizes that we 
must SHARE if we are ever to turn this thing around and have freedom as well as protection of proprietary 
(thought) property.  I honor that and respect the wisdom of the writer.  At this point we will leave resource 
anonymous.  The person involved calls self: THE ANONYMOUS SYNDICATED COLUMNIST.  (Dharma 
asks for “equal rights”, so how about Anonymous Dharmus?) 

Can you readers see the incredible point to which you have come wherein you FEAR, and rightfully so, to 
even place your name on a DOCUMENT OF TRUTH? 

[QUOTING:] 

THE  ONLY  ROAD  TO  FREEDOM  IS  FOR 
THE  CITIZENS  OF  THE  WORLD  TO 

UNDERSTAND  A  FEW  BASIC  TRUTHS 

I would love to be in a position where I could get credit for these articles; however, these insights seem 
too important not to share in a timely manner; i.e., NOW.  Since I have no vehicle for distribution other 
than these letters I ask anyone who can, please distribute these thoughts as best you can.  You may 
reproduce these ideas in your own words or mine. 

LET  YOUR  VOICE  BE  HEARD 
IN  DEFENSE  OF  THE  REPUBLIC 

“We are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether this nation or any nation so conceived can long 
endure.”  The important words here are “so conceived”.  Lincoln is referring to the novel idea that 
representative government (A REPUBLIC) had for the first time sought to safeguard personal liberty. 
This is truly a novel experiment in government and if it were to succeed it would jeopardize the 
authority of every monarch and dictator in the world. 

The American people have founded a government designed to protect their individual rights.  The 
citizen is sovereign and collectively they appoint local, state and federal officials to represent them.  We the 
people have outlived the contract with our federal officials in a Constitution and itZs first ten amendments, 
and our officials are bound to uphold this contract by their oath of office.  This is the first time in history that 
such a contract has been tried. 

Throughout history governments have been based on the central control theory.  The American Re-
public was an anomaly from its inception and leaders of countries where central control is entrenched saw 
the American Ideal as a threat to their security.  Their systems are orderly but if the idea of individual liberty 
were allowed to spread then they will lose control of their countries and their power.  They see this idea of 
freedom as a malignant tumor destroying their system and they see themselves as a benevolent surgeon 
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might see himself when he cuts out a tumor. 

THEY  MUST  DESTROY  AMERICA  OR 
ITS  IDEAL  WILL  DESTROY  THEM! 

It’s hard for Americans to imagine that their elected leaders could do anything that was not in 
the best interest of America, let alone do anything to sabotage our country’s foundation, but 
there is a simple explanation of why our leaders seem to betray us.  As noted above it is a simple 
fact that monarchies cannot coexist with governments of sovereign people; in the end all governments will 
be representative or they will be centrally controlled (dictatorships).  All countries headed by a monarch 
have a vested interest in the demise of the concept of government of, by and for the people.  This should 
not be hard to understand and as a result we would expect to see an organized effort by countries 
with strong central governments to control or destroy the concept of individual rights. 

THE  BATTLE 

The civil war began the moment the country was conceived and continues to this moment.  It 
involves two ideologies which can be analyzed if you compare the Federalist Papers with the Anti- 
Federalist Papers.  THESE TWO IDEOLOGIES ARE IN CONFLICT!  Both see themselves as good. 

The proponents of central control believe that people should not have a voice in government or 
some great calamity will befall civilization.  They think that only they are wise enough to guide history.  In 
their zeal they truly believe that the end justifies the means and so they use every trick they can imagine; 
especially financial manipulations to reach their objectives.  They have no guilt feelings about taking an oath 
to defend the Constitution as they work to destroy it because they have somehow convinced themselves 
that the world will be better off without it.  They must expend much energy and many resources to promote 
their goal and that is one of the reasons we are in so much debt. 

The proponents of individual liberty believe that their view is so powerful that it will prevail out of its 
own merit and that it will expand throughout the lands without help.  As a result they become apathetic. 
They might be right if it weren’t for a colossal organized stealth effort by the opponent.  Apathy is why our 
liberty hangs in the balance. 

These two concepts cannot coexist so either all countries will form republics or central planners will 
eliminate individual liberties “for the good of humanity”.  There is no bad guy, but there are two points 
of view: we simply disagree. 

We shouldn’t be surprised, then, to learn that there is a battle going on that will determine the future of 
mankind.  Both sides believe themselves to have a benevolent goal but we-the-people must weigh in on 
this issue because the outcome affects the future of the planet.  Ask yourself if you want the American 
Dream (this experiment with freedom) to fall by the wayside? 

A  BRIEF  HISTORY  OF 
THE  ONGOING  BATTLE 
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Since America is the great experiment with liberty, let us look at the highlights of her history.  George 
Washington first took office in 1789 and only two short years later the Secretary of Treasury, Alexander 
Hamilton succeeded in creating a central U.S. bank which was largely owned by Europeans.  He probably 
just felt that central control was essential in spite of the Constitution.  This bank had a 20-year charter 
which expired in 1811.  When Congress did not renew the charter the Europeans created an economic 
panic resulting in the War of 1812 and shortly after, in 1816, a second central bank of the United States 
was chartered for 20 years.  In 1833 Andrew Jackson removed the government funds from the U.S. bank 
and in 1836 the charter was not renewed.  Guess what?  In 1837 there was another economic panic and 
in 1840 an independent treasury was established.  A pattern was beginning to develop: if we didn’t surren-
der control over our economy to international bankers then they created “economic panics”.  Actually 
America was never totally freed from her economic bondage to England. 

In the 1860s the bankers and London financed both sides of the civil war in an attempt to split the 
union in two.  However, Lincoln saved the union by printing (greenbacks) the first national currency under 
the Legal Tender Act.  Could you imagine that there were no economic panics in 1873, 1893 and 1907 
until, in 1913, the Federal Reserve Bank was created as another independent central bank.  This strangle- 
hold on our economy has continued until today and, once this economic control was securely estab-
lished, the focus of attack changed to the next objective: political control. 

STRANGE  BUT  TRUE 
A  PARALLEL  GOVERNMENT  WAS  FORMED 

The political party system developed as a reaction to the idea of representative government.  It is an 
attempt by the Elite to regain political control while maintaining the perception that people had legislators 
who represented them.  The party system has effectively nullified local representation by requiring alle-
giance of the peoples’ representatives to a national committee.  Our ELECTED OFFICIALS should be 
held liable for any legislation that they vote for that falls outside of their solemn oath to defend and protect 
the Constitution.  The party system was designed to desecrate the Republic.  The party system should be 
declared inconsistent with the government of a constitutional republic. 

A second factor that has devastated the original intent of our form of government has been the im-
mense effect of lobby groups.  Elected officials who have been swayed by lobby groups over the wishes of 
their informed constituents have violated the public trust.  The lobby system is government by bribery! 

The economic chaos created by The Great Depression (1929-1939) resulted in FDR declaring a 
national state of emergency in 1933.  As a result of this “emergency” he was able to restructure the 
U.S. debt outside of constitutional guidelines using international maritime law.  Basically the U.S.A. was 
forced into bankruptcy and the assets of each individual citizen was promised as collateral for our restruc-
tured debt; thus effectively ending private ownership of property.  A corporate U.S.A. was created and the 
“state of emergency” allowed our judiciary to substitute contract law for constitutional law.  [H: GOOD 
FOR YOU, WRITER, I HAVE NOT SEEN IT EVER PUT SO WELL AND CLEARLY AS THIS. 
You who continue to have questions about how and when “all this happened?”—need to go and 
reread this very carefully.] 

Because of this “state of emergency” our government has been operating outside of the 
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protection of constitutional guidelines for the past 62 years.  A VARIATION OF THIS STATE 
OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY IS STILL IN EFFECT TO THIS DAY AND HAS BEEN RE-
NEWED ANNUALLY BY EACH SUCCESSIVE PRESIDENT SINCE 1933.  [H: Including Bill 
Clinton on the coattails of Bush who kept the “emergency” going on the basis of Bosnia— 
Clinton then renewed it.]  This state of emergency gives the president special powers and allows the 
government to continue to function OUTSIDE the CONSTITUTION.  Many laws are unconstitutional 
and as such they would become null and void if the state of emergency was terminated. 

This state of affairs is not common knowledge for the citizens; in fact there has been an enormous effort 
to hide these facts from the public.  Since this is the case, our government officials have been operating in 
a fraudulent manner.  Since citizens were never fully informed of the significance of these actions, a fraud 
was committed upon the U.S. citizens and an extra-constitutional (parallel) government has been 
created.  Since the current government operates perpetuating the illusion that the Constitution is still in 
effect, ALL current government officials are in complicity to the FRAUD.  The engineers and per-
petrators of this fraud are responsible for the debt generated by this parallel government.  DUE TO THE 
FRAUDULENT NATURE OF THE SITUATION, THE U.S. CITIZENS ARE NOT LIABLE 
FOR THE DEBT CREATED BY THIS PARALLEL GOVERNMENT. 

An example of an unconstitutional law is the Social Security Act (August 14, 1935): It was enacted 
after President FDR had declared the state of national emergency described above.  This was done using 
the special emergency powers (the 1917 War Powers Act from WW-I).  Currently Congress is consider-
ing a balanced budget amendment and interestingly they want to protect Social Security as part of the 
amendment.  This tactic might be a back-door approach by Congress to incorporate Socialism into the 
fabric of our Constitution through an amendment. 

Because of the ongoing state of emergency proclaimed by the U.S. Government the Congress was 
also able to adopt The United Nations Charter.  [H: LEGALLY!  The Constitution is basically 
set-aside under the state of national emergency and all things change accordingly.]  To quote a 
national newsletter: “Though not realized at the time, the UN Charter, ratified as a treaty by the Senate and 
signed by the President, was an instrument of surrender.  The mightiest military machine ever as-
sembled, victorious in World War II at the cost of millions of lives, was surrendered to an enemy that had 
no guns, no territory, no head of state, no existence except on paper.”  The U.N. Charter was A COUP 
FOR CENTRAL CONTROL in 1945.  Look at the irony of a central global agency that has no elected 
officials claiming to promote democracy.  Not surprisingly, every peace-keeping mission results in a social-
ist victory or a stalemate!” 

ANOTHER  COUP  FOR  THE 
BANKERS  IN  1995 

The above quotation gives cause for reflection on the recent money crisis in Mexico.  President Clinton’s 
attempt to solve this “crisis” by dealing with the international bankers (the IMF is a subsidiary of the UN) 
instead of through Congress has possibly allowed the central planners to secure for themselves all the oil 
reserves of Mexico with these loan guarantees.  The standard of living in Mexico was cut in half and, as a 
result, the cost of wages for international corporations was also cut in half.  If the bankers don’t give 
Mexico more loans to service their debt then Mexico’s oil assets will belong to the IMF by default (not to 
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the U.S. citizens as they would have if the Congress had done the deal).  [H: The fact is that the money 
Clinton awarded “to Mexico” did not go to Mexico at all—it went directly to the Banks.  Mexico’s 
oil (its only real asset) was used as collateral—but to the same bankers so what is being said 
here is that now the spiral is underway in LOCK POSITION—it is “over” for Mexico.] 

LIABILITY  OF  OUR  LEADERS 

The concept of public trust needs to be reevaluated!  People take certain things for granted in our 
society.  This fact is taken advantage of and the people are fooled into believing things which are not true. 
The general public has an expectation that what is portrayed as news should be gathered in an unbiased 
manner.  This is a fair expectation since this is the impression that the media presents. 

If a special interest owns a general-circulation media organization and promotes propaganda to ad-
vance an agenda, then a fraud has been committed.  If an organization knowingly takes advantage of the 
public trust in order to advance an agenda without airing both sides of the issue then a fraud has been 
committed. 

Obviously international bankers and international corporations have a vested interest in central control 
outside of national boundaries.  However, if they buy a media outlet and use it deceptively for propaganda 
or if they buy the votes of our political representatives either directly or through lobby groups then they 
have betrayed the public trust and they have committed acts of sedition.  One cost of sedition should be 
financial liability. 

Let me give an example.  If a newspaper or a television network news covers an issue like free trade 
in a biased manner which gives the viewers the perception that free trade is good for America, yet doesn’t 
allow equal time for opposing views, then the organization should be financially liable if in fact the free trade 
agenda which gets adopted is detrimental for the United States.  Bailouts should be guaranteed by the full 
faith and trust that the news organizations would be responsible for any economic losses sustained by 
Americans as a result of free trade because of their aggressive but deceptive propaganda campaigns to 
promote their agendas. 

CONCLUSION 

CONGRESS  SHOULD  MAKE  A  NEW 
CONTRACT  WITH  AMERICA! 

[H: This somehow sounds like the new Republican barf contract or the Covenant with America 
of Clinton and so on, but let’s hear what this writer has to say.] 

They should acknowledge that: 

* The Constitution has not been in effect since 1933. 
* A parallel government has developed. 
* The parallel government champions central control in defiance of the Constitution. 
* The debt is the responsibility of the parallel government. 
* The debt is not the responsibility of the U.S. citizens. 
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Congress should: 

* REPUDIATE THE DEBT TODAY and 
* Return to Constitutional Government by canceling the State of National Emergency, 
* Establish a Constitutional U.S. Currency regulated by Congress and allow no secret meetings of 

banking committees, 
* Withdraw from the United Nations. 

DON’T  BE  AFRAID 

The present financial structure is not worth perpetuating because: 

1. The debts can never be paid. 
2. The debt is fraudulent and, 
3. The debts are greater than the assets. 

Whatever savings that might be lost will be more than offset by the debt that is retired.  Let us start 
fresh!!  We should anticipate that the bankers will contrive an economic panic but if ALL NATIONS 
WERE TO ABANDON THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRAL BANKING SYSTEM SIMULTANE-
OUSLY THE OUTCOME COULD PUT THE WORLD ONTO THE ROAD TOWARD TRUTH 
AND FREEDOM WITH RISING LIVING STANDARDS FOR ALL PEOPLE IN A TRULY 
PEACEFUL WORLD! 

DON’T  BE  DECEIVED  BY 
DIVIDE  AND  CONQUER  SCHEMES! 

Do not be tricked into fighting with potential allies!  [H: I take that a step further and say: 
DON’T BE TRICKED INTO FIGHTING WITH ENEMIES!] 

THE  ENEMY  OF  LIBERTY  IS 
CENTRAL  CONTROL 

DON’T  PREACH  TO  THE  CHOIR. 

The general public must understand these simple facts. 

Those who seek to increase central control will play us against one another, using religion, race, sex or 
whatever they can to pull our emotional strings and divert our attention from the real facts.  Don’t lose sight 
of the enemy and remember that the goal is freedom with its attendant peace and prosperity.  We must 
sustain the proper priorities. 

I know that this has been a long note but I hope it finds its mark and motivates toward success. 

I HOPE TO BE, THE ANONYMOUS SYNDICATED COLUMNIST 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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I concur with most of these items and I most certainly believe that it is not the “choir” that needs the 
teaching of the tunes.  However, when only the Choir will LISTEN then the preaching must not be forfeited 
and, when the Choir knows the songs, then THEY can teach others to sing and carry the tune. 

There are a relative few who ever see or hear and the few who DO put out the word are so overwhelmed 
with the statistics and need to beg and borrow to take the word to the unwilling listeners—then you do 
whatever you can.  Perhaps only the “Choir” will make it home—but the symphony shall be wondrous. 
We each do that which we can and share, offer and accept the rejection which usually follows.  The hard 
part, readers, is going to be when the stuff hits the fan and those people who ridiculed and pulled you 
down, mocked and hurt you—will be right there demanding your attending.  What then will you do? 
Remember something: most of the old tales of Biblical untruth were for the purpose of ending you in the 
mess you are in.  Unconditional love has NO MEANING.  Love has no conditions but it, in its purest form 
of God acceptance, has ALL SORTS OF CONDITIONS—NAMELY THE KEEPING OF THE LAWS 
OF GOD AND CREATION.  Turning the other cheek in stupidity is but to get crazy as a top spinning in 
no direction at all.  If you THINK with that wondrous brain—you will KNOW AND KNOWING WILL 
GIVE YOU THE WAY.  Love with no boundaries or conditions is ludicrous, for you of Earth have 
forgotten what LOVE actually IS.  Sometimes it is the tough love and the conditional but unbending love 
that brings all together.  It is when the New Age garbage of escape from reality and living in the fantasy (not 
the dream which allows all to become reality) that the physical expression becomes the whole expression 
and soul is lost.  While you THINK you are attending soul journey in your silly rituals—you are doing 
rituals of physical and soul is bound to that physical experience.  Astral travel is NOTHING if you realize 
not that it is only the first step to eternal experience.  In these recent instances of ascension-learning it is 
nothing more than a few moments in the “virtual reality” machine.  It is not enough to simply let the mind go 
romping—for the soul must GROW and LEARN and that requires truth and discipline. 

Your nation must return to truth and discipline and the guilty criminals must be thwarted and caused to face 
consequences.  You must step aside and allow them to FALL.  You must create anew—upon the founda-
tion which is so long denied. 

God does not desert you—you turn away from God.  Ponder it.  Salu. 
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